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This research seeks to understand the lives of Vietnamese young people who 
grew up in Hong Kong refugee camps over the last decade. These Vietnamese young 
people are in a unique situation. They left Vietnam as children, or else were bom in 
Hong Kong refugee camps; most feel that Vietnam is not their home, but can Hong 
Kong ever be their home? Today, some of them have become honors students; some 
” are highly skilled workers, and a few have become gangsters. All, however either 
grew up in the "total institution" of the closed camp, where they were physically and 
socially isolated from mainstream society, and were forbidden to leave the camp, or 
else as marginalized members of society in an open camp where they were allowed 
to work and freely go in and out, but without Hong Kong identity cards. That meant 
they had no access to local schools or social welfare services. By studying these 
youths, we can learn much about how people grow up when they were culturally, 
physically and politically isolated from the society around them and seemingly with 
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Chapter One Introduction 
Research Aim and Significance 
The situation of Vietnamese refugees in Hong Kong has been unique. Most of 
them were confined to the refugee camps for more than ten years, up until the" last 
refugee camp was closed in 2000. At that time, the refugees were issued Hong Kong 
identity cards and expected to become totally integrated into Hong Kong society. My 
research seeks to investigate the refugee camp experiences of twenty-one young people 
(now aged 19-22) who have taken various paths in life. These young people grew up in 
refugee camps far from their home culture, and in the refugee camps they were 
effectively isolated from Hong Kong mainstream culture. 
The experiences of "detention camp life" is often said to be dehumanizing 
(Thomas 2000，Mayer-Rieckh 1993, Chan 1987, Oxfam 1986). The young people there 
were considered by some scholars to be culturally handicapped because "the cultural 
transmission, social norms, values, belief, organization of society, family patterns of 
child bearing, attitudes toward authority, work patterns of social associations, were 
‘severely disturbed in the camp" (Thomas 2000: 223). However, when 1 worked in Pillar 
Point refugee camp in 1997,1 found the young people there to be by and large bright and 
energetic. They spent much time pursuing music, art and sports, and were eager to learn 
new things. Compared to similar aged young people who I used to teach in many local 
Hong Kong schools, the young people in the refugee camp seemed to me more 
independent and mature. They did housework, prepared meals and helped to take care of 
their younger siblings. The older students painted the school every Chinese New Year. 
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Although my friends from Hong Kong warned me not to bring my four-year-old 
son into the refugee camp, I loved to see my son playing with them, and they taught him 
to recognize different kinds of fruits and to collect shells and fish on our camping trips. 
The atmosphere among these young people was like a family. They argued or even 
fought as children anywhere else do sometimes, but most of the time they supported 
each other in finding jobs, doing homework assignments and sharing food. These were 
very different from the depictions of the Vietnamese young people in the previous 
literature and the image portrayed in the mass media. 
In May 2000 these people were given the option of either keeping their refugee 
status or of becoming Hong Kong residents (Sherry 2000). There was really no choice to 
make--if they chose to keep their refugee status, they would have almost no hope of 
resettlement or would have to return to Vietnam. Therefore they chose to become Hong 
Kong residents. Since then, their paths have parted ways; some of the young people 
adapted to study and have became honors students while others have become gang 
members; some have become technicians, while others have become drug dealers. This 
study may go part way towards explaining the diversity in the destinies of these young 
� r e f u g e e s . . 
Most of us have grown up within our home cultures; we take for granted that we 
belong to a particular society that influences who we are. The people who have grown 
up in the refugee camps were detached from their home culture geographically but were 
isolated from the mainstream host culture as well. What does this predicament mean to 
these people and how does it shape the way that they grow up? How well do people who 
have been socialized inside institutions such as refugee camps, adapted to Hong Kong 
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culture? This is a significant question because an institutionalized group like the 
Vietnamese refugees has not often been studied, and has never been studied, from the 
refugees' own point of view in Hong Kong. 
The major questions of this research include: What did it mean to grow up in a 
Vietnamese refugee camp in Hong Kong? How have young people become socialized 
into the institutionalized environment? How have ethnic origins, and social and cultural 
identity differences -i.e. Vietnamese as opposed to Chinese - influenced these 
individuals in their experiences in the refugee camp, and their subsequent adaptation to a 
capitalistic society? How effectively have these people integrated into local schools and 
communities after being isolated and separated from Hong Kong society for most of 
their early lives? What have been their strategies for coping with their lives in Hong 
Kong? 
Why Choose This Group 
I have interacted with young Vietnamese for the past five years in my teaching 
work and through my community service. I have interviewed twenty-one young people 
(see Appendix) in this study. 1'target these particular twenty-one young people because a) 
they are from different ethnic origins (eleven Chinese and ten Vietnamese) and have 
different social identities today, and b) because 1 have developed rapport and trust with 
them that facilitates in depth-study. 
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Historical Background of The Young Vietnamese Refugees in Hong Kong 
After the fall of South Vietnam in April 1975, the communists took control of the 
entire country. This created a huge refugee movement, and there was an exodus from 
Vietnam to Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Indonesia, Macau and Hong 
Kong. Soon afterwards, the Vietnamese refugees became an international refugee 
problem. The Vietnamese asylum seekers were usually permitted to stay temporarily at 
the first port of asylum because they were guaranteed resettlement with other countries 
like the U.S.A and Britain. Prior to resettlement, the refugees were provided with basic 
accommodation funded by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR), Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) and voluntary agencies. The cost of 
taking care of refugee was unexpectedly huge for host countries. For example the Hong 
.. Kong government spent approximately HK$ 4,900 million (US$ 618 million) in taking 
care of asylum seekers from 1980 to 1995 (Thomas 2000: 115). 
Initial Period in Hong Kong： 1975-1982 
The first group of 3,743 Vietnamese seekers on the ship Clarea Maersk arrived in 
w 
Hong Kong in May 1975 (Thomas 2000). They were granted refugee status 
automatically and were accommodated with food and shelter in open camps. They were 
also allowed to work in local community. Most refugees in this initial period were 
professionals or from higher ranks of the South Vietnamese government (Thomas 2000). 
This policy continued until June 1982. 
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There were fewer than 1200 Vietnamese boat people who came to Hong Kong in 
1976-1977 (Davis 1991). However, in 1979, a peak in arrivals occurred, a total of 
68,748 refugees arrived Hong Kong (Mayer 1993). Davis (1991) said this peak of arrival 
was created by the planned expulsion of politically and economically inassimilable 
ethnic Chinese by the Vietnam after the Sino-Vietnamese war in 1979. The ethnic 
Chinese had been reduced to second-class citizens through dismissal from their job, 
suppression of their business and the confiscation of their property, were given two 
options either removal as laborers to new economic zone in areas of the countryside 
least capable of sustaining life, or escape by raising enough hard currency to buy 
permission to leave (Davis 1991: 4). In response to this unexpected increase of refugee 
arrivals, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees held a conference in 
Geneva in July 1979. Participants including the U.S, the U.K., and Australia agreed to 
increase their resettlement intake with the condition that Hong Kong and other Southeast 
‘ Asian countries continue to be the first port of asylum. 
The influx of Vietnamese refugees after 1979 was remarkable: 6788 in 1980; 
8470 in 1981; 7836 in 1982; 3651 in 1983; 2230 in 1984; 1112 in 1985; 2059 in 1986; 
�� 3395 in 1987; 18,449 in 1988; and 34,507 in 1989. It was suggested that these dramatic 
increase was due to the famine conditions of North Vietnam as well as rumors about 
refugee policy changes in first asylum (Hitchcox 1990: 98). But after 1991 the arrival 
gradually decreased as economic development in Vietnam improved and with the 
implementation of different refugee polices in Hong Kong. Some 98 percent of arrivals 
after 1980 were ethnic Vietnamese. This is in contrast to 1979, when there were 73 
percent of refugees who were Chinese (Davis 1991). After resettlement to third counties 
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and repatriation to Vietnam, the total refugee population decreased from about 70,000 in 
1989 to a final Vietnamese refugee population in Hong Kong of about 2000 with 
approximately half and half ethnic Vietnamese and Chinese lived in the last open camp 
by the year 2000. For the policy in the 1980s, I will focus on the two most influential 
policies related to the Vietnamese in Hong Kong. The first is the Closed Camp Policy in 
1982 and the second is the Screening Policy in 1988. For the policy in 1990s, I will also 
discuss the impact on refugees of the handover of Hong Kong to China in 1997. The 
cultural and social consequences of these policies for the young refugee who have grown 
up in the refugee camps are the central theme of this research. 
The Closed Camp Policy Beginning July 2, 1982 
Vietnamese refugee arrived Hong Kong were accommodated into open camp 
from 1975 until July 2, 1982. Then the Hong Kong government implemented the closed 
camp policy in July 2, 1982 to put all the new arrivals into closed camp after that day. 
There were several reasons behind this implementation. Before 1982, the refugee exodus 
flowing out from Vietnam from 1975 was considered to be a humanitarian crisis'. The 
� ethnic Chinese and southern Vietnamese government officials among the refugee were 
considered allies of the USA in Vietnam War. Therefore many Western countries 
including the US, Britain and Canada were enthusiastic to rescue refugee from the sea 
and to convince other allies to accept more quotas of resettlement to their countries. The 
population of resettlement of Vietnamese refugee in Hong Kong had been 24,377, in 
1979,38, 468 in 1980 and 17,818 in 1981 (Davis 1991: 11). However, in the early 1980s, 
1 Vietnam defeated the USA and the refugees in the south used to worked for the US-supported 
government, they escaped for fear of being executed by the anti-US Socialist Vietnamese government. 
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despite Hong Kong and other Southeast Asian countries continuing to receive 
Vietnamese boat people, the number of refugees taken in for resettlement by these third 
countries declined because most of the new refugees fled from northern Vietnam for 
economic reasons instead of political reasons. In addition, the Western world also faced 
recession and unemployment, and these factors led to a more protectionist policy against 
refugees. Furthermore, the increase of refugees coming from geographically and 
culturally diverse areas generated strong domestic resistance in some quarters towards 
immigration programs in a number of countries (Mayer 1993 : 30). The former 
ideological sympathy toward refugees changed to hostility and rejection (Ibid: 30). 
In Hong Kong there was also a continuing influx of illegal immigrants from 
China. These illegal immigrants were sent back to China immediately. This unequal 
treatment of Chinese illegal immigrants and Vietnamese refugee created a high degree 
of resentment in Hong Kong residents^, who were hoping to reunite with their relatives 
among the illegal immigrant. In addition, riots in the open Vietnamese refugee camps in 
local communities also threatened the general public in Hong Kong. There was a need to 
keep the refugees away from the sight of the public and also to make the refugee 
“ problem more "visible" at an international level. There was also a need to prevent more 
refugees from coming to Hong Kong. When the Vietnamese refugee arrived in Hong 
Kong, they were given two choices by Hong Kong police officers. The first was to enter 
the prison-like closed camp with limited hope of resettlement. The second was to 
continue their asylum-seeking journey in their vessels with water, food and fuel supplies 
provided in Hong Kong. Most of the refugees were already exhausted from their escape 
2 Hong Kong had high population refugees from Mainland China during the Cultural Revolution from 
1966-1976. 
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from Vietnam. They did not want to take any more risks. Therefore most of them chose 
to enter the closed camps in Hong Kong. Humanitarian groups, scholars and other 
countries criticized the Hong Kong government for putting people without criminal 
offences into closed camps, stating that this was a serious human rights violation 
(Thomas 2000:117). But the Hong Kong government did so anyway. • 
Refugees who arrived in Hong Kong before July 2, 1982 and the Vietnamese 
being screened as refugees after 1988 were put into open camps, the others came after 
July 2，1982 were put into closed camp waiting for screening together with those being 
screened out as non refugee who were waiting to be repatriated. All the closed camps 
were demolished before the hand over of Hong Kong to Mainland China in July 1997, 
and the last open camp, Pillar Point in Tuen Mun was closed in 2000, Closed camps 
were situated far away from urban centers. The detainees were forbidden to leave the 
camp; basic food, clothes and shelter were provided. As I mentioned before, open 
camps were located in the local community. The camp residents were free to move in 
and out of the open camp and they were allowed to take local employment while waiting 
for resettlement. There were between fifty and sixty thousand Vietnamese men, women 
�� and children in Hong Kong during the late 1980s to early 1990s. (Thomas 2000: 5). In 
1990 the largest closed camp, White Head Detention Center, housed 24,000 people with 
approximately three square meters of personal space each, while by the year 2000 there 
were only about 2000 people living in Pillar Point camp, which had been designed for 
five thousand people. 
Most of my informants had lived in different closed camps in Hong Kong for 
between four to ten years. They were moved from one camp to another in this time 
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because the camp management did not want refugees to form permanent social networks 
that might challenge the power of the camp authorities. This continuous movement� had 
a significant negative impact on children and young people who lived in the camps. 
They lost their friends and had to constantly re-adjust to a new environment with 
uncertainty. However, there were also positive sides to this movement, such as the 
opportunity of meeting new friends and, for some, living on an island accessible to 
natural resources. 
The regulations of all the closed camps were similar to British prison rules. The 
people in the closed camp were treated like criminals. However, the geographic and 
social settings differences gave some variations to their detention experience. There 
were two different kinds of closed camps. The first was walled-in prison-like closed 
camp with totally artificial settings such as concrete walls and floor. The most well 
known closed camps among this type was High Island (in Sai Kung), Whitehead (in 
Shatin) and Shek Kong (in the New Territories). This kind of camp was mostly for 
ethnic Vietnamese and "troublemakers" from different camps since they were well 
known for violence in riots. The camp management put them into these high security 
“ prison-like closed camps for.better control. The second kind of closed camps were 
located on an offshore Island isolated. They were Tai Ah Chau, Nei Gu Chau, and Shek 
Gu Chau. These camps were relatively more relaxed in carrying out rules and 
management, especially for children. 
In the walled-in prison-like closed camps, all major activities were tightly 
scheduled. The movement of camp residents was confined to their own sections. 
3 The time for them to stay in a camp varied from six months to two years because the procedures to 
relocate them to different camp were long and bureaucratic. 
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Officers of the Correctional Services Department watched the detainees. Most of the 
adults had little work to do because the food was cooked and distributed for them. In this 
kind of closed camp, there were often tension between different ethnic groups, and 
between the controlling bodies and the detainees. The tension became more intense if 
the percentage of ethnic Vietnamese was much larger than the proportion of ethnic 
Chinese. This was because most of the ethnic Chinese spoke both Cantonese and 
Vietnamese, and so they usually have better communication with the camp management. 
Thus they tended to have better access to resources than did the Vietnamese. 
Miscommunication between refugees and camp management was also another source of 
tension. All these led to different degrees of violence ranging from fistfights to bloody 
riots. 
The second kind of closed camps were mostly for keeping the ethnic Chinese 
refugees and a few ethnic Vietnamese asylum seekers waiting to transfer to other camps. 
This arrangement was also because the ethnic Chinese had a good record of being 
obedient and non-violent. In these closed camps, there were less tensions simply because 
the camps were less overcrowded, and the refugees had more space and activities to 
�� occupy themselves and were.even able to run informal economic systems which gave 
them a sense of autonomy. Despite the difference among closed camps, all refugees 
hoped to be resettled to Western countries, but my informants ended up waiting for more 
than ten years to eventually gain Hong Kong citizenship. 
The historical factor for the distributions of ethnic Chinese and ethnic 
Vietnamese in different camps was that some 98 percent of arrivals since 1980 were 
ethnic Vietnamese who fled Vietnam for economic reasons. They occupied most of the 
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refugee camps in Hong Kong. To avoid ethnic conflicts that might lead to group fights 
and riots, the Hong Kong government separated ethnic Vietnamese and ethnic Chinese 
into different camps, or separated them into different sections by barbed wire in the 
same camp. After 1991，ethnic Chinese among Vietnamese refugees were eventually 
kept at Tai Ah Chau Camp for four to seven years. 
Screening and the Comprehensive Plan of Action 
The closed camp policy in 1982 decreased the refugee influx slightly in 1983 and 
1984, but the influx increased again after 1984. At the same time China pressured the 
British government to resolve the problem before the handover of sovereignty to China 
in 1997 (Davis 1991). In the mid 1980s, the Hong Kong government determined that the 
majority of asylum seekers who came to Hong Kong were looking for a better economic 
life rather than fleeing Vietnam for fear of political persecution. Therefore, starting from 
16 June 1988, all Vietnamese boat people arriving in Hong Kong were treated as illegal 
immigrants unless they were screened to be refugees, based on the 1951 United Nation 
Convention: 
“ A refugee is someone who, owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted of 
reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or 
political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or owing 
, t o such fear unwilling, to avail himself of the protection of that country. (Mayer, 
1993:32) 
The boat people screened as refugees stayed in open camps like Kai Tak Transit 
Center and Pillar Point Vietnamese Refugee Center. The rejected asylum seekers who 
were pending to be repatriated to Vietnam and the people waiting to be screened were 
kept together in closed camps including Tai Ah Chau, Whitehead and High Island. 
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The screening process"^ in 1988 was followed by the Comprehensive Plan of 
Action (CPA). The CPA was endorsed at the major UN conference in Geneva in June 
1989 in the following year; seventy-six countries met in Geneva and came up with this 
plan. The plan include several actions including the discouragement of the clandestine 
departure of refugees from Vietnam with the help of media at a local and international 
level; calls to Vietnam to encourage and promote orderly departure programs; temporary 
asylum centers for new arrivals from Vietnam; UNHCR monitoring of comprehensive 
screening procedures; and calls for third countries to increase their intake of genuine 
refugees. Those classified as non-refugees who had to return to Vietnam voluntarily 
were granted US$50 for adults and US$25 for children under 14 years, plus a warning 
from Vietnam of thirty years in a re-education camp if they ever left Vietnam again 
(Davis 1991:25). 
CPA was presented as an international humanitarian action towards the constant 
refugee movement from Vietnam. The CPA showed a considerable degree of success in 
The screening process as set in Hong Kong government literature in June 1992 is: "Vietnamese boat 
people are first interviewed by an immigration assistant to collect personal data on a questionnaire agreed 
with the UNHCR, an immigration officer interviews the new arrivals, records their claim to refugee status 
'' and make and initial decision on their status. A senior immigration officer reviews this decision before the 
applicant is notified of the result. In complex cases where the immigration officer is unable to make a 
decision, the applicant may be re-interviewed and the decision made by a senior immigration officer. In 
such cases, a chief immigration officer will review the decision before the applicant is notified of the 
” decision. Vietnamese interpreters for the interviews are provided by the Hong Kong Government. The 
UNHCR can access to any screening interview and their officer may advice or comment at any stage. A 
notice of determination explaining the decision on the claim to refugee status is given to all person after 
screening. If screened in as a refugee, the applicant is moved to open camp in as soon as possible. If 
screened out as a non-refugee, the applicant is advised that he or she has a right to review. For the status 
Determination review, the screened out applicants must submit the case to the Refugee Status Review 
Board within 28 days of receiving the notice of determination. On the same day that the status 
determination is made known to the applicants, a copy of the complete Immigration Department file is 
given to the legal consultants (Agency Volunteer Services lawyers) in the preparation of their appeals. A 
further copy of the file is given to the UNHCR to aid them in their protection role, the Refugee Status 
Review board is headed by a former judge and comprises of four panels of two members, drawn from the 
civil service and the members of the community. Their task is to review that facts of the case and the 
Immigration Department' decision. Once the Board reaches its decision on the application for review, the 
appellant is informed of the result Immigration Department officer (Appellant may go for second appeal). 
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voluntary repatriation in the mid-1990s in Hong Kong. By the end of June 1990, more 
than 3000 Vietnamese were repatriated voluntarily (Davis 1991). In 1992 the scheme 
managed 22,693 returns to Vietnam and 42,383 asylum seekers in opted to go back 
"voluntarily" in 1994 (Thomas 2000: 101). However this action also created other 
problems because it involved different international political interests, the screening 
processes were long and clumsy^, which created considerable unrest, violent incidents 
and large numbers of arrivals were locked up in closed camps waiting for screenings. 
The CPA plan mainly encouraged the screening out of non-refugees, to be repatriated 
voluntarily through the screening process. There were many non-refugees who were not 
willing to be repatriated to Vietnam waiting in refugee camp until the end of 1996. Other 
than the non-refugee waiting repatriation in closed camps, another group of asylum 
seekers detained in closed camp were awaiting repatriation to China since some of them 
had escaped from Vietnam and stopped by China^ for more than five years. And they 
seemed not to have the political fear of being executed by the Mainland Chinese 
government. 
、  5 丁he asylum seekers called the screened out notice as “ Chicken Wing" which is a metaphor that they 
could not fly (resettle). Since they have three chances to apply for refugee status, the finally screened out 
non-refugee also had metaphorically eaten three "Chicken Wings". The fastest screening process took 
about two years to finish; the longest took more than ten years because there were not enough culturally 
and socially well-trained officers to carry out the screening process, and the three-hour interview was 
interpreted in Cantonese and Vietnamese and the report was written in English. And most of the screened 
out asylum seekers took first and second appeal that the whole process became long and clumsy. 
6 There was a group of Vietnamese refugee closed camp detainees were classified the Hong Kong 
Government as Ex-China Vietnamese Illegal immigrants (ECVII). They escape from Vietnam to China in 
1978-1979，and they were resettled in southern provinces part of China and were given household 
registration. And then they fled to Hong Kong. However, the screening process was only applicable to 
persons "previously resident in Vietnam". Therefore, the ECVIIs were sent back to Mainland China 
without screening. There were 23,700 ECVIIs returned to Mainland China in 1979-1995. A group of 
about 300 ECVIIs had obtained legal aid in Hong Kong from Refugee Concern in 1996. They won the 
court case and were able to stay in open camp with other refugee. They were allowed to take up local 
employment like other refugee with the conditions that they have not chance to resettle and they could not 
enjoy the equal right of local citizens. Although ECVII children could study in local school and the adult 
could work in local community, their status was still unclear when I interview them in 2002. 
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The experiences of refugees who were held in closed camps from 1988 to 1991 
were most difficult. First of all, the Vietnamese refugee population Hong Kong 
exceeded 70,000 at this time. They were greatly overcrowded in a poor living 
environment with ethnic tension, increasing uncertainty and fear of repatriation. 
Therefore violence was common in the closed camps. The pattern of violence declined 
as the population of refugees declined and the ethnic Chinese and Vietnamese were put 
into different camps. My informant's lives became comparatively more peaceful after 
1992 in closed camp, but when they moved to the open camps they encountered drug 
problems and marginalization. I will discuss this further in Chapter Three. 
Entertainment and Education of My Informants 
As previously outlined, there were different kinds of closed camps. Some of 
them were walled-in detention centers like prison, but there were other camps located on 
an island where my informants were free to move around with access to natural 
resources such as wild fruits and fish. Most of my informants had lived in different 
closed camps. They created their own games and picked up survival strategies from 
'� different adults and friends. .Parents developed their informal organizations and 
economic systems to resist the power and control from the authorities, and to strive for 
autonomy. Although there were some traumatic riots in the closed camps, most of the 
time in close camps was spent waiting orderly for a new life to begin. 
When they lived in closed camps, most of my informants were five to eight years 
old. The closed camps were almost the only world that these children had really 
experienced. Therefore, the artificial cultural settings were "natural" to them. Many of 
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them learned to utilize their creativity and limited resources to have fun. These attitudes 
helped them to be adaptive in facing the changes of adjusting from closed camps to open 
camps, and eventually from the open camp to mainstream society. 
The education for non- refugee in the closed refugee camp was a combination of 
school education and private education. Since they were going to be repatriated to 
Vietnam, Vietnamese was the teaching language for those screened as non-refugees. The 
children waiting for screening also went to this kind of school. The curriculum for 
refugees in open camp was based on the UNHCR curriculum in both English and 
Vietnamese. It aimed to prepare the children to resettle in third countries such as the US, 
Canada and Australia. The common criticism that refugees had of these schools was the 
lack of qualified teachers and a lack of resources including textbooks other teaching 
accessories. Chinese and Cantonese were not emphasized in school education. However, 
the ethnic Chinese set up private Chinese language teaching classes for children. There 
were also voluntary groups who organized entertainment and outside visits for the 
refugees each week. 
‘ Life in Open Camp . 
When my informants were screened as refugees and moved to the open refugee 
camp in Tuen Mun, most of them were thirteen to fifteen years old. They enjoyed more 
freedom of movement than in the closed camp, plus a free individual flat (about 100 
square feet for a family of four people). Their parents were allowed to work in Hong 
Kong. However, effectively the choices were low-skilled work such as laborer, cleaner 
or waitress because they lacked certifiable technical skills. The ethnic Chinese spoke 
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Cantonese and hence had better chances of employment than the ethnic Vietnamese, 
who had only learned a little Cantonese since they had expected to resettle in third 
countries soon. Although they could physically access the mainstream society, they were 
legally separated from it. There were some important consequences of having no Hong 
Kong Identity card. For example, they could not enter local school or the local welfare 
system; nor could they have a library card to access public libraries. They could not run 
their own business in Hong Kong, nor could they travel out of Hong Kong. This created 
considerable resentment among adult refugees. However, my informants seemed to have 
suffered comparatively less disappointment and resentment since they were either bom 
as refugees or arrived as young children: this was the only world they knew. 
In such marginalized situations, gang and drugs were some of the ways for the 
refugees to gain a sense of power or relief. Drugs were common in the open camp 
because the traffickers could easily transport drugs into the camp. It is important to note 
that no ethnic Chinese took drugs in the open camps. Drug addicts were all ethnic 
Vietnamese. As I mentioned before, they had more difficulty in finding jobs than the 
ethnic Chinese, they were expected to be self reliant, but they had no Hong Kong ID 
’� cards, and limited language ability and certifiable technical skills training in the closed 
camp. Some of them started shoplifting or drug trafficking and got caught. They had 
criminal records in Hong Kong, and thus had almost no hope of being resettled. Taking 
drugs seemed an easy way to escape from the feelings of powerlessness. In open camp 
ethnic Chinese coming from the closed camps tried to avoided drugs and crime as much 
as possible and avoided interacting with the ethnic Vietnamese. However, Vietnamese 
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drug addicts tried to take advantage of the fear of these people by asking for or extorting 
money from them. 
The ethnic Chinese did not encourage their children to study Vietnamese because 
it was not practical for their survival. Many ethnic Chinese young people did not go to 
camp school because the curriculum was in the Vietnamese language. Parents taught 
their children Chinese or sent them to private school outside the camp to learn English 
and computer processing. Since the economy in Hong Kong was growing in the 1990s, 
parents could easily find jobs on construction sites. Many of them worked on the Chek 
Lap Kok airport construction site, which was about thirty-minute ride from Tuen Mun. 
Therefore they could afford several hundred dollars per month for their children to study 
in private schools. Some ethnic Chinese families could even afford to live outside of the 
camp to avoid confrontations with drugs addicts in Pillar Point camp. 
In January 1997, the school at Pillar Point, the last open camp, still followed the 
Vietnamese curriculum with the addition of one Chinese-language lesson every week. 
There were about 15 Vietnamese teachers hired from among the refugee in the camp. 
About 150 students were divided into seven different grades. In fact, there were many 
'� variations of academic standards in the same age group because of different individual 
backgrounds. The morale among staff was low because of the great uncertainty 
regarding the students' future. Nevertheless, the school was still a paradise in the camp 
where the students spent time with friends and had a degree of peace in an otherwise 
terrible environment. 
The school experienced a dramatic change after the handover of Hong Kong to 
China in July 1997. It was restructured according to the Hong Kong education system 
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because the Hong Kong government planned to integrate the Vietnamese refugee 
students to local Hong Kong schools in 1998.1 became the head teacher of the school; 
local Chinese teachers (mostly with cross-cultural experience) took over the teaching 
posts of the earlier Vietnamese teachers. Only one Vietnamese teacher stayed, teaching 
one Vietnamese lesson per week to students. The objective of the restructured school 
was simply but ambitiously to prepare the students for a smooth integration into local 
schools, both socially and academically. The number of students also doubled because 
ethnic Chinese young people came back to school. It became an intense year, which all 
I 
teachers having to teach different subjects for students of different level in one class; 
they also have to run remedial classes after school. Kids had never had so much 
homework before. It was frustrating for some Vietnamese student who had never learned 
Chinese before to suddenly have to study form-one^ level material in Chinese. Students 
found it very restrictive compared to the old school system because the new school also 
followed the local school rules and regulations; and considerable emotional and behavior 
problems arose. Some students eventually dropped out because they could not catch up. 
And some teachers also dropped out because it was so stressful: on the one hand they 
� had to stretch their limits to push the students to study, and on the other hand they had to 
deal with students' emotional problems. 
By 1998, about two hundred and twenty students from the camp were integrated 
into local schools, mainly in Tuen Mun, Yuen Long and some other districts such as 
Tsuen Wan and Sham Shui Po. Most of them still lived in the Pillar Point open camp 
while a few of them lived in local community such as Tsuen Wan and Sham Shui Po 
7 Form one is the first grade in Hong Kong secondary school. Hong Kong has six grades in primary school 
and seven grades in secondary school. 
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where the rent was cheaper. Local community still considered the people from the 
refugee camp as potential threats to their community and society, and the local schools 
disappointed the young people. Most of my informants complained that the local schools 
and teachers were too formal and boring. At that time, I visited and interviewed all the 
schools and district offices of the Education Department with another social worker 
from the camp to set up support programs and networks for the students in the 
integration process. Although there were students who dropped out and conflicts 
between local schools and the students, some students from the camp excelled in 
academics, sport or art. The misunderstanding and resistance dissolved as time went by. 
Camp Closed 
The students went to local schools and lived in Pillar Point camp until it was 
closed in May 2000. Most of the refugees were issued Hong Kong ID cards and were 
• expected to be independent and self-reliant. The Hong Kong ID card was a pass for them 
to access the mainstream society legally. My informants are today basically 
indistinguishable from Hong Kong people. Some of them continue to study while others 
� h a v e chosen to work. Scholars have viewed the refugee camp experience as negative as I 
discussed above; however, many of my informants hold positive memories of their 
experiences. They have their own values and they are happy to have equal upward 
mobility，stable jobs and a peaceful living environment. At least there are more choices 
regarding living style in the mainstream society than there were inside the refugee camp. 
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Literature Review 
In this literature review, I will first discuss studies related to Vietnamese refugees 
in Hong Kong. Secondly, I will discuss the similar characteristics of Goffman's total 
institutions with closed camps in Hong Kong, and then I will discuss refugees in the 
U.S., Australia and Southeast Asia. I will also compare other marginalized communities 
with the Vietnamese refugees in open camps because marginalization was a significant 
issue in the open camps. Since refugee issues have become worldwide phenomena, not 
only anthropologists and sociologists but also psychologists have investigated the 
problem from different cultural, social and political points of view. 1 will describe some 
findings that are relevant to this thesis. 
Earlier writings about Vietnamese in Hong Kong (e.g. Refugee Concern 1991, Asia 
“ Watch 1991 & 1992, Mayer 1993, Davis 1991, Hitchcox 1990, Chan 1986) mainly 
reflected on the cultural and social aspects of the detention center and open camps. But 
most of these studies neglected the subjective reactions of refugees themselves; how the 
refugees coped actively in refugee camps and were able to adapt to mainstream society. 
Nevertheless, some researcher did provide insights into refugee policymaking, refugee 
experiences and refugee children's needs. These researchers included Loveridge (1985) 
who describes the earlier stage of refugee experience in Hong Kong, and OXFAM (1986) 
describing how Hong Kong took care of Vietnamese refugee in Hong Kong. Some other 
researchers tended to criticize the closed camp policy, and the limbo situations of 
Vietnamese in Hong Kong (Fozzard 1986, Bousquet 1987, Morgan and Closon 1987, 
Donnelly 1992，Knudsen 1990 and Salisbury 1992). Chan (1987) argued that the 
placement of refugees in closed camp was inhumane because the closed camp was a 
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violation of human right. He continued in 1991 to criticize the inadequate humanitarian 
response at a local and international level. 
Total Institution 
A major theoretical concept I use here is Goffman's concept of "total institution" 
(Goffman 1961). There are many aspects in refugee camp similar to the central features 
o f " total institutions" described in his study in the social situations of mental patients 
and other inmates (Goffman 1961: 17). The first characteristic of total institutions is that 
all aspects of life are conducted in the same place, under a single authority. Secondly, in 
a total institution, all members are treated alike and required to do the same things 
together. The third total institutional characteristic is that all phases of the day's 
activities are tightly scheduled following a rigid timetable, and the sequences being 
imposed from above through ruling bodies. The final aspect for total institutions is that 
the varied enforced activities are brought together into a single rational plan designed to 
fulfill the official aims of the institution. These characteristics of total institution 
“ effectively describes most of the closed camps such as High Island and White Head 
Closed camps, which were walled-in prison-like camps where most of daily life was 
strictly controlled. 
The first similar characteristic of closed camp with total institutions was that 
refugees were settled in closed camp, where they slept, studied and played. The refugees 
lived in metallic Nissan huts (about 250 people per hut), which had about 6x3x4 
individual spaces in three-tier bed structures. Some of these camps like Chi Ma Wan and 
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Green Island transition closed camp were locked from outside by the camp authority for 
security reasons. Secondly, it was also true for my informants that, like in a total 
institution, their families were treated alike regardless of their social background and 
status, with everyone in common simply waiting: waiting to be screened, waiting to 
resettle or waiting to be repatriated. The third total institutional characteristic was that all 
phases of the day's activities were tightly scheduled following a rigid timetable, with the 
sequences imposed from above through ruling bodies. In closed camps in Hong Kong, 
the management centrally cooked the food and distributed it to the asylum seekers in 
fixed schedules. A single authority thus controlled the asylum seekers. Individual 
decisions by the asylum seekers themselves were discouraged in every aspect of their 
daily life. The final resemblance to total institutions was that the varied enforced 
activities are brought together into a single rational plan designed to fulfill the official 
I 
aims of the institution. For the refugees in Hong Kong closed camp, they were isolated 
from the mainstream society and passively waiting in uncertainty, thus fulfilling the 
official aims of the Hong Kong government. These aims included deterring the rate of 
refugee influx, to put the refugees under control before they were screened and to 
� prepare them to be resettled. 
One of the most important consequences for putting people into total institutions 
for a long period is "disculturation" (Goffman 1961: 24). The original home cultures for 
the inmates will be lost in the prolonged detention, and the inmate will have difficulty in 
fitting into the outside world upon his release. This happened to some adults from the 
refugee camps in my research. However this effect was not significant to most of my 
informants since they did not come to Hong Kong with any home culture intact. 
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Goffman also mentioned that the formation of households provided a structural 
guarantee that total institutions would not be without resistance (Goffman 1961: 22). 
Family could reduce the negative effects of total institutions. This was also true for my 
informants, whose knowledge, survival skills, social support and emotional support was 
kept with their families. Parents were not the bread winner in the closed camps; however, 
most of them continued to protect their children from riots, and to discipline them in 
study, including hiring private teachers to teach them English and Chinese. 
Beside the resistance of family towards total institutional control, there were other 
factors contributing to positive experiences of my informants in closed camp. As 
previously mentioned, there were different kinds of closed camps. For example, in Tai 
Ah Chau，refugees were free to move around the island and live more freely than in 
walled-in closed camp. 
It is important to understand refugee experience as refugees themselves understand 
it. Unfortunately, only a few pieces of ethnographic research have been conducted in the 
camps because camp management rejected most applications for access. However, 
Thomas (2000) made use of his first-hand experiences and information obtained from 
�� 
working in refugee camps in Hong Kong in his study, but his study was not 
ethnographic so did not focus on refugee views. And his studied mainly covered data 
from 1988 to 1996 in closed camp. Hitchcox (1990) investigated different issues in 
Thailand, the Philippines and Hong Kong in her visit to different camps as scholar. She 
said the transformation of traditional cultures and education of refugee depended on the 
political and economical situation of host society (Ibid, 1990). But she did not mention 
the actual participation and the subjective perspectives of the young people about their 
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education. Some Southeast Asia countries welcomed the Vietnamese refugees because 
running refugee camps plus UNHCR funding provided employment for local people. On 
the other hand, Hitchcox (1990: 101) pointed out that because the open camp was 
categorized as temporary, no one expected the refugees to stay for long periods, and 
hence the resources were inadequate to ensure the quality of activities such as education. 
This was no doubt an issue in Hong Kong refugee camps. However, she overlooked the 
private teaching run by the refugees themselves in the closed camp, which continued to 
transmit culture and language supplementary to the camp school education. 
Concerning the education and development of the younger generation in refugee 
camps, most researchers have expressed negative opinions. For example, Thomas said: 
The younger generation of the community will have to live with the 
consequences of community disorganization and individual demoralization. This 
， process will finally make the young people socially and culturally 
‘ handicapped... (2000: 34) 
According to his research, young people growing up in the refugee camps will 
find it almost impossible to integrate into the host society. He was accurate in describing 
the closed refugee camp conditions of my informants in their childhood. Their basic 
�� needs such as food, clothing and shelter were provided, and the independence and 
decision making of individuals were discouraged. Members of the institution were 
separated from the mainstream culture and home society. Chan also showed the 
dehumanizing effects of the camps on refugees: 
The refugee is reduced to impotence, either by having no control over what is 
done to him/her in the name of institutional efficiency, or for him/her under the 
banner of charity. In either case, the refugee is involved more as a spectator than 
an autonomous individual (Chan 1987:754). 
These depictions were partially correct for the adults in the closed camp. But the 
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refugees were not a homogenous group, they came with different knowledge and abilities. 
Many of them actively resisted the controlling powers by forming informal organizations 
for religious, social and economical purposes. In these activities, they could make use of 
their knowledge and social networks to have a certain degree of autonomy. These 
activities were also transmitted as survival strategies to younger generations in the daily 
interactions. The parents' roles were undermined in formal social structures but they 
continued at informal and personal levels. For example, as I discussed before, they might 
hire a private teacher to improve their children's English and Chinese standard when the 
camp school was not competent enough. In most of the Vietnamese festivals (these 
festivals were similar to Chinese ones), they taught children traditional crafts and 
activities to celebrate. 
Refugee Adaptations in the U.S.A. and Australia 
‘ Scholars wrote extensive literature on the adaptation of Vietnamese refugees to life 
in third countries aside from Hong Kong (Rutledge 1992, Kibrial993, Omidian 1996, 
Faderman 1998, Coutin 2000). Kibria (1993) showed young Vietnamese in the U.S.A. 
“ who coped better than the adults because they did not have the burden of tradition and 
they had better language acquisition (Kibria: 193-156). Research into the Hmong 
people by Faderman (1998) and research into the Vietnamese in USA and Australia by 
Rutledge (1992: 93) also revealed that education was one of the most important factors 
in refugee adaptation. It provided upward mobility and hope for refugees to achieve their 
dreams after prolonged and dehumanized camp lives. This major social upward mobility 
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for young people meant that they experienced tremendous pressure from their family 
and from themselves to perform and excel. 
For Afghan refugees in the U.S., education played different roles for young 
refugees adjusting to life in California than it did for adults: it was a possible source of 
change for their future to get into upper social class if they could study in University and 
became professionals (Omidian 1996: 139). The young people also struggled in the 
margins of two totally different sets of cultural social values between the mainstream 
society and their parents. However they were better adapted than their parents because 
they did not have as much as traditional constraints. And they did not have different 
social status and identity like their parents built up in their homeland. Therefore they did 
not suffered from the lost of traditional cultures, social status of identity. When they 
went to the U.S., they found a new life, it was "normal", a part of growing up, a new 
culture and new friends (ibid: 152) and they had the added responsibility of being 
‘ cultural mediators for their elders. The above research shows the importance of 
education and the cultural conflict between host countries and home cultures, but unlike 
the young Vietnamese and others in those background, my informants were growing up 
“ in refugee camp where the camp culture was mixed with Vietnamese and Hong Kong 
cultures, therefore they seemed suffered less overt cultural conflict. They basically 
suffered from their marginalized legal status as well as their social marginalization from 
the host society. 
In a study of El Salvadoran immigrants who fought for two decades to win legal 
permanent residency in the United States, Coutin pointed out that people could 
physically exist, but legally not exist (Coutin 2000: 28). Those immigrants without 
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permanent residency were deprived of social welfare, education and freedom. It was 
similar to the situation of my informants without Hong Kong ID card in open camps 
where they physically existed within mainstream society but they were legally confined 
to the refugee camp. They could not enjoy the equal right and privilege as local Hong 
Kong people. They did not exist legally in mainstream society until all camps were 
closed and a Hong Kong Identity Card was issued to them in 2000. 
In the open camp, young people were free to travel into Hong Kong. They were 
exposed to the attractions of consumption but were constrained in their participation in 
the mainstream society by their having no Hong Kong ID card. A study of Pillar Point 
refugee camp's crime rate by Hunt (1996) also pointed out the problems associated with 
criminals and the drug issues in the camp were the result of the prolonged waiting for 
resettlement in open camp without equal legal status to be self-reliant, which had driven 
some open camp residents to struggle to overcome their powerless condition illegally. 
In the year 2000, my informants fitted into the host culture through school or 
work. It was a painstaking process in the initial stage; they did not have a solid 
educational background to fit into local school and most of them were about five years 
� older than local students; local community discriminated against them; However, their 
social networks and survival strategies developed from refugee camps helped them 
through financially and emotionally in difficult times. They shared information in 
finding jobs, renting flats and joining free tutorial groups in a church. Their attitudes 
were similar to the experiences of young Vietnamese refugees in Australia. They 
believed that they were more adaptive and stronger after what they had endured in 
refugee camps (Hawthorne 1982: 257). 
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Mamak said in a seminar on Samoan in California at the Chinese University in 
2002 that the Samoan's most successful coping skill was a self reliant strategy combined 
with aspects of kin-reliance and peer reliance. Individuals make enough resources for 
themselves first, and they did not put the obligation to take care of others as the first 
priority. Therefore they could make use of their resources more flexibly and suffered 
less stress. Their peer also provided a safety net and emotional support. The kin-reliant 
strategy was not desirable in the highly capitalistic society where people were physically 
far away from each other. It was also not favorable for any people to live in an extended 
family in the high-rise buildings of San Francisco and Los Angeles. 
Mamak mainly argued that the people who were more kin-reliant suffered more 
because they did not have the resources to support the traditional ways of Samoan lives. 
” It was too expensive to have parties and gatherings such wedding banquets, funeral and 
religions ceremonies. And it was also difficult for them to run and organize these 
traditional gatherings because they lived far apart from each other. 
The coping skills of my informants were basically self-reliant plus some peer and 
kin supports. The biggest advantage from my informants was they still lived relative 
closed to each other in the Tuen Mun districts. They could reach each other within 
walking distance or within a fifteen-minute bus ride. Their gatherings were not 
expensive at all because Vietnamese food is in general cheap. The idea of "kin" not only 
meant family and relatives for my informants, it also included all the members in their 
community. 
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Reviews of Marginalized Communities 
The experiences of young refugees in Hong Kong were similar to those of young 
people growing up in disadvantaged situations throughout the world. In the movie City 
of God, in 2000 set in Brazil and based on a true story, young people were depicted 
growing up in marginalised, run-down districts where drugs and violence symbolized 
power, A young gangster said he was not a child any more because he took drugs and 
killed people. But most the people who believed in love and peace there ended up being 
bullied or killed. This violence was the result of marginalization instead of the innate 
nature of these human beings. A few young people did not choose to join gangs or to 
take drugs. They were able to live with dignity if they could get out of the slum and get a 
decent job in mainstream society, but it was extremely difficult because of their 
• marginalized social background. People coming from the marginalized community 
neither had solid educational background or professions to fit in the mainstream society, 
and their social background was also stereotyped negatively by the mainstream society. 
The theme of the film suggested that having equal social upward mobility was essential 
to "demarginalize" those who were marginalized ones. 
Another study of marginalized community done by Bourgois (1995) concerned 
drug dealer in the inner city areas of New York. He also writes that legality is one of the 
key determinants of the need for survival strategies to be employed by marginalized groups. 
If they were not given the access to equal upward mobility in the mainstream society, they 
often turned to illegal ways to search for respect and dignity (Bourgois 1995). 
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Wong (1982) also investigated the adaptation of young people moving from China 
to Chinatown in the U.S. Their experiences were similar to the young Vietnamese moving 
from closed camp to open camp in Hong Kong. Their dreams of freedom and wealth were 
shattered as mainstream society promised many material rewards such as cars, clothes, 
movies and recreation to those who had money. Yet they were expected to do many of the 
menial or unskilled job, such as dishwashing or laundry work because they lacked skills in 
English and formal education. Therefore many of them were driven to join gangs (Wong 
1982:69). 
Similarly, the illegal jump-ship sailors and refugees in Chinatown, New York 
had to work very hard to make a living to maintain a minimal comfortable way of life. 
They were concerned with short-term and immediate goals and were willing to work odd 
. jobs and put up with adversity. They worked long hours and earned little pay. They 
shared similar goals as those in mainstream society: freedom and material affluence 
(Ibid: 83). Their illegal status was an obstacle to working and living outside of 
Chinatown into the mainstream society. 
Beside legal status, tradition and past experiences are also important for refugees 
to reconstruct their new lives. Chan's study of Indo-Chinese in Australia stated that past 
experiences of life stress have made the Indo-Chinese into survivors, more resilient, 
more hardy, more realistic and pragmatic, and more accepting of the "slings and arrows" 
of life beyond ones' control. "Together the traditional Indo-Chinese culture which 
treasures family values more than individual interests, sociability with members of their 
immediate social networks, and mutual aid, the difficulties in refugee experiences and 
problems in adaptation to mainstream society strengthened family bonds." (Chan 1987: 
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128). These finding were similar to my findings in this research. As I mentioned before, 
their social network, survival strategies and family bonding developed from refugee 
camps have been helping them to be self-reliant since the camp was closed in 2000. 
Psychological Research Findings • 
Since refugee issues are a worldwide problem, psychologists have also 
conducted extensive research into refugee mental health. Instead of looking at the 
cultural and social characteristics of refugees, their research finds only slight differences 
in psychological diagnosis of clinical disorders of patient samples of varied countries of 
different cultural backgrounds including Eastern Europeans (Buchwald, Klacsanzky, & 
Manson 1993)，Iranians (Bagheri 1992), East Germans (Bauer, Priedbe, Kurten, Graf, & 
Baumgartner 1994) and Southeast Asian refugees (Kinizie, Fedricken, Ben, Fleck, & 
Karls 1984). The most common diagnosis included adjustment disorder (39-60%), 
‘ schizophrenia (9-11 %), personality disorder (8 %) and paranoia (5%) (Winter and 
Young 1998: 349). In addition to these problems, children and young people also had 
eating disorders, general somatization, and acting-out behaviors (e.g., alcoholic abuse, 
�� drug addiction, aggression, defiance, strained parent relationships) (Arryo & Eth 1985, 
Wingard & Felice 1984), According to the above research, these problems were caused 
by premature separation from family members, decreased parental support, living with 
distressed adults, and the loss of educational opportunities. The research suggested that 
children were better able to survive traumatic migration experiences when accompanied 
by parents and family members. This is similar to the findings of Ng (1991) on the self-
esteem of adolescences in the Vietnamese refugee camps in Hong Kong. Ng's study 
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pointed out that even some children who did not have parents or immediate family 
members could still cope with refugee experiences as long as the camp provided social 
and emotional support for them. But that could only be possible with sufficient resources. 
Although I do not have professional psychological knowledge, in my six years of close 
interaction with the young Vietnamese in Hong Kong, only a very few of my informants 
and other young refugees in a similar age group seemed to have the psychological 
disorders. 
Aside from the neglect of cultural and social aspects, individual choices of 
children were not mentioned in this research. In my research, a boy chose to live on a 
beach close to the open camp instead of accepting any services from the camp. This was 
because he did not want to live on others' sympathy. Although this is not a typical case, 
it is relevant to note that these individual subjective feelings and decisions were not 
emphasized in the above psychological research. 
‘ Another psychosocial study of South Asian youth in Canada by Hyman, Beiser 
and Vu (2000) identified the sources of stress as school adjustment, parent-child 
relationships and intra-personal conflicts which reveals the importance of cultural and 
�� social characteristics of the host society and refugees. Keen (1992) studied and 
compared the qualitative and quantitative first-hand findings in relief work for refugee s 
all over the world, he raised an important point that mental health should be put in the 
same priority as the provision of food and accommodation in taking care of refugees. 
This was an important suggestion for most host societies where the government put food 
and shelter as the top priority for setting up refugee camp. But mental health is as 
important as physical health. 
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How Is This Research Different From Previous Research? 
I have discussed the literature on Vietnamese in Hong Kong and other countries as 
well as the key problem of marginalized communities. My ethnographic research is 
different from earlier research in two ways. Firstly, it takes the point of view of the 
young people themselves, trying to figure out what it means to grow up in a refugee 
camp. Unlike most of the previous studies of Hong Kong refugee camps, as earlier 
discussed, my research did not find that those camps were generally negatives places, 
but rather found that these camps had both positive and negative aspects. 
Secondly, my research focuses on young people who grew up in open camp in 
Hong Kong from 1997 to 2002, whereas the most updated Vietnamese refugee research 
written by Thomas mainly covers the refugee experiences before 1997. The handover of 
Hong Kong back to mainland China brought changes in language in camp school from 
Vietnamese and English to Chinese. In my research, the conditions of the open refugee 
‘ camp school were even better than many local schools in terms of resources and staff 
qualifications. Although some of my informants still have nightmares of the riots that 
they lived through in the closed camps, others used these experiences as motivation to 
�� study and work hard. Previous research has underplayed the positive and strengthening 
attributes, which refugees have gained from difficult life events. I do not mean to portray 
the camps as fundamentally positive, as they were, after all, not so different from prisons 
in many respects, but they did have a positive side. 
Methodology 
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Participant observation was combined with ethnographic interviews in this 
research project. Government documents, UNHCR fact sheets and media data as well as 
academic literature were used as references. 
Participant Observation • 
Over a period of three months, I carefully observed the daily life and personal 
interactions of my informants and the community in Tuen Mun. The primary fieldsite 
was located in the residential area around Butterfly Estate in the Tuen Mun District 
where most of informants were living. Although they lived in different buildings, along 
with local people, they tried to meet every week to share information in job seeking, or 
studying or simply for social gatherings. In addition to their long-existing social 
networks, there was still an ex-Vietnamese refugee community as my fieldsite. This area 
also was close to where Pillar Point camp used to be. My informants lived in this area 
because of the cheap rent, well-developed transport network and their familiarity with 
the community. Churches, community centers and schools all were easily accessible 
mostly within walking distance. I even worked together with some of my informants on 
�� a construction site for about three weeks. 
Before starting the participant observation, I determined specific areas on which to 
focus attention; a pocketsize notebook for documentation was my constant companion. I 
accompanied informants on shopping trips to the local market, social gatherings and 
after-meal chats. I also joined their weekend leisure activities such as barbeques, parties 
and attending church, selling pirate cigarettes, meeting gang leaders and visiting prison. 
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Interviews 
There were during the period of my research in 2002, about 65 young 
Vietnamese aged 19-22 who had grown up in refugee camps. This was out of the 
approximately 2000 total Vietnamese refugee population in Hong Kong at this time, 
most of the refugees in arrived in Hong Kong were either repatriated to Vietnam and 
China or resettled in Western countries leaving only a small number in Hong Kong. 
Twenty-one informants among this group were interviewed (see appendix). Interviews 
with informants were of three types: informal, unstructured and semi-structured and 
were conducted in Cantonese^. Informal conversations about what was going on in their 
lives and past camp experiences were frequent and reoccurring. More time was spent on 
in-depth interviews and participant observation to further develop data for analysis. Each 
in-depth interview lasted for about two hours; each informant was interviewed twice to 
make sure there was sufficient time not to miss any important issues. The interviews 
‘ generally were carried out in the informant's home but sometimes we had them take 
place in the Butterfly Bay Park because it was quiet and full of memories about 
barbeques and gang fights that had happened there. 
� Interviews focused on informants' thoughts and feelings about their past refugee 
camp experiences, the present situation and their expectations for their future. I usually 
started with questions like: "What is the happiest event in your experiences in refugee 
camp?" ‘‘ What is the worst event in your refugee camp experience?" I found it help to 
open up their memories by asking these questions. And then I will go into questions like 
"How do you compare yourself with local people in school/work?" ‘‘ How do you feel 
8 All informants had learned perfect spoken Cantonese from TV and interaction with Cantonese speaking 
camp management officers. It was just for communication but also for better access to resources. 
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about your refugee experiences?", "Can you describe the different personal 
relationships with family members/officers/peers/ volunteers in the refugee camp?", "In 
which refugee camp you spent longest time?" What kind of games and activities did you 
have and what were you favorite games?" "What do you think about the school in 
refugee camp as compared to local school?" "What kind of working experiences do you 
have and do you wanted to continue if you can choose other jobs?", "What experiences 
had you had with drug addicts/police/gangs in refugee camps?" ‘‘ Are you happy that the 
camp was closed?" "Are you happy interacting with local people?" "Do you have local 
people as friends?", "What do you want to be in the future?". Most of the time, I did 
not have to keep asking questions because their memories poured out and they wanted to 
tell me everything about their experiences. 
Family members, teachers and community workers were interviewed as well; each 
interviews lasted about an hour during which they shared their perceptions and 
experiences of my informants. I asked them questions like: "When was the happiest time 
you spent with these young people?" "What do you think about these young people 
today?" "Do you have problems communicating with these young people?", "What do 
�� you think about their future?". Here too I did not have to keep asking questions about 
their experiences with these young people because they had lots of intense feelings and 
thoughts. I Just paused occasionally to ask them to clarify some factual information. 
Data Management 
Interviews were taped-recorded and the resulting data were transcribed into 
different related topics each night. These were divided into experiences in closed camp, 
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open camp and the local community. These experiences were further categorized into 
issues related to family, school, ethnic tension, violence, entertainment and interactions 
with authority. In addition, I analyzed field notes to crosscheck with the interview data 
to ensure the research progress and to ascertain possible future problems. This 
stimulated thinking about relationships and patterns occurring in the information 
including when, where, what, how and why of certain particular event happened and the 
feelings they brought about. 
Ethical issues 
It always has been sensitive to discuss refugee issues, and things become even most 
sensitive when talking about young people and their traumatic experiences. My concern is 
not to stigmatize my informants or create potential risks for them. In each interview, 
informants were told that the research would be open to the public. They then were asked 
to specify any information that they did not want presented in this thesis. Additionally all 
names are fictitious, to hide the identities of my informants as much as possible. 
�� Personal background and working experiences with Vietnamese young people 
Before I worked in the refugee camp, a variety of different work experiences 
helped me to understand the Vietnamese young people better. My work experience 
included time as a waiter, X-ray technician, laborer, overnight computer operator, street 
performer, and dolphin trainer. In addition, I was an art teacher for local and 
international schools. I also have worked with a number of community NGOs to 
organize art programs for marginal young people and small-group-home children. I 
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myself grew up on a rooftop wooden hut in a poor neighborhood similar to the open 
refugee camps. 
In January 1997,1 started working as an art and P.E. teacher in the Pillar Point 
Vietnamese refugee camp. I was one of the local teachers. The school had been • 
restructured according to the Hong Kong education system. I eventually became the 
head teacher, leading local Chinese teachers (mostly with cross-cultural experience) and 
one Vietnamese teacher, to prepare the students culturally, socially and academically for 
a smooth integration into local schools. By then I had the opportunity to interact more 
intensively with the Vietnamese refugees in the camp. The rapport relationships I 
developed in this time with the students and parents helped me a lot in this research. By 
1998,1 had visited and interviewed all the schools that had registered refugee students. 
Then I discussed with district officers of the Education Department and a social worker 
from the camp how to set up support programs and networks for the students in the 
integration process. The information and experiences I had at this time were important in 
« 
developing an understanding of the dynamics and crucial factors of their adaptation. I 
am a close friend of the older students (some of whom are now working) and we keep in 
�� close contact. I have been participating in most of their social gatherings since 1997. 
Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis is organized into five chapters. This chapter has stated the research 
significance, depicted the historical background of the Vietnamese refugees in Hong 
Kong, offered a review of the literature related to refugee camp experiences and 
adaptation, and discussed the methodology, plus the ethical issues of research. Finally I 
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mentioned my own work experience as a teacher and counselor for young refugees in 
the Pillar Point Vietnamese refugee camp from 1997 to 2000. 
Chapter two explores the power relationship between institutions and individuals 
in the closed camp. This chapter focuses on everyday life inside two typical closed 
camps, Tai Ah Chau and High Island using individual life histories. This chapter 
includes information about the following topics: physical settings, rules and regulations, 
management and leadership, NCOS and the UNHCR, family, school and recreation. I 
discuss how informants made use of their past experiences and the informal economic 
systems in refugees camp. I also discuss how their past experience helped them to create 
games and activities, so that they could enjoy the leisure and forget about the uncertainty 
in refugee camps. The enjoyment and constructive activities also provide them 
motivation to strive for a better future. 
Chapter three discusses the dynamics of refugees in an open camp whereby they 
physically existed but legally non-existed in mainstream society. The key problems were 
their lack of Hong Kong Identity cards, confrontation with drug abuse, and intrusive 
police control, which influenced their daily lives. I investigate the social boundaries 
�� created in the dynamics of open camp and how the asylum seekers transcended these 
boundaries through school, illegal activities and personal relationships. 
Chapter four is based on the power relationship between the mainstream 
capitalistic society and the individuals after the camp was closed. I compare the current 
social, economical and educational situations of my informants, reconstructing their lives 
in three different social and cultural settings - mainstream Hong Kong, Vietnam and Pik 
Uk Prison in Hong Kong. This chapter explores individual's freedom as a double-edged 
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sword, do these freed refugees now enjoy more freedom or are they becoming more 
alienated? 
Chapter five shows the research significance and discusses the implications of 
growing up in refugee camps. These implications also raise some questions: Is it better 
to live in a refugee camp than in the mainstream capitalistic society? What are the 
relationships between refugee camps and the mainstream society? The refugee camp 
could be viewed as a anthropological experiment, which put adult and children in a 
laboratory (refugee camp), isolated them from their native culture and the capitalistic 
mainstream culture, provided them with basic subsistence and see what happened to 
them. From my informants' point of views, it was not necessarily negative if they were 
put into a refugee camp with a bountiful natural environment and close interpersonal 
relationship. Some of my informants still would prefer to live in that kind of closed 
camp instead of mainstream society. 
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Chapter Two- A Prison for Non-criminals: What Made Closed Refugee Camp 
Experiences Positive For My Informants? 
Introduction 
In 2002, there were about 65 young Vietnamese aged between 19-22 who 
grew up in Vietnamese refugee camps in Hong Kong. Three were born in Hong 
Kong and grew up in open camps. The others arrived as children after Hong Kong 
carried out the screening process in July 1988, had to wait in closed camps for 
screening before moving to open camps and then wait for resettlement, or to be 
repatriated to Vietnam. They lived in different closed camps in Hong Kong for 
between four and ten years. In the waiting process, they were provided with food, 
clothes and basic accommodation. The camp residents commonly hope to resettle in 
the "paradise" of Western countries. As I mentioned in Chapter one, the closed camp 
‘ had many similarities with the total institutions described by Goffman. My 
informants revealed that family is an important resistance to the total control of 
institution as Goffman described (Goffman 1961: 22). Besides, I will also discuss 
other factors that reduced the negative effects of the total institution on children in 
the formal and informal social systems inside closed refugee camps. 
Correctional Services Department (CSD) controlled the closed camps 
containing mainly ethnic Vietnamese. The Hong Kong government commissioned 
private security companies controlled the other closed camps containing mainly 
ethnic Chinese. All detainees had to queue up for food, drinking water and washing 
facilities. The adults in the camp had no jobs or just a little labour to do. Many 
people assumed refugees just "sat", "waited" and "did nothing". My research 
revealed quite different from what the literature and media at times depicted as either 
violence or helplessness among refugees. Most of them were quiet and obedient with 
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the hope to resettle eventually. Besides, many camp residents formed informal 
organizations and economic systems in camp to support each other and to share 
information. 
As I mentioned before, the rules and regulations of closed camps varied 
dependant on geographical location and the proportion of ethnic Chinese and ethnic 
Vietnamese in the ten refugee camps in Hong Kong. Six of them were prison-like 
closed camps with totally artificial settings and only concrete floor and walls. All 
major activities in these camps were tightly scheduled. The movement of camp 
residents was confined to their own sections. The other four camps each occupied an 
island; Tai Ah Chau was the most free and resourceful among these camps; some of 
my informants were free to go around the island and had access to the natural 
environment. 
Undoubtedly, there were negative elements of different closed camps as 
examined in the literatures (Thomas 2000, Hitchcox 1986，Chan 1982). Thomas said 
that closed camps in Hong Kong were basically set up as a form of "ethnocide" 
which "controls the free movement of individuals and communities"; "the detention 
center experience is a conflict between asylum seeker's attempt to recreate a social 
�� 
life and supportive network in the camps and the camp administrators attempt to 
destroy any such supportive mechanism". Hitchcox revealed the "experience of 
being rejected for resettlement created growing sense of hopelessness" while Chan 
writes that the refugees in closed camp were treated like prisoners, who were 
deprived most aspects of human rights. However, they overlooked some positive 
elements. Most of my informants learned survival skills and positive attitudes from 
other refugees of different social backgrounds or personal interests. They helped 
each other in daily life and in riots to protect women and children. In some closed 
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camps with natural resources, my informants were similar to the young refugees 
Christensen described in Somalia, who enjoyed the bush (Christensen 1982). My 
informants played and found food from the beach and the woods everyday after 
school, and their creativity and potential was often employed to make life more 
positive. 
My informants' leisure and creative activities in a sense showed the resilience 
of individuals and also became a resistance to the power control of the authority. As 
Foucault wrote "There are no relations of power without resistance" (Foucault 1984). 
In the discourse of the refugee camp, there were many strict rules for the detainees, 
but they were not strictly applied to children; for example, some children were 
allowed to play outside of the camps while the adults were strictly forbidden to do so. 
Therefore, the young refugees had some rooms to thwart the dominant discourse for 
their fun and excitement, and they identified the areas of tolerance and exploited 
them to their limits. Let's now look at their closed camp experiences in detail. 
General Conditions of Two Different Kinds of Closed Camps 
All closed camps were set up to isolate refugees from mainstream society. 
Therefore, they were geographically isolated from the urban areas. Let me describe 
two different closed camps that reflect different experiences. The first was a prison-
like closed camp (High Island) in a rural area in Sai Kung. Another was a closed 
camp in an offshore island (Tai Ah Chau). There were common elements and 
differences between these camps. 
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Common Features of Closed Camps 
Both closed camps were far away from urban areas: High Island closed camp 
was about a half-hour drive from the town center of Sai Kung (New Territories of 
Hong Kong); Tai Ah Chau was an hour's 'speed boat' ride from Central, Hong Kong. 
These camps were not accessible to the general public without permission from the 
camp management. . 
All the closed camp rules and regulations were based upon United Kingdom 
prison rules (with certain amendments for Vietnamese refugees), For example: 
No person shall enter a detention center without the permission of the 
Superintendent. All persons and vehicles entering and leaving a detention 
center maybe examined and searched, money and other effects belonging to 
detainee may be placed in the custody of the Superintendents. A detainee on 
first admission to the detention center may be kept apart from other detainees 
in such place and for such a period as the Superintendent may prescribe. 
(Hong Kong Immigration Ordinance, Chapter 115, 1989) 
Camp management had absolute power to interfere with an individual's 
privacy as in a prison; the control also applied to visitors who could only talk with 
the refugees in front of an officer. Supervised visits were mostly limited to about half 
an hour in a cubicle; my informants had to follow all directions regards washing, 
� bathing, shaving and hair cutting. They sent or received letters through the camp 
management. The latter could examine the content. 
‘ The third common feature was the physical settings of the living areas as 
described by Mayer 1993: 
Barbed wires and watchtowers surrounded the closed camp. Several powerful 
floodlights were set on the inside and outside walls. There were about 17-foot 
high double steel walls topped with several rolls of barbed wire surrounded 
the camp. The inside spaces were further divided into smaller sections (each 
section contained about 2500 people), separated by steel walls. 
Accommodations were in "Romney huts" (large corrugated iron huts), which 
held 300 people. People living on three-tiered wooden bed-boards (8ft. by 6 
ft. by 3ft. for two people) where ordinary size adult could not stand upright. 
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Each bed space was separated by a piece of cloth. ...Washing and toilet 
facilities were with poor light and limited water resources... 
According to my informants' retrospectives, the living space was extremely 
noisy (because the echoes were great), hot (39-40 degree Celsius in summer) and 
stuffy. The only privacy they could get was inside the toilet. The frequent police 
searches for weapons and alcohol further intruded on their limited privacy. 
Camp management could send any rebellious detainees or people involved in 
fight to prisons or public humiliation by putting them into Closed Observation Units 
in the center of the camp, for between two to four weeks. "The units consisted of 
four tent poles covered with waterproof sheeting. Food was passed through a small 
opening. "Offenders" were watched by hundreds of people who passed by everyday" 
(Mayer 1993). 
CSD alone was impossible to control the large number of refugees, especially 
when many were not Cantonese speakers. Camp management selected leaders from 
the refugees to settle minor conflicts or to provide information to the police in case of 
a group fight or riot. The criteria to select these leaders were based on language skills 
in Cantonese and Vietnamese as well as physical strength plus social networks to 
control people. Two representatives were chosen from the hut leaders to meet the 
controlling body regularly and to bridge the communication between the detainees 
and camp management. These leaders enjoyed a large amount of control over the 
entire community (Mayer 1993: 50). They were supposed to represent the needs and 
concerns of the people. But my informants said that these leaders sometimes took 
advantage of their positions to improve their own welfare. At worst they employed 
extortion, coercion, bribery, violence and intimidation. 
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The role of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 
and NGOs was common in all camps. They cooperated with the government to 
ensure that the basic needs of the detainees were met. However, they could only do 
advocacy and monitoring but making any decisions. NGOs mainly worked in the 
refugee camps for welfare and education. Religious groups including Buddhist, 
Christian and Catholic Churches provided religious activities or entertainment for the 
refugees in the camp. (Most of my informants who jointed these activities as children 
were mainly looking for the games and gifts handed out by the religious groups.) The 
most significant NGO for my informants was International Social Service (ISS) 
which provided school with two levels: Primary (grade one to grade five) and 
secondary (grade 6 to grade 10) based on the UNHCR curriculum, offering both 
Chinese and Vietnamese instruction. 
Caritas was another important NGO for children. Besides providing welfare 
and recreation, its library had a few hundred or thousand outdated English books and 
magazines in the camps in which they operated. Since there was little work for the 
adults in refugee camps, Caritas provided training such as dressmaking and 
beautician courses for detainees. My informants criticized these courses as 
�� 
impractical because not many people wanted to do these kinds of jobs after they left 
the camps. Residents could play basketball, soccer and volleyball. Besides, 
"Community and Family Services International (CFSI) assisted individuals to cope 
with personal, family and social problems. It also helped in family reunions, as well 
as cases of vulnerable groups, such as the mentally handicapped and victims of 
domestic violence and rape" (Thomas 2000:151). 
In the screening process, health was an important issue for the asylum seekers 
as it affected their eligibility to be resettled. Therefore, several organizations were 
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responsible for health and hygiene in the camp. Save the Children Fund (SCF) 
operated in all Hong Kong refugee camps to provide heath care and development 
support for children up to 6 years of age. Their program was mainly the pre-school 
and baby clinic to provide health education and family planning. “A clinic operated 
by the Health Department of Hong Kong provided general health services and was 
equipped with a 15-bed ward. Six doctors managed the clinic on shift twenty-four 
hours everyday. Specialized antenatal care, dentistry, postnatal care, family planning 
and optometry services were also available on a limited scale. Specialized and 
serious medical cases were sent to the outpatient hospitals in Hong Kong. 
Basic needs, such as food, water supplies and other amenities and were in 
general not satisfactory for most of the closed camps. For example, there were only 
three boilers' in each section, two for drinking water and only one for bathing (for 
2500 people). The weak water pressure for some blocks often affected sanitation. 
The camp management and the UNHCR decided the quantity and quality of food 
rations for the asylum seekers. But there was no monitoring system to check the 
actual food distribution. For example, in 1991, some camp management even cut one 
third of the food to make the living conditions worse to drive the refugees to seek to 
�� 
be repatriated. ‘ 
Survival strategies and micro-economic systems 
Although there were many formal organizations in closed camps, they were 
separated from the residential areas of the refugees. The refugees often had to pass 
several guarded gates with permission from the authority to access any service. 
These organizations were unable to meet all the practical and emotional needs of 
1 A boiler produced about a bucket of boiled water a refugee waited for about an hour. 
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individual asylum seekers. As a result, asylum seekers formed some informal and 
loosely structured organizations in most of the camps. Thomas (2000) said that these 
social networks were generally linked with the date and circumstances of arrival, 
occupational adherence, political beliefs, religion, age, and sex. Sometimes kinship 
and ethnic origins also contributed to the camp structure. 
There were active informal micro-economic systems operating inside most 
camps. The sources of money included staff payments, remittance from relatives 
abroad, agency programs, donations from informal sources and transactions between 
outside staff and residents. Some informants took private teaching of English, 
Cantonese and Vietnamese in some camps: their parents paid HK $20-30 per month 
for them to learn English. In closed camps with more ethnic Chinese, the numbers of 
English classes could be as many as 50 because in general the ethnic Chinese had a 
better education in Vietnam; some classes had about 30 students, depending on the 
total population of children in the camp. Learning Cantonese cost about HK$10 to 
HK$20 per month. Some private teachers combined remedial classes with daycare 
services in order to charge about HK$10 more. No one was willing to pay to leam 
Vietnamese because most of them thought it would be useless in third countries; 
�� 
students could only learn Vietnamese in school. Since teaching in refugee camp 
school could only earn teachers HK$180 per month, some learned refugees preferred 
to give private teaching. This also partially explained why the camp schools suffered 
from a lack of qualified teachers. 
Some refugees set up small informal shops selling cigarettes, prepared food, 
coffee mix, biscuits and eggs etc. They also bought ice from the agencies' 
refrigerators. It was usually the interpreters who brought those goods to the camp 
when they interpreted for medical and legal cases; the security guards seemed quite 
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relaxed about these general items, except that they were very strict to make sure no 
drugs could pass to the camp. Refugees' relatives outside the refugee camps also sent 
goods into the camp to them to sell. 
Some detainee also paid the interpreters or people working for the agencies to 
make phone calls (HK $10 per call). Some residents rented music systems (about HK 
$20 dollars overnight) on special occasions such as marriage or farewell parties. 
There were also sex services provided in some camps for both the residents and staff, 
charging $50 (for refugees) to $200 (for staff). 
Although camp management treated every detainee equally regardless of their 
social status and educational background in Vietnam, these distinctions still existed in 
the informal system depending on what kind of capital the refugees had. The refugees 
with higher education standards could live better off than those from the lower 
working class from Vietnam. They could make a considerable amount of money in 
closed camp, for example, translating documents and helping prepare refugee's story 
for the screening process, which could make about HK$100 per case. The one with 
physical power or strong social network could organize selling information to police 
and making wine?. Thomas (2000) also said that these people created problems like 
fire hazards caused by the'illegal tapping of electricity, the vandalizing of water pipes 
2 Tlie alcohol was made by "electrolysis" or "distillation" method. The raw materials for this process 
were large quantity of rice and yeast for fermentation. The rice was collected from the leftovers in the 
kitchen or from other residents; patients or interpreters usually smuggled the yeast in. The electrolysis 
method: - three to four wash basin measures of rice are mixed with a small amount of yeast and water 
in large plastic buckets. Then one inserts the cathode unit for the electrolysis, closes the bucket tightly 
with one exit pipe to collect the alcohol vapor, which was cooled by running water on the pipe; the 
running water came from another bucket with a thin pipe. A coke bottle was used to collect the 
condensed alcohol vapor for consumption. This process produced poor quality alcohol with metal 
sediments; therefore it was sold for HK$25 per bottle. The production unit was easy to be identified. 
Therefore the wine maker usually used other people's space to produce wine in order to escape more 
easily. The distillation method could produce pure wine and did not require the tapping of electricity 
because it used firewood. The distillation tool was a metal bucket; the wash was heated by a wood fire, 
usually on the hillside, and then the vapor was collected in a similar way as the electrolysis method. 
This method did cause electrical hazards but had the potential danger of causing a fire. Since it is pure 
distillate, it cost about HK$40 (Thomas 2000: 161). 
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causing water-distribution problems and the blackouts of some sections of the camp 
caused by blowing a fuse. 
Since there were few jobs for the healthy adults in poor living conditions, and 
the practical technical training courses seemed impractical for them, gambling 
became more popular in all camps to kill time. Card games were the most popular 
ones. Refugees did not only bet money, but also cigarettes and drinks. Gambling 
created loan sharks, family conflicts and fights for losing money; "it also created 
some related economic activities such as organizing gambling, offering protection for 
gamblers, settling disputes, arranging gambling spaces, doing errands, making soup 
for customers, and selling cigarettes to gamblers." Thomas (2000). Some of my 
informants were still addicted to gambling after the camp was closed because it was 
so popular for both adults and children. 
The informal economic system provided for some refugee detainees but 
certainly not for all; indeed some suffered from it. Some ordinary camp residents 
were in debt for buying extra food for children, buying decent clothes to wear to 
meet immigration officers, or special occasions like buying cosmetics for marriage, 
or paying for a relative's funeral. The loan sharks in general charged 10% interest per 
“ month (Thomas 2000: 164). 
Schooling 
Both closed camps provided school and family education. The schools 
conditions before 1990，according to the report of OXFAM 1986, were far from 
satisfactory; "they were not registered under the Education Ordinance because they 
would not meet the minimum standards for registration. The schools were in general 
noisy because the partitions between classrooms were too thin. Basic teaching 
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materials like textbooks and maps were lacking. Some camps only had a library 
consisting of a single cupboard. Besides, there was also a shortage of adequately 
educated Vietnamese from whom to recruit teachers. "The school was geared to 
provide four hours education per day for children aged from 5 to 16. The pre-school 
playgroup was the liveliest place in the camp.，，(OXFAM 1986) 
In addition to the lack of resources, the destiny of the children was uncertain. 
When children completed the camp school they were supposed to move on to further 
education - but they were not allowed to study in local schools. Students suffered 
from frequent changes of curriculum between the UNCHR curriculum, the 
Vietnamese Curriculum and the Hong Kong Curriculum. This was because there 
were always questions of whether they would be resettled soon. Would they be 
repatriated to Vietnam? Would they be sent to China because they stopped by there? 
Or would they stay in Hong Kong and be eventually integrated? Or would they go to 
A third country? My informants could only pick up limited language and 
mathematics skills in school. Other than that, some voluntary groups took children to 
visit different places such as Ocean Park once a month; this much improved the 
mood in the camp school. These visits also had a negative effect on the children as 
�� 
they were exposed to a totally different world that seemed much more beautiful and 
free than refugee camps. They felt even more upset about their camp lives, but 
children got over this feeling in a few day and had fun on their own while waiting for 
another outing. 
Since the screening process in 1988 divided people into refugees who were 
going to be resettled and non-refugees who would be repatriated to Vietnam, the 
school systems were set according to their destiny. School for refugee children 
followed the UNCHR curriculum with mostly English and some Vietnamese; for the 
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non-refugees, the school followed the full Vietnamese curriculum. The schools for 
the people waiting for screening were provided a mixture of both. The refugee camp 
populations decreased after large numbers of repatriations to Vietnam and some 
resettlement; the resources for school were gradually improving, but the quality of 
teachers hired from refugees themselves still could not be guaranteed because most 
of them did not have formal training in teaching. And as earlier discussed, the private 
teachers could make much more money in private teaching than working in the camp 
school; some of the limited numbers of well-educated and qualified teachers 
preferred to do private teaching. 
Different Features of Two Closed Camps 
The major differences between the closed camps were the location of the 
camp, accessibility to natural resources and proportions of ethnic origin of the 
refugees. High Island was in Sai Kung district whereas Tai Ah Chau was on an 
island. People in Tai Ah Chau seemed to have more positive experiences than those 
in the High Island camp, judging from what my informants said. Because of their 
different access to resources, the informal economics systems in Tai Ah Chau had 
more variety, including making craft items from bamboo roots to sell to officials 
visitors, and they could-cook their own food found from the natural environment. 
The schools also had classes outside, in the shade of a tree or on fresh green grass. 
Teaching materials could easily be made from shells, pebbles or branches. 
After 1991, the government tried to put ethnic Chinese and Vietnamese into 
different camps to avoid ethnic tensions. In fact, there was a riot in 1989 that pushed 
the government to make this redistribution of the detainees according to their ethnic 
origin. The riot was on 28 August 1989 at Tai Ah Chau, which was not yet a formal 
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camp at that time; a military-style operation of 400 police joined sea and air force to 
regain control of the island, which had been taken control of by the ethnic 
Vietnamese. After regaining control of the island, the government sent ethnic 
Chinese and Vietnamese separately to different camps. When Tai Ah Chau was 
rebuilt, the government only put in ethnic Chinese and a small number of ethnic 
Vietnamese waiting to transit to other camps, to avoid similar riots happening. 
Eventually most of the ethnic Chinese in the Vietnamese refugee camps were settled 
in this camp, while the ethnic Vietnamese occupied all the other closed camps in 
Hong Kong because more than ninety percent of Vietnamese refugee population was 
ethnic Vietnamese after the 1980s. There were no more riots on the island after that. 
The differences in ethnic origin also determined the languages available in school. 
High Island only had Vietnamese classes and the ethnic Vietnamese were mainly 
from lower classes such as fisherman and farmers, but Tai Ah Chau had both 
Chinese and Vietnamese language classes. The presence of a Chinese school had 
long-term benefits for the young people there to eventually integrate into Hong Kong 
local schools. 
Religious practices were limited in most of the closed camps, but Tai Ah 
�� 
Chau had a Buddhist temple for religious practice and social gatherings. It was a 
"paradise" as my informants described. Many of my informants wished they could 
live there forever. In the following sections, I focus on the dynamics of my 
informants in different closed camps. 
What Made the Closed Camp Positive for My Informants? 
Although the general settings and rules of the closed camps were not 
favorable for the camp residents in terms of opportunities to enjoy similar life styles 
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as the residents of mainstream society, the situation was quite different for children 
in closed camps. Most of my informants seemed to have positive memories in both 
the walled-in closed camp and those island camps similar to Tai Ah Chau. 
There were several factors, which contributed to making life in the closed 
camps positive, they were the resilience inherent in being children, their past 
experiences in Vietnam, their experiences in escape from Vietnam to Hong Kong, 
appreciations of simple life after surviving from riots, learning from interesting 
people in the camps, making friends and having aspirations for the future. 
My informants were four to six years old when they arrived in closed camps. 
The rules and regulations for these children were not as strict as they were for the 
adults. Therefore they were allowed relatively more freedom of movement to 
different sections of the camps. The volunteer groups and NGOs tended to cater for 
their interests in preference to focusing on adults needs. Therefore the children could 
enjoy more outings such as going to Ocean Park. 
On the other hand, young people had plenty of leisure time to create new 
games with few resources since they only had half-day school with almost no 
homework assignments. For example, one of the games was called "woo". A player 
\\ 
had to try to catch as many opponents as he could while making a "woo" sound non-
stop. He had to run back to his home base before he was out of breath. His opponents 
could catch the player once he stopped making the "woo" sound. This shows how the 
children could make up a game using no materials at all, but simply from ingenuity. 
Their memories and games such as digging rubber bands), shooting marbles, 
3 This game involves burying a rubber band into a pile of sand; then players use an incense stick to 
dig out it out in turn. The order to dig was first determined by playing scissors, rock and paper. The 
one who digs out the rubber band first could keep it. 
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throwing dolls game’4 and climbing trees helped them to have some ideas of how to 
pass time in the closed camp. People may think the children in walled-in closed 
camps would be bored because they did not have as many resources in closed camp 
like Tai Ah Chau. But that did not stop their imagination and creativity. Hung said: 
Since we did not have any toys, we used our slippers to create many games 
such as throwing and catching, setting boundaries to play table tennis etc. We 
played different primitive game like hitting sticks and glass pebble, which we 
played in Vietnam. Some insects and bugs caught in the wood were cooked 
as snacks or were good to play with. We also played war games against the 
Vietnamese kids. We cut the blankets and weaved heavy knots at the ends to 
swing at each other. It was hot inside the hut; we followed the shade of the 
sun to play. The playground was the most fun and dangerous to play with. 
We played catch along the iron bars jumping and running like monkeys. A 
gymnast taught us to back flip. I practiced and played soccer everyday. In 
order to watch TV, my brother and I occupied eight seats for my parent and 
other brothers with blankets right after the door was opened; otherwise there 
would be no seats for them. 
These kinds of activities gradually fostered their individual creativity and 
problem solving skills. As these activities were mostly physical, they developed 
f 
comparatively well-balanced hand-eye coordination and became physically fit. 
Beside the above positive experiences for young refugees, there were some very 
negative ones for some of them. As I mentioned before, ethnic tensions and locking 
healthy people up with nothing to do but waited for screening caused frustration. 
These frustrations sometimes expressed in violence. This violence could be further 
divided into three different kinds: first was violence between individuals, for 
example domestic violence. Second was violence between groups, for example, 
group fights between ethnic Chinese and ethnic Vietnamese with homemade 
weapons. Third was violence between the detainees and the management authority. 
In case of fights and riots, the police usually waited till the end of these events and 
4 Players draw two lines about three meters apart from each other. Then they throw their dolls from 
one line to another to get as close as possible to that line; whoever got closest to the line (but did not 
go over the line) could use their dolls to throw at another's doll. The player may keep the doll touched 
by his or her own dolls. 
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then shot tear gas before they entered the camp, regardless of the presence of women 
and children. 
Many reports showed violence inside refugee camp, but my informants said 
that the detainees were generally orderly and quiet. Most of them believed the harsh 
conditions in refugee camps were only temporary; but when conditions were 
unbearable, they went on hunger strikes rather than rioting for better living 
conditions. 
The introductions of a screening process in 1988 caused many acts of 
violence froml988 to 1992 in the different closed camps; many refugees waited in 
uncertainty as to their fates. As I mentioned in Tai Ah Chau in August 1989^ 4500 
Vietnamese with only tents, a small water supply and poor food were abandoned on 
the island on their own during the time when rioting was totally out of control. The 
ethnic Vietnamese raped many young ethnic Chinese women. They also robbed and 
injured many ethnic Chinese. In order to have a clear picture of how these negative 
experiences affected my informants' attitudes to face challenges in daily life, let's 
look at an ethnic Chinese informant Hung's experiences in this riot: 
In August 1989，we arrived in Tai Ah Chau, it was not a formal camp yet, and 
we only lived in tents. The camp management cooked and distributed food 
three times a day. We had no say of food; sometimes they distributed biscuits 
that were too dry because we did not have much drinking water. There were 
many more Vietnamese than Chinese. After a few weeks, the "Yuht Naahm 
‘ Jai"越南仔(Vietnamese People) complaint that the management gave more 
food to ethnic Chinese than them, but they were ignored and being driven 
away. They attacked drove police away before sunset. Many Vietnamese and 
a small number of ethnic Chinese were left behind in the camp. 
They burned tents and beat ethnic Chinese, raping women. They took off my 
parents' clothes to search for precious belongings. It was a common practice 
5 As I mentioned in Chapter one, there was another peak arrival of Vietnamese in 1988-1989 from 
North Vietnam because of famine and economic crisis in North Vietnam. Tai Ah Chau was not 
formally set up in 1989 as a camp. The camp management only distributed tents and food for the new 
Vietnamese arrivals to live on the island; the majority of the population was ethnic Vietnamese farmer 
and fisherman from North Vietnam. A minority of ethnic Chinese from the middle class was also put 
into the island waiting to transfer to other camps. 
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for us to hide gold and jewelry in our underwear. I witnessed all the twisted 
expressions and the screaming of women being raped. They stabbed my sister 
for a golden ring. The police came to shoot tons of tear gas and then retreated 
until the next morning. I covered my nose and eyes with wet cloths because 
my throat and eyes were burning.... My father sent my younger sisters over a 
floating platform with foam boards because it was safer to stay away from the 
shore. We had no food and water. Some fishing boats dropped food for 
children on the floating platform. On the third day, police carried us to Shek 
Ku Chau^ (another smaller closed camp on an island). People went to the 
toilet to shit and vomit their gold and jewelry swallowed in the riots. The 
camp officers distributed raw meat and food for us to cook. I learned to 
appreciate a simple and peaceful life after I experienced the riot... 
After 1991, most of ethnic Chinese informants moved to Tai Ah Chau when 
they were children. There were plenty of natural resources such as fruit and seafood. 
There was also a chicken farm and fishpond owned by Hong Kong people who did 
not live on the island; therefore they hired some refugees to take care of the fish and 
chicken for them. Since there were not more ethnic conflicts, it was generally 
peaceful for children to create many games and activities in the woods and on the 
beach. Besides, the similarity of the natural environment in the closed camp and that 
of their childhood provided sentimental values for them to associate these new 
experiences with their childhood memories in Vietnam. An ethnic Chinese informant, 
Hoa, who moved to the camp after 1991, told me: 
I liked my childhood in Vietnam. We spent most of our time in the natural 
environment with green mountains and crystal-clear rivers. We rode cows 
around. It was similar in Tai Ah Chau where we picked fruits and caught 
‘ small animals to eat from the mountains after school. Once we even killed a 
cow from the island to share with many people in the camp?. We learned to 
set rattraps and made nets to fish with. Many of us learned swimming by 
teaching ourselves. The Hong Kong people own the pond and chicken farm 
also sold the products to us for the major festivals. It was my favorite place^ 
6 This was a detoxification center for drug addicts as well. 
They almost killed a cow on a farm in our camping trip to Sai Kung. They thought the cow was 
belonging to nature. A villager told me that it was actually okay to kill a cow as long as they clean up 
the mess because all the farm were abandoned by farmers who found it was easier to make a better 
living doing labor work in cities. But no one wanted to kill their cows; they just left them to the 
wasted fields. 
8 We went back to Tai Ah Chau in my research, lived off the land for several days and they were 
enthusiastically collecting fruits and seafood. They did not want to leave that island. 
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to live so far and I miss that kind of life ...it was our Garden of Eden. ..I 
wished I could have stayed there forever... 
Beside the natural environment that could be utilized to cope with the camp 
situation, some refugees were well educated or good at certain kind of activities that 
they shared with children. Although the security guards have been criticized for their 
lack of training in taking care of refugees, some of them actually played with the 
children, told them stories, and bought them snacks and toys. In addition, some 
volunteers also added some color to their memories. Hung and his friend from the 
camp gave me some more examples: 
There was a special ethnic Chinese priest who was good at Chinese 
calligraphy, French, German and Russian. He was not teaching us in school 
because he focused on telling people about Jesus. Some people thought he 
was crazy because he was so enthusiastic that even used a loud speaker to 
persuade people to follow Jesus. But we followed him around as he was 
trying to persuade other people to love and respect each other. He wrote on 
the metal sheets of the gate and he taught us a lot of Chinese words.... 
Hung's friend also said: 
. . . I played with a funny guy who was good at Chinese Chess everyday. 
Gradually I became the young chess king in the camp. Many people watched 
the chess kings playing without looking at the chessboard. I learned not only 
their skills in playing chess, but also their optimistic attitudes. Besides, I had 
a sincere teacher. He never asked for money to teach. The teacher also taught 
us many Taiwanese songs. I copied a whole book of his songs. (Maybe that is 
why I am good at music and Chinese.) 
Although private teachers had the reputation of being too strict and mean, 
most of my informants were grateful to them for setting a solid academic base for 
them: 
. . .my private teacher was strict. We had to lie on the bed and have 
mathematics quizzes. He hit my butt with a stick whenever I made mistakes. 
My mathematics became better and better. I must thank him. He also taught 
us courtesy and the polite ways of speaking in Vietnamese. The language 
used for different social classes was different... 
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Some of the authorities and people from mainstream society also interacted 
positively with the children on personal or legal levels. Another ethnic Chinese 
informant, Sat, told me: 
...I was about nine years old. My favorite food was bread. A senior officer 
gave me bread every week. It was different from the distributed food because 
it was given with affection. Although he managed all the police and officers 
in the camp, he shook my hand and took personal photos with me. Beside this 
officer, there was a great lawyer Pam Baker” who helped us to get refugee 
status, she even sold her own properties to fight for our freedom....We would 
not have freedom and peace without her help... 
Friendship was also one of the most important factors that made the closed 
camp experiences positive. It provided material, social and emotional support. Hung 
gave another example: 
I lost some friends in moving from one camp to another, but when I 
eventually settled in Tai Ah Chau, I had many friends. And I met my first 
love when we queued up for food. She was kind-hearted, obedient and hard 
working. It felt nice just chatting with her. I liked to queue up because she 
was there. I shared fish or fruits found from the island with her; she cooked 
‘ and sewed for me. We even planned for our future after resettlement although 
we did not know when were going to resettle! It was the dream that kept us 
happy and we did not give up. I was lucky that I was screened as a refugee. I 
sent money and letters to my girlfriend and best friends from the open camp 
where I was then sent. My friends sent me letters, all except my girlfriend. 
Unfortunately she was screened as a non-refugee and she was sent back to 
Vietnam. I never saw her again. 
. . .As long as we had time to play it was basically all right for us. Since we 
did not have many experiences, we listened to the adults talk about their 
experiences and then we make up something from it to share among friends 
everyday... It was happy to see my friends get resettled in Australia; they 
‘ wrote to me. Communicating with friends from the outside free world made 
me believe that I too would be resettled sooner or later... 
Beside friendship, individual dreams and hopes for the future alleviated 
partially their hopelessness. It also made it appear possible that all the negative 
experiences would end someday. Their dreams and hopes were reinforced in seeing 
other people resettled; waiting was taken for granted as a reality in their lives. 
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As I mentioned in the introduction, many researchers have said that parental 
roles were eroded and the young refugees did not have positive role models to follow. 
The closed camp experiences also was said to have undermined the parental roles of 
the refugees, since the family was taken care of by the camp and the married men did 
not have to work (Oxfam 1986: 5). But Goffman mentioned that family could reduce 
the negative effects of total institutions (Goffman 1961: 22). In my research, some 
parents did carry out their roles from the very beginning of my informants' 
childhoods in Vietnam. They risked their lives to protect their children from waves, 
and to hide from thieves and pirates in escape from Vietnam. Some parents also 
saved limited food and gave it to their children. In the refugee camps, many of them 
were not the major breadwinners of their families; but they protected their children 
from violence. They were often the only people whom the children could count on in 
refugee camp. In addition, the informal economic systems enabled parents to have 
some limited sense of autonomy in providing for their children. 
In the everlasting waiting for the screening process to be completed, some 
parents worked as cleaners or laborers to make about one hundred dollars (HK) each 
month as paid by the camp management. They were looking for ways of resettling, 
and disciplined their children to s t u d y � and stay away from trouble. Similar to Hung, 
my other informants' parents^' cut milk cans into half and used corrugated boxes or 
orange skin to re-cook the distributed food with edible leaves into different dishes for 
variety. Some of the leaves were also said to have medicinal functions such as 
9 Pam Baker was a famous British lawyer in Hong Kong; she devoted her career to fight for human 
rights of Vietnamese refugee and other vulnerable minorities for more than a decade. She died of 
cancer in 2002. 
Some of my informant even started saving money in the closed camp for their children to study in 
the future. 
There were also some informants who did not come with their parents. Their elder brothers or sisters 
took a parental role to take care of them and to discipline them. 
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keeping their children warm in winter and cool in summer. The other parents weaved 
the cotton cloths provided by the camp to make new blankets for their family. In the 
- 12 Vietnamese New Year, mothers made used of the extra cloth to make new trousers. 
Some single mothers who received money sent from relatives abroad could pay 
someone outside the camp to arrange false marriages in Hong Kong (about $40,000 
per case). Therefore they could skip the screening process and get out of the closed 
camps to live in the local community or in the open camp. 
There was no doubt that many refugees were waiting passively for their fates. 
But there were also some parents, elder brothers and sisters who devoted to taking 
care of the younger generations and ensuring their education. In turn, some of my 
informants helped to take care of their younger siblings from the time they were little 
themselves. 
Although the closed camp was to a large extend similar to total institution, 
refugees continued some of their traditional cultural activities and created "new 
cultures" with whatever was available in closed camps. The camp cultures mixed 
with their home cultures in Vietnam and the mainstream Hong Kong cultures 
brought in by Hong Kong TV, which most people in the closed camp had the 
，、 1 A 
opportunity to watch . They spoke both Vietnamese and Chinese in the camps and 
they watched the same TV programs as Hong Kong people. These kinds of cultural 
similarities were vital to help the young people eventually integrate into Hong Kong. 
Ethnicity in refugee was revealed from Hung's story, we can see that some 
informants experienced profound ethnic conflicts between ethnic Chinese and the 
Vietnamese in the closed camps. Most of my ethnic Chinese informants who 
12 Most of the cloths distributed by the camp were brown like the prisoners, but the management gave 
them some blue cloth in major festivals such as Mid-Autumn Festival or Chinese New Years. 
13 Most of the closed camps had a TV for each hut containing 250 people. 
14 They were fond of learning English because they were hoping to resettle in Western countries. 
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witnessed the riots had a very negative perception about the ethnic Vietnamese. They 
called the ethnic Vietnamese "Yuht Naahm Jai"越南仔(literally Vietnamese Kid), a 
derogatory term, and also stereotyped the Vietnamese as ignorant and uncivilized. 
Goffman describes the structural preconditions of stigma (1963:11) as a kind of 
negative stereotype, which often has extensive discrediting effects, in this case 
representing the particular images of violent and uncivilized people. But my Chinese 
informants who had lived through the riots had some justifications in their own 
experience for the stigma. They told me that not all ethnic Vietnamese were bad in 
nature; rather, they had less choice than ethnic Chinese in accessing resources and 
assistance from the camp management. 
The long-term reason for the discrimination was that most of the ethnic 
Chinese were from middle or upper social and economical classes such as merchants 
, or professionals in Vietnam, but the Vietnamese government confiscated most of 
their business and properties in the unification of Vietnam in 1975. The 
discrimination became even worse after the Sino-Vietnamese war in 1979. Therefore 
ethnic Chinese in general had negative feeling about ethnic Vietnamese. There were 
several short-term causes of ethnic conflicts. Most of the Vietnamese in refugee 
camp came from poor family backgrounds such as fishermen and farmers from the 
northern part of Vietnam. Some of the ethnic Chinese came with gold chains or gold 
bars and U.S. dollars. They became the most vulnerable targets, and were attacked by 
some ethnic Vietnamese refugees who before the 1990s often outnumbered ethnic 
Chinese in the closed camp. In some other riots, the ethnic Chinese were forced to be 
"human shields" to block the police from shooting tear gas into the camps. It seemed 
the differences in social background and language were partial sources of 
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misunderstanding and conflicts. And it seemed the longer they wait, the larger the 
ethnic tensions. 
Conclusion: 
In this chapter, I have discussed both positive and negative elements of closed 
camps, and how my informants tried to make their best out of the environment in 
living through dehumanizing situations. My informants strongly criticized school 
education in the closed camp because it was inadequate. Most parents used their own 
ways to ensure their children's better education using physical punishment to 
discipline them or hiring private tutors to keep up their academic standard. Although 
parental roles were undermined in formal social structures in closed camps, some of 
them performed their roles in informal social and economic systems. Most of the 
camps were quite relaxed about the existence of informal systems as long as the 
refugees did not caused any trouble and dangers, although the throughout check of 
everyone passing through the gates and having regular search in the camp was often 
humiliating for refugees, the camp management did a good job to make sure there 
were no drugs inside closed camp. 
�� 
Past experiences partially helped my informants to appreciate minor 
improvements in the quality of refugee camp life. In comparing the difficulties in 
walled-in closed camps with camps having more facilities, natural environment or 
better management, they seemed quite happy and satisfied to stay in the latter. Some 
of them survived from bloody riots and having been transferred to a peaceful camp, 
learned to appreciate simple food in a place of safe shelter. The struggles and 
hardships in the process of escape and riots helped most of them not only appreciate 
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the less-than-comfortable and often prison-like situations in the closed camp, but also 
fostered an attitude to make the best out of whatever they had. 
The young people had ample leisure time to create their own games and 
interact with the artificial camp culture or nature in some of the closed camps. In 
addition, they could find alternative food or they re-cooked the food in the camp that 
make life in refugee have certain sense of autonomy. They also formed groups to 
hang around with, to share their stories and food together that empowered them to 
live through most of the difficulties. 
Although most of them enjoyed their lives in closed camp like Tai Ah Chau, 
all the young refugees wanted to go to an open camp, which meant more freedom. 
However there were positive and negative sides in the open camp life as compared to 
closed camp life. Since it was closer to the local community, it was easy for drug 
dealers to traffic drugs in open camp because they were free to move in and out of 
the camp as was not possible in closed camp; that meant my informants were also 
vulnerable to gangs and drugs. Furthermore, they were marginalized from 
mainstream society because they had no Hong Kong ID card. Family bonding and 
friendship were the positive elements in coping with new life in the open camp, 
including activities like forming a self-help support and networks in finding jobs and 
taking care of children. Ethnic Vietnamese and ethnic Chinese were put together in 
the same refugee camp, which was another added source of tension. Besides, the 
misunderstandings between local Hong Kong communities and the refugee also 
created another tension. I will explore this dynamics in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Three- The Open Refugee Camp: The Place Between Physical 
Existence and Legal Non-Existence 
Introduction 
This chapter discusses my informants' legal constraints in the Pillar Point open 
camp in Tuen Mun. Seventeen of them were screened as refugee and moved to the 
open camp' in the mid-1990s, and the other four grew up in the open camp. They 
were becoming adults and were expected to take up the responsibilities of 
supporting their family, but they still did not have a Hong Kong Identity Card to 
have equal opportunity in education and careers in mainstream society. In addition, 
they confronted discrimination from the local Hong Kong community, as well as 
temptations from drug dealers in the camps. I will elaborate on this after looking at 
the physical and social context of the Pillar Point camp, the last open camp after the 
hand over of Hong Kong to Mainland China. 
When my informants were screened as genuine refugees, they were given a 
limited amount of financial assistance (about HKD 750 per person) to move from the 
closed camp to Pillar Point open camp. Each family was accommodated in an 
unfurnished flat. Most of my informants picked up furniture from the garbage dump 
on the Butterfly Estate. There was no formal orientation for job seeking or any other 
forms of assistance. Rather, these open-camp residents were expected to become 
totally self-reliant, but this was impossible because they did not have Hong Kong ID 
cards, recognized formal education or practical skills. Only people with physical 
strength and social networks could make better lives for themselves. Alternately 
1 My informants called the moving from closed camp to open camp as "Cheuk Jih Yauh"出自由，it 
literally meant getting out and had freedom. 
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they could choose illegal ways such as drug trafficking to search for basic material 
fulfillment, dignity and respect. 
Most of my informants like Pillar Point refugee camp because it was in front 
of Castle Peak, which was beautiful for both hiking and sightseeing. Butterfly Beach, 
a long white sandy beach with a shark net protecting swimmers was a five-minute 
walk from the camp. Barbed wire surrounded the camp to block out outsiders. 
People had to pass a main gate guarded by Gurkas, who had retired from the British 
army2. Residents lived in forty-five blocks of light blue buildings, each two or three 
floors high. It was originally designed to house five thousand refugees. There was a 
total population of about 2000 people in the camp in 1997. About 280 were children 
under 18 years old. Every family was assigned to an empty flat (about 8 x 1 2 square 
feet for a family of four). Public toilets were outside the living blocks. Since the flats 
were only big enough to fit in basic furniture such as beds, tables and chairs, it was 
common to see residents locking their second hand or found refrigerators and 
washing machines to metal poles outside their flats. 
The camp was further divided into the ethnic Vietnamese area, the ethnic 
Chinese area and a common recreational area, which housed the UNHCR, NGOs and 
management offices. It was a coincidence that the proportion of ethnic Chinese and 
Vietnamese was in balance. These areas were separated by barbed wire with guarded 
gates. The ethnic Chinese chose to confine their activities to their own area and had a 
limited time period (this period was usually when the ethnic Vietnamese were 
sleeping or having meals) in the common areas as they wanted to minimize any 
possible confrontations with the ethnic Vietnamese, many of whom had criminal 
2 For some reason, many of my informants looked down on the security because they were mistaken 
as Indian. Racial discrimination did exist in the camp. The guards were not allowed to touch any 
refugees and they were only supposed to call the police in case of a riot or fight. 
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records or were involved in the drug trade. Young ethnic Vietnamese were active in 
all areas of the camp. 
Ethnic Tension and Criminal Record 
Ethnic tension continued to exist from closed camps to Pillar Point refugee 
camp. Similar to the situation in closed camp most of the ethnic Chinese could 
communicate better than the ethnic Vietnamese with local people. Their linguistic 
and cultural similarities with Hong Kong people enabled them to find jobs more 
easily and hence they appeared to be better off than the ethnic Vietnamese. However, 
their jobs were mostly limited to labor or construction work. The ethnic Chinese had 
a reputation for being drug free and having no criminal records. Since the economy 
of Hong Kong was growing in the mid-1990s, many of them could save money from 
work to send back to their relatives in Vietnam. 
When I was working at Pillar Point camp for International Social Service 
(ISS) as a teacher in 1997, about 40 percent of the ethnic Vietnamese adults had a 
criminal record. About 20 percent of those with criminal record committed drug 
offences, while the others committed minor offences like pickpocketing or 
�� 
shoplifting. Once they got caught and had a criminal record, there was little hope of 
resettlement. This drove them back to find alternative income from practices such as 
selling pirated CDs or drug trafficking because these jobs were more rewarding than 
low-level manual labor. 
Ethnic tension also occurred between the local community and the camp 
residents. As I mentioned last chapter, the ethnic Chinese called ethnic Vietnamese 
"Yuht Naahm Jai"越南仔 which symbolized their being ignorant, uncivilized and 
violent. However, the local community considered all people from the refugee camp 
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as a homogenous group, so they called both ethnic Vietnamese and Chinese 
Vietnamese "Yuht Naahm JM ’，. Some of my informants found this to be humiliating 
and reacted in a violent way. This intensified the misunderstandings between the 
local community and refugees. Young refugees were thus not only constrained by 
their legal status but were also rejected by the local community. 
NGO and Self Reliance 
Although the refugees in open camp faced many problems inside and outside 
the camp, the camp had less NGO input and community activities than the closed 
camps, because open camps was supposed to be encouraging the self-reliance of 
camp residents. MSF (Medicines Sans Frontiers: Doctors Without Borders) was in 
the refugee camp for the treatment of general diseases. Caritas still provided welfare, 
maintenance and a preschool as in the closed camps. UNHCR funded International 
Social Service (ISS) to run the school. In order to help the camp residents become 
more familiar with the local community, some volunteers took young people to visit 
different places like restaurants, the supermarket or Ocean Park. They were exposed 
to all the attractions of consuming but they did not have money to buy anything. 
�� 
Before 1997, some of them learned construction skills; some young ethnic 
Chinese who did not want to learn Vietnamese inside the camp school studied in 
local private schools; and only three out of twenty one informants, a percentage 
largely mirroring that of these young refugees as a whole, became involved in the 
drug trade. To my knowledge in working in the refugee camp, there were only nine 
out of about sixty-five young people (aged 17-20) among the total refugee population 
in the camp involved in illegal businesses such as selling pirated cigarettes or CDs. 
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Education 
International Social Services (ISS) provided school in Vietnamese curriculum 
prior to 1997; it provided a safe and creative space for one hundred and sixty five 
students from grade one to grade seven. The English standard of the senior students 
in the refugee camp school was similar to an international school level because most 
of them attended intensive English summer courses in the Summerbridge program 
run every year by an international school in Hong Kong. The British Council also 
provided free English courses for the students in the camp. Different volunteer 
groups ranging from lawyers to international schools helped them to fight for legal 
rights and to develop communication skills and creativity to help them eventually 
integrated into capitalistic mainstream society in Hong Kong. 
After July 1997, the Hong Kong government planned to integrate the 
approximately two thousand Vietnamese into Hong Kong society before the year 
2000. A senior Hong Kong Security Bureau official told me that the Chinese 
government pressured the Hong Kong government to close all of the refugee camps 
because it was a policy set by the British colonial government. The camp residents 
should be either repatriated to Vietnam or integrated into Hong Kong. One of the 
actions undertaken to see this policy come to fruition was to integrate the students 
into local schools in 1998. Therefore the ISS School needed to prepare the students 
culturally, socially and academically to fit in to local schools. Right after the 
handover in 1997, the ISS School changed to a full Hong Kong curriculum and 
qualified teachers with cross-cultural experience were hired to replace all the 
unqualified Vietnamese teachers who used to teach before the handover in 1997. 
The ethnic Chinese students who used to study on their own or in local private 
schools came back to the ISS School. Therefore, the number of students increased 
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from 165 to 245, as they wanted to leam more formal Chinese either to work or to 
study in local schools. The changes in the school not only prepared refugee students 
to be integrated into local schools; they also effectively dissolved the ethnic tension 
that had existed between the ethnic Chinese and ethnic Vietnamese in the camp 
because mutual communication and friendship had developed. After an intensive and 
comprehensive academic year, students were integrated into the local education 
system in Tuen Mun, Yuen Long and Tsuen Wan^ in 1998. 
Although the young people in the open camp were still marginalized, they 
enjoyed a surprisingly relaxing daily life. They had a strong sense of community 
within the refugee camp. Some informants who had enough money lived outside the 
refugee camp to stay away from the drug scene that was present in the camp. They 
renewed their refugee ID card every month or every year according to their status^ 
Young people experienced significant consequences of living without a Hong Kong 
ID card. 
Key Problem of the Open Camp-丁he Complexities of the Hong Kong Identity Card 
Although the open camp residents were allowed to work, local employers 
�� 
paid them at least one third less than local workers. They could not reject the offer 
due to this discrimination, because few other employers would take them. Besides, 
the police harassed them whenever they went to check their refugee ID cards, 
because these refugee cards were relatively easy to fake. And the police suspected 
3 The Security Bureau decided to let students study in local schools before the summer holidays. Most 
of the schools were not prepared to admit the refugee students with only a year of intensive local 
formal education. 
4The individuals screened as refugees renewed their ID once a year; the others Ex-China Vietnamese 
Illegal immigrants (ECVIls) who were waiting to repatriate to China had to renew once a month. 
These ID cards stated that they were only allowed to stay in Hong Kong temporarily and they were 
allowed to work. However, they were not allowed study in local schools or travel out of Hong Kong. 
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that they were illegal immigrants. Most of my informants had experiences of being 
searched on the street or even being beaten by police. 
The resentment grew intense for the young people who had stayed in the 
camp for more than five years. The highest grade inside the camp school was grade 
seven of UNHCR curriculum^ When they graduated from school they had to go to 
work no matter how successful they had been in school, as there was no chance for 
further education, resettlement or local integration. On the other hand, the 
mainstream capitalistic society in Hong Kong gave them all the temptations of 
consuming but they could hardly afford it. 
The following stories are extracted from my ethnographic data about Pillar 
Point Vietnamese refugee camp in Tuen Mun. 
Sinh's Story: An Ethnic Vietnamese In the Open Camp 
Sinh is ethnic Vietnamese. His father was forced to join the army and 
disappeared during the Sino-Vietnamese war in 1979. His lower working class 
mother fled Vietnam with him to look for a better life. She explored every possible 
way to prepare their story for screening for the two years in closed camp. They were 
�� 
screened as genuine refugees and moved to an open camp where they stayed from 
1992 to 2000. Let me focus on his open camp experiences: 
Moving to Pillar Point camp, we were assigned to an empty flat with $750 for 
the first week. We knew nothing at the beginning. Therefore we queued up 
for food with plastic bowls at the office as in the closed camp. People laughed 
at us after seeing us waiting for two hours. I realized there was no food 
distributed anymore in the open camp! Fortunately we got help from our 
neighbors. They gave us food and helped my mother to find a job. I helped 
them to take care of their children. We picked up furniture from the garbage 
collection unit at Butterfly Estate. Most of the furniture was quite new. I did 
not know why people were throwing it away. After two weeks, my mother 
started to wash dishes from four pm to midnight in Sham Shui Po (An hour 
5 It was similar to Form Two level of Hong Kong secondary school system. 
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bus ride from Tuen Mun) making three thousand dollars per month for three 
years. I became a delivery boy to support her when I was thirteen. I 
remembered the characters of my clients' order as pictures because I could 
not read Chinese. They paid me $10 per hour. My mother kept sending 
money to Vietnam for my two brothers. She remarried. I didn't like it but my 
mother needed emotional and financial support... 
Birds lose their ability to survive on their own if they are kept in a cage for 
too long. This principle could be applied to the camp residents who had been kept in 
closed camps for too long. However, the asylum seekers were different from birds. 
Aside from the fact of "being caged", linguistic and cultural capabilities as well as 
social background also determined their destiny. The informal social networks of the 
camp residents helped most of them to sustain basic survival conditions. Sinh 
(literally meaning ‘star’ which symbolizes hope in Vietnamese) moved to Pillar Point 
camp with inadequate information and few guidelines for the Vietnamese to learn to 
be independent. Their Vietnamese neighbors could help them out to a limited extend. 
Sinh's mother had to work as a dishwasher because she did not speak Cantonese. She 
neither had financial savings nor practical skill to work in the local community. 
Furthermore she was too weak to work on a construction site. Remarriage was a 
common practice of single women with children in the refugee camp. A man in the 
family not only meant a hiisband and a father; but also meant a wider social network 
and protection. • 
Marginalized people had many limitations in becoming self-reliant in 
mainstream society. The refugees in open camp seemed to have more choices than 
those in a closed camp but these were not necessary good choices. Single mothers 
with children in the open camp were particularly vulnerable to becoming involved in 
the drug business and shoplifting. In general, storing drugs for dealers could make 
seven thousand dollars per month. Trafficking could make five hundred dollars each 
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time. The income of shoplifting varied from three hundred dollars per day to three 
thousand dollars depending on the goods they stole and sold. Shampoo from 
shoplifting was quite popular for resale in the camp. 
Some of my informants and their families found alternative ways of gaining 
upward mobility. Informal economic systems also existed in the open camp. They 
included private teaching and informal food and drink stores similar to those in 
closed camps. There was a lot more variety in the items for sale than in the closed 
camps because residents could purchase goods from the wholesale markets and wet 
market (syringes for injecting heroin were a special item sold in open camps but not 
in closed camps). 
Sinh's mother opened a homemade food store ^； it became one of the most 
popular stores in the camp because the food was delicious and cheap. There was 
shade about twenty square feet outside the store for customers to sit in. I went there 
almost every day for lunch. It was also a popular place for the camp residents to hang 
out. Adults gathered there drinking beer, sharing cigarettes and gambling. Drug 
dealers and addicts also gather there for drug business. Drug addicts often took 
drugs? while the others were having a meal. Although some addicts did not pay for 
food, Sinh eventually managed to save six thousand dollars after six years. Since 
they did not have to pay rent, they had some money to support relatives in Vietnam. 
In Hong Kong, wealth and education are the easiest ways to gain dignity and 
respect. Some refugees did not want to live in the legal lower working class found 
alternative illegal ways to rise higher economically. However, many informants did 
not choose to pursue illegal means. Sinh and his mother gained respect and dignity 
by helping vulnerable people financially and emotionally in the camp. He said: 
6 A bowl of noodles cost $10 for refugees in the camp, $15 for outsiders. 
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I have worked in different fields in construction sites^ since I was fifteen. The 
jobs included carpentry, ironwork, painting, welding, tape removing etc. It 
was dangerous, demanding, low pay and unstable. (One of the interesting 
jobs was using sand spray to clean I-beams. The easiest job was water sprayer 
to check any leakage of the windows. The most dangerous was working 
outside the buildings in a suspended cart.) Originally, I wanted to work as an 
ironworker but it was dangerous and physically demanding. Sometimes I was 
even too tired to talk or eat. I preferred to find the right job to keep myself 
healthy. After three years I finally became a master of tape removing, 
working ten times faster than other people, without wearing a safety belt. In a 
good month I made $500 to $700 per day. I wanted to be promoted to 
management. But the classes for management level required a Hong Kong ID. 
I didn't have one... 
Some people sell drugs because working in construction sites was too 
demanding but less rewarding. Most of them were also drug addicts. Many 
drug dealers became drug addicts because they had to taste the drug 
frequently to check the drug quality. They may make lots of money by selling 
drugs but eventually they ended up in jail. In reality, they did not have money 
most of the time. My mother did not ask for money from them and even gave 
them all the leftovers, from the food store inside the open camp. People 
respected her more than they respect the big brothers. 
Gaining respect from helping people was another means of transcending the 
negative feelings of being marginalized. Another way was joining gangs; gangs in 
the camp could be considered a form of resistance to the power of the mainstream 
society that was trying to control them. However, most of the young people did not 
choose to resist in that way. Some camp residents had the self-discipline to conform 
� to society. For example, Sinh felt powerless and helpless when police broke into his 
flat for drug searches every week without a warrant but he still refused to join the 
gangs for empowerment. His justification for his conformity to the social norms or 
civil obedience was his personal affection for his mother. He shared his memories 
with me: 
I hated the fact that the police kept breaking into our flat without a warrant. 
They flipped and cut our sleeping mats to search for drugs. They suspected 
all food stores like the one my mother ran, were drug related. Sometimes they 
7 It cost $100 for heroin in a two-inch piece of straw. 
Most of my working informants just worked on anything assigned by the contractors. They usually 
started off as a general worker and then picked up some special skills that they used to bargain for 
better pay later. 
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took money from us but we did not question them otherwise they would 
search longer and destroy more. It was useless to complain to the camp 
management. Although I hate the police, I didn't join the triad society to gain 
protection, Some young people joined the gangs and were proud of being 
better fighters than Hong Kong gangsters; I didn't want to hurt people. I 
didn't want my mother to worry... I just want to have a simple and peaceful 
life with her. 
Some rich benefactors wanted to sponsor Sinh to study in international 
school^ but he put his family's welfare before his individual interests in studying, and 
he worked on the construction site to become a master tape-remover. It was a 
dangerous job. Painters stick masking tape on the glass of windows so that they do 
not have to worry about spoiling the windows with paint. After the painting was done, 
the tape remover has to remove the masking tape from the glass of a whole building; 
he has to climb up and down the bamboo scaffolding, in and out of the building. Sinh 
said that it was most difficult to remove the tape in winter because his fingers were 
numb and the tape was stickier. He chose to work at this job because he wanted his 
mother to have an easier life. At that time he still believed that he would be resettled 
eventually, and would be able to focus on studying in the new country he would live 
in. 
Before they were issued with Hong Kong ID cards in 2000, it was common 
among my informants that their hopes for a better future in other countries helped 
them to live with their present hardships and difficult jobs. To a certain extent, the 
symbolic meaning of freedom in resettlement in the future empowered individuals to 
bear the sense of helplessness they experienced from marginalization in present. The 
lack of Hong Kong ID cards had social, economic and symbolic constraints, but 
receiving the Hong Kong ID Card was a mixed blessing for Sinh and other camp 
9 Although refugee children were not allowed to study in local schools, international school was not 
under the restrictions of local school; However, the tuition fee was about ten times higher than local 
schools. Some rich people were willing to sponsor a few honor students from the camp to study 
outside the camp. 
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residents. He needed the Hong Kong ID card to have the equal opportunity to work 
and live a normal life in Hong Kong, but if he had the Hong Kong ID Card, he could 
not have any chance to resettle in another country anymore and would finally 
become a Hong Kong resident. Although he had more freedom in the open camp 
than in the closed camp, the symbolic meaning of the ID card and the hope for 
symbolic meanings of freedom that Western countries represented made him feel not 
really free. 
Hung's Story - An Ethnic Chinese 
Let me now discuss another Chinese nuclear family in the open camp to have 
a balanced understanding of the cultural, social and economic situations present in 
the open camp. Hung (an ethnic Chinese informant) was extremely happy about 
moving from the closed camp to the open camp because his family would have an 
individual flat with privacy and freedom in the Pillar Point open camp. He worked as 
an ironworker earned about $20,000 or more, this was a huge benefit compared to 
working in the refugee camp could only earn about one hundred dollars per month. 
Hung's family was lucky to acquire jobs soon after moving to the open camp. The 
economy in Hong Kong was getting better and better from 1994 to 1998. However, 
in periods of economic crisis, injuries or bad weather, they could only work for two 
to three days. Since they had free housing, they could save some money in the first 
few years to sustain them for later, more difficult times. Similar to Sinh, Hung's 
parent became the breadwinners for the family of ten people. His mother started to 
do domestic work and to help others to take care of their children. 
Hung went to the ISS School when it changed to the Chinese curriculum in 
1998. The most important memory of the school to him was an English-language 
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musical where he had the opportunity to produce something by working with other 
young people. This was important for the young people like Hung who were often 
perceived by Hong Kong people as refugees only receiving assistance but incapable 
of producing something by themselves. The success of the musical developed a 
strong sense of achievement and sense of unity among students. Hung said: 
My friends and I quit job to study in camp school when it changed to the 
Chinese curriculum. I was in grade six because I learned some Chinese in Tai 
Ah Chau. Our teachers always shared our difficulties and gave us suggestions 
after school. The school had a one-year English musical program. All grade 
seven students became actors because they had better English. The grade six 
and lower grade students setup the stage and backdrops. Important officers 
from Education Department, Fire Department, Police Department, and even 
the small-group home children came to see our performance. We had three 
days with a full-house audience... 
Besides these positive memories, Hung had other negative experiences in the camp. 
He was often scared of drug addicts in the camp. This was a major difference in 
attitude between my ethnic Chinese informants and ethnic Vietnamese informants 
because the drug addicts somehow only took advantage of the ethnic Chinese. Let's 
look at what Hung said: 
I was shocked to see them injecting heroin and sniffing white powder every 
morning at the food store. We feared that they would suddenly stick us with 
their bloody needles. It was like a nonstop nightmare. A drug addict yelled 
�� and kicked us to ask for money whenever we passed the main gate. Many 
ethnic Chinese gave him money to avoid trouble. The Vietnamese drug 
addicts did not have the chance to resettle but we still had hope because we 
were clean (no criminal record). It was not worth it to ruin our future for this 
‘ useless trash... 
In the dynamics of the ethnic Chinese and the Vietnamese drug addicts in the open 
camp, we could see that having nothing to lose was itself one form of power used to 
dominate others; because of this, people were often afraid of drug addicts. They 
worried that drug addicts might attack people with used bloody syringes. Yet having 
nothing to lose was also an inferior social situation because they had no social status 
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and economic power. In this paradoxical situation, the drug addicts continued to take 
drugs to cope with their inferiority in order to have the power to dominate others. 
Gangs and Police 
Drug addicts constantly disturbed Hung's daily life because he was ethnic 
Chinese. All ethnic Chinese did not want to spoil their clean legal records as they 
still hoped to resettle. Additionally, it also gave them a sense of pride to not do 
anything illegal. Parents gave drug addicts small amounts of money to avoid the 
addicts hurting their children; they also forbade their children to play with ethnic 
Vietnamese children. However, Hung joined a Vietnamese gang in the camp for 
protection for two years'^ and then he formed his own gang. He was proud of being a 
well-known fighter and of protecting others. Eventually, he realized that he could 
find a sense of dignity in church instead of from gangs. He gathered his gang 
together to follow a local priest. These religious activities provided them with 
positive experiences and enabled them to build up their social networks with people 
from the mainstre狎 society. Ironically, however the priest quit the church and 
became an insurance salesman. Hung expressed his confusion: 
�� 
We joined the Vietnamese gangs for protection. But the condition was that 
we had to follow their orders. Our major activities were playing soccer and 
going to discos. We eventually quit because they took marijuana and tempted 
‘ u s to try it. I was beaten several times for quitting the gang. They took that as 
an insult to their power. As the number of ethnic Chinese in the camp 
increased, we joined together to form an ethnic Chinese gang. 
Although the Vietnamese gangs were nasty to us, I did not hate them as much 
as I hated police. The gangs beat us with some reasons, but the police just 
beat us whenever they wanted to show that they had power in the district, I 
could remember the shame one them in failing to control the riot in refugee 
camp.. .They punched us three times before questioning us whenever we met 
them... 
10 The ethnic Vietnamese gangs accepted Hung as a member despite the fact that he was an ethnic 
Chinese because Hung was one of the best ethnic Chinese fighter and he was popular among ethnic 
Chinese youth. 
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When we were sick and tired of fighting with gangs and being "fucked over" 
by the police, we met a very nice priest; he did not push us to join religious 
activities. He ...helped us to set up a rock band, organized concerts and free 
tutorial groups. He even provided us space to hang around. He taught us 
fighting skills. Some of us started romantic relationships with Hong Kong 
young people through the church activities. Knowing that we found it 
difficult to find jobs, he opened a dessert store and recruited some of us. 
However as we gathered more friends to follow him, he suddenly had a 
conflict with the church and he quit to become an insurance salesman. The 
church kicked us out; he was the only one who supported us. We were 
frustrated and confused... .We had to rely on ourselves once again... 
Beside the confusion with the local priest, he still had intensive conflicts with 
the local community. Hung said: 
We just wanted to have some fun on weekends after working from morning 
till night. But people ignored us or teased us whenever they heard our 
Cantonese with Vietnamese accent. The young Hong Kong gangs showed off 
tattoos and muscles and make fun of our accent at discos. The worst was that 
they called us ethnic Chinese "Yuht Naahm JM"越南仔 .They thought 
anyone from the camp was Vietnamese. We were not as bad as Vietnamese, 
but since they called us that, we beat them up in a Vietnamese way. We 
attacked the guy who called us "Yuht Naahm J a i "越南仔 with homemade 
weapons like iron pipes, swords and rods to fracture his skull. Police searched 
- for us overnight, they even used the sea patrol. We hid inside the drains for a 
few days and went back to the camp as if nothing had happened. Triads 
recruited us because we were famous for fighting in Tuen Mun District and in 
the Gold Coast area. We did not join them but still called them Dai Lo (big 
brother) to give them 'face，. They also invited us to have meals with them 
and to sing in karaoke. I helped them to fight because I felt happy and excited 
� when I saw Hong Kong people were knocked down. I did not think we 
refugees were bad; we just had no choice.. • 
‘‘Yuht Naahm Jai"越南仔 was originally used by ethnic Chinese in closed refugee 
camp to label the violent and uncivilized ethnic Vietnamese refugee. But local people 
called all open refugee camp residents "Yuht Naahm Jai"越南仔 with the same 
implications. This was certainly insulting all the ethnic Vietnamese, but was even 
worst for the ethnic Chinese who had long been bullied and disturbed by the ethnic 
Vietnamese in the refugee camp. The ethnic Chinese never hurt any ethnic 
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Vietnamese as hard as they hurt the local people who called them "Yuht Naahm Jm" 
越南仔 .The violent reaction of the young refugees against local people seemed an 
expression of frustration created by the prolonged confinement in the refugee camp. 
Born To Be A Refugee - Hau's Story 
Some of my ethnic Vietnamese informants were bom in Hong Kong and 
grew up in open camps until the camp was closed. As I mentioned before their 
parents had been stuck in Hong Kong for more than fifteen years and had no hope of 
resettlement because they had criminal record. I use Hau's story to show what it 
means to be born as a refugee in Hong Kong in an open camp with drug addicted 
parents. 
Hau's parent came to Hong Kong before 1986 from Haiphong, Vietnam. 
. Both of them were from the lower working class with only a primary-school 
education. They had no Cantonese or technical skills. In Hong Kong open camp, they 
started shoplifting and got caught because they could not find jobs. To make the 
matters worse, both of them took heroin and cocaine. They also became drug dealers. 
This was how Hau and her sister Thu describe their childhood: 
\v 
We were born in a refugee camp. My father was jailed for five years when I 
was six. When he came back from prison he yelled at us when he got drunk. 
一 He started to take drugs with other addicts at home. He even hit Thu with 
sugarcane until her legs turned from blood red to dark blue and then yellow. 
Other drug addicts looked at us as if we were naked. He also beat my mother 
until she fell. I started to send her to the hospital from I was six. My father 
was caught with drugs and imprisoned once again and then still again. Since 
we did not have enough money for school fees, I wore the school uniform in 
the morning and then I climbed over the gate to give it to my sister in the 
afternoon. My mother took us to steal clothes, watches and wallets, and we 
did not feel guilty about it at all... 
Hau and her sister Thu were born into the open camp where drug, gangs and 
domestic violence were taken-for-granted parts of camp culture. Their parents went 
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to the alternative economy because they lacked the social, cultural or symbolic 
capital desired by the mainstream society. They did not want to get assistance from 
Caritas and other NGOs because they felt that this would be like begging. Because 
having a criminal record destroyed their dreams of resettlement, their parent started 
taking drugs to gain power to cope with their feelings of powerlessness. Hau and Thu 
were brought up to steal and traffic drugs. They went in and out school as their 
parents went back and forth between home and prison. When their parents were in 
prison, they either lived with an unfriendly host family inside the camp or by 
themselves. The caring school principal, and caring teachers as well as their 
boyfriends, kept them from becoming involved with more serious crime. Hau said: 
My mother worked in a construction site while we were waiting for my father 
to return from prison. We had no friends or valuable belongings except some 
clothes donated from others. We did not have enough money to buy food 
because my mother started to take drugs. Eventually we went back to our 
"profession" [stealing] and quit school again. My mother was jailed in 1993. 
Since our parents were in jail, Caritas offered us money and a host family in 
the Pillar Point Camp. It was really insulting. Originally we got $350 a week. 
But the worker gave us $25 in the morning and $25 in the afternoon, only 
enough for food. The reason for this was to make sure we could not use the 
money to buy drugs! We bought sesame biscuits instead of Cup Noodle 
because that way we could eat slowly; you had to finish the Cup Noodle all at 
once. 
�� Although their parents spoiled their future, Hau and Thu still cared for them. The 
happiest time for these two sisters was when their parents took conditional leave 
from prison to join their birthday parties. Other than being trained to steal and traffic, 
they were honor students in the ISS School. Hau declared with pride: 
I love my father. My parents are our parent forever, no matter what they did. 
Someone from the U.S. heard about our stories and wanted to adopt us, and 
help us to resettle. But we did not want to live on others' sympathy--we love 
our parents ! 
11 Prisoners in Hong Kong could apply for leave if they were obedient and were not involved with any 
fights in prison, on the condition that they report to the district police station on schedule. 
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Both Hau and Thu said that living without parents was better than living with bad 
host parents: 
A host family inside the camp only gave us food. I asked the host parent for 
new slippers because the old ones were broken. They just yelled at me. ..since 
I was used to stealing, I just went out and stole a pair of slipper.. • .Since the 
toilet was outside the flat, my host father sometimes shit inside the flat while 
everybody was sleeping and accused us of shitting in the kitchen. I told the 
wife that her husband shit there. But she kicked us out. The social worker 
wanted us to apologize. We decided that living alone was better than living 
like a poor dog with the host family. 
We were lucky that there was always someone to help us. Thu's boyfriend 
gave us food and money to pay for everything whenever we could not afford 
food and electricity. We helped him to work in the food store, packing food 
and cleaning. Although I had terrible parents, the school principal treated us 
like his children. Another nice teacher in court took us back to Tuen Mun and 
treated us to McDonalds. I just wanted to be like him living in a Western 
country and learning different languages. We used to have a best friend; Man 
escaped from the closed camp and lived with us for five years. He was caught 
and sent back to Vietnam. He was so caring and positive to everyone. I didn't 
understand why good people had to be punished... 
My parents took leave from the jail to arrange a birthday party for me once. 
“ That was my happiest time. I picked my father up from prison and hoped he 
would learn a better lesson and have a normal peaceful life. But he gave most 
of his money to another woman who slept with him. All I could do was talk 
to my dog. 
Besides the influences of parents and friends, school experience was also 
important for Hau and Thu. They had difficulties in studying when the school 
changed to a Chinese curriculum because they had only studied in Vietnamese in the 
Pillar Point camp school. However the change did bring more ethnic Chinese friends. 
They had a higher English standard developed from Summerbridge (an English 
summer program for local students run by an international school in Hong Kong). 
Hau said: 
It was important for us to leam Chinese since by this time, we knew we had 
no hope to resettle. The school started to have one Chinese class each week 
since 1996. We copied clumsily like tortoises and marked the pronunciation 
for every word. My friend Moon lent us love story comics to learn Chinese. 
We became addicted to them and ended up renting comics from a bookstore. 
The school started to have a formal Chinese curriculum in 1997. Many ethnic 
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Chinese students used to live outside the camp 12 and the ones who were 
working came back to the camp. We enjoyed the time studying and gossiping 
on the way going to the wet market....With these friends, the school life was 
much warmer than before... 
Drug and Gangs 
The previous two informants did not take drugs because they did not want to 
live like the drug addicts; but Hau and Thu did not take drugs because drugs had 
ruined their family that they never had a normal happy family life. In addition they 
often witnessed their parents being beaten by drug dealers or locked up by police. 
There was no positive role model in Hau's family. They were also under the threat of 
being raped by drug addicts. Her sister Thu ended up having a criminal record 
because she was trafficking for her mother; Her criminal record mixed with her 
refugee background will make employers hesitate to hire her. 
Although these two sisters did not join the gangs in the camp, their friends in 
gangs protected them from being harassed or bullied. It was not only because they 
were good-looking but also because of their reputation for self-defense. These sisters 
were prepared to fight anyone who tried to take advantages of them. Thu was famous 
for using a chair to break gangster's head when he tried to harass her. Hau and Thu 
�� 
also hated the police who mainly came to search their room and who locked their 
parents as well as their best friends away. It was understandable to them that their 
drug-addict parents were caught, but it was not comprehensible for them to see their 
best friend (a young man who escaped from a closed camp to the open camp) locked 
up and sent back to Vietnam. Hau's reasons for not participating in serious crime 
12 Some ethnic Chinese chose to live outside the camp to avoid confrontation with the gangs and drug 
addicts. 
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were similar to the last two informants. It was as she said, the negative example set 
by the adults in the camp: 
We were so used to going to court or the police station. When Thu was 
caught trafficking, I prayed for her in a small old temple high up on a 
mountain, I offered incense to the unknown gods and gravestones and then I 
walked alone the whole day from Tin King to the camp. Thu now had a 
criminal record like my parents; my parents went to prison just like going on 
vacation. Children who live with bad parents were usually bad children. We 
did not take drugs because we saw the terrible effects of drugs on my parent. 
They were weak, ugly and always being beaten. I was too tired to cry and 
begged the guys not to beat my father for not paying for drugs... 
Comparison 
From the previous stories, we can see that single mothers and children were 
miserable because they did not have practical skills. It was even worst for ethnic 
Vietnamese women. Hau and Thu sometimes just lived on biscuits while some others 
lived on chicken eggs for six months. Some of them ended up being prostitutes, 
selling pirated CDs and smuggled cigarettes or joining the drug business. 
The schools in the refugee camps followed the UNHCR curriculum in the 
early 1990s when there was a chance for refugees to resettle. Then it changed to the 
Vietnamese curriculum when it was getting close to the handover in Hong Kong in 
1997 when most of the camp residents had no hope of resettling and it seemed likely 
that they were to be repatriated to Vietnam. It changed again to the Hong Kong 
curriculum after July 1997 as the Hong Kong government was pressured by the 
Mainland Chinese government to close all the refugee camp as soon as possible; 
therefore the Hong Kong government planned to integrate them into Hong Kong 
because they had almost no hope to resettle. And the two thousand Vietnamese 
refugees was a tiny number comparing to the total population of Hong Kong (about 
six millions people); granting local integration to the refugee seemed the best 
solution, and the government could easily integrate them in a low profile way. The 
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UNHCR curriculum used to be most welcomed because the refugees hoped to 
resettle. However, the Hong Kong curriculum was more popular after July 1997 as 
they saw no hope of resettlement; still, dropping out of school was common. The 
youth began to work as construction site workers and cleaners from when they were 
fifteen years old since it was illegal to work at a younger age. The problem of early 
school leaving was generally not due to of lack of ability, but because the students 
had to support their family (either parents in jail or having many siblings). Some 
mothers got pregnant whenever the fathers came back from prison (the more children, 
the more welfare). 
In a sense it was even more frustrating for refugees living in open camp than 
living in closed camp, because inside the closed camp, the camp was the only world 
they had ever really experienced, but in the open camp, young people were exposed 
to all the attractions in mainstream society but they did not have equal rights to gain 
access to them. It was important for them to have ways to express their emotions and 
channel their frustration in creative and artistic activities. All my informants liked 
music, art and sports in the camp. These subjects provided them positive experiences 
and developed their creativity, sense of unity and pride, and eventually helped them 
�� 
to integrate in local schools more easily. 
Legality issues - Drugs, gangs and ID cards 
Drugs were popular in the open camp. However, the problem was limited to 
ethnic Vietnamese areas in the camp. As I discussed earlier, the ethnic Chinese tried 
their best not to get involved with any negative element that might spoil their 
opportunity to resettle. They were able to make a decent living through hard work 
and through their social networks. But for some Vietnamese, drugs were an escape 
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from reality. The drug business was the quickest way to get large amounts of money 
and in turn to gain power and a sense of pride. Nonetheless some informants like 
Sinh preferred to work hard in construction sites instead of engaging drug trafficking. 
Sinh did not want his mother to be worried about him. Unfortunately, some smart 
Vietnamese children did not want to stay in the lowest social class for life. They 
looked for "quick money" after working on the demanding but low paying jobs in 
construction sites. These people's opportunities and abilities were tied down because 
of having no Hong Kong Identity Card, and trafficking offered the quickest way to 
wealth. 
In 1997 to 1999,1 took a number of young refugees to look for government 
apprenticeship programs'^, but the government and local employers rejected them 
because they were often depicted by the media as "trouble-makers". Some of them 
finally joined the trafficking business after being rejected several times by the local 
apprenticeship program. Some of them who trafficked drugs twice per day made 
about thirty thousand dollars per month, but eventually they got caught and were sent 
to Pik Uk prison for three to five years. Ironically, they received plenty of technical 
training and education in prison. I had been seeking for those opportunities for them 
from the mainstream society but I failed. Their situations are similar to the drug 
dealers in East Harlem in The U.S., where people sell crack to search for respect, 
(Bourgois 1994) and where the illegal economic system may seem more rewarding 
that the legal economic system for those who are marginalized. I visited a trafficker, 
Hai, in Pik Uk prison, and I could not hold back my tears as he told me: 
Teacher, don't worry about me, I have friends in prison, it just feels like in 
the closed camp, and I can choose carpentry, laundry or catering as my work. 
13 A program co-sponsored by the government for young people with form three levels to be 
apprentices in different on-site technical training. The salary was about 50% lower than wages on 
construction sites but the certificate could guarantee better prospects and career paths for the young 
people. 
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There is also a school based on the Hong Kong curriculum and the teachers 
are from Hong Kong too. I am healthier than in the camp because I have 
regular exercise and sleep on time. We have soccer, basketball and TV. I've 
got paid work. Just bring me some comic books. I don't blame anyone; it is 
our fate. The prison provided us what you "normal" people work day and 
night for. A concrete and steel flat with well-trained guards; all activities are 
in fixed schedule so that we don't have to worry about what happens in the 
next day. Working in the prison is decent; in the evening, we have free 
language courses preparing us for life after prison. We can take the public 
exams. We've got no drugs here'"^. People become creative too, we sharpen 
the toothbrushes like needles and use the black powder sanded out from shoes 
to make tattoos for others; look at the beautiful flying dragon on my back ... 
Although the police came into the camp to search every month and took away 
a few drug addicts, drugs were still popular in the camp. My informants grew up in 
that kind of environment but according to my research data very few of them and the 
other similar-aged youth in the camps took drugs (mainly marijuana). They felt bad 
for the drug addicts rather than hating them. It seemed that they were able to make 
their own choices for better lives even without "proper" guidance. 
’ Bourgois (1994: 324) said most human beings are not solely driven by 
economic exigency; they also search for dignity and fulfillment. This principle can 
also be applied to the young people in the refugee camp. Their desire for better lives 
and a sense of pride drove some of the young people to become involved with drugs 
and gangs. The gangs not only provided the opportunities for alternative jobs but also 
provided them with a sense of power and dignity. They had not only a reputation of 
being better fighters among local gangs, but also made a lot of money that 
symbolized power inside and outside the camp, 
14 Before the prisoners passed the gate entering the prison, the guard inserted a finger into the 
prisoners' anus to check if they hid drugs there. 
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Police and Gangs 
My informants hated the police more than they hated the drug addicts. The 
drug addicts were weak, they maybe asked for food for free but they did not break 
into flats like the police. The police searched the camp regularly without notice and 
they did not apologize for damages caused in the "camp washing a c t i o n "洗營 I t 
was humiliating that the residents had to wear their nightgowns waiting outside of 
their flats while the police were searching. It was understandable for the police to 
search for drugs. However, their efforts were neither effective nor appreciated. I 
interviewed a police officer responsible for controlling the refugees; he said they 
mostly let the drugs exist in the camp because it kept the drug addicts occupied 
without creating trouble. The "camp washing action"洗營 was just to remind the 
refugees and the public that the camp was under the control of police. In a sense it 
. was a show of power. 
Gangs constantly tried to recruit young people for trafficking. The gang 
leaders were in general seen as the best and smartest fighter with extensive social 
networks. Joining the gang involved an initiation ritual where one had to burn one's 
hand with a cigarette, and swear to be loyal to the gang and share all its members' 
happiness and suffering. Some of them had connections with local Hong Kong 
gangs to traffic heroin and marijuana. 
The gang activities not only generated considerable income-but also provide 
opportunities for the young people to feel good about themselves in working together 
and not getting caught. They were their own bosses, they did not have fixed working 
hours, and they had the opportunity to express their anger in fighting. Powerful gangs 
may have a strong sense of brotherhood and members felt good when other people 
15 This was a term for searching for drugs, weapons or other illegal items in the refugee camp. 
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were afraid of them. A few ex-gangsters told me that they missed the excitement in 
challenging the police in trafficking and fighting after becoming "normal" law 
abiding people. 
Ethnicity 
Compared to ethnicity issues in the last chapter in closed camp, ethnicity in 
open camp was relational and processual. For the ethnic Chinese, they were proud of 
themselves for being more civilized and having what they felt to be superiority over 
ethnic Vietnamese because they were more capable of self-reliance than Vietnamese 
in open camp. Being called "Yuht Naahm JM" was an insult to their pride. For the 
ethnic Vietnamese, they already found it more difficult to find jobs for basic 
subsistence because of their lack of Chinese language and skills. Being called "Yuht 
Naahm Jai “ was a reminder of their incompetence as well as their lack of acceptance 
in the mainstream society. This complex resentment intensified the 
misunderstandings between the Tuen Mun local community and the refugees. 
Sometimes ethnic Vietnamese and Chinese youth gangs fought together 
against the local gangs who called them "Yuht Naahm Jai The fact that they 
w 
united together may also be because of the decline of the refugee population by the 
late 1990s. Therefore they had to overlook their ethnicity in order to have enough 
people to form strong gangs. My informant's relatives in Vietnam did not think these 
refugees belonged to Vietnam; from the local community's perspective, they did not 
belong to Hong Kong; from my informants' point of view, they belong to the refugee 
camp. If the camp was not going to be closed, all my informants declared that they 
would choose to stay in the camp if they were issued Hong Kong ID cards. It may be 
thought that this is for economic reasons, because they have free individual flats in 
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the camp, but they had to worry about the expensive rents in the local community 
when the camp was closed. This may be true to a certain extent; however, this was 
also true because they grew up in the camp. No matter how artificial it was, they had 
close personal relationships with friends and neighbors in the camp, and they were 
close to the natural environment in the camp. These elements were also important for 
people to have a sense of home in the camp. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have discussed the young people's cultural and social aspects in 
open camp. First of all they were becoming adults and were expected to support their 
families but they did not have Hong Kong Identity Cards. At the same time they 
were exposed to the discrimination of the local community, the interactions of the 
drug business, and the attractions of consuming in a capitalistic mainstream society. 
In addition, inside the open camp, there were continuing tensions between ethnic 
Chinese and Vietnamese, because of their cultural and social differences as well as 
the negative memories in riots in closed camps. Both groups of people were 
marginalized from the mainstream society and had little hope of resettlement. 
�� 
Some refugees gave up their future by turning to illegal activities to look for 
material affluence and power. However, many of my informants did not give up in 
their efforts to legally fit into mainstream society. Some of them continued their 
education in private study groups inside the camp or private evening schools'^ in the 
local community. They also formed social networks to help each other to look for job 
opportunities in construction sites and opportunities in the drug business. 
16 These private schools could take any people with any legal status as long as students could pay the 
course fee, which was in general double or treble the ordinary local schools. 
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Taking drugs was one of the popular camp activities and some of my 
informants became involved in drug trafficking and gang activities, however, to my 
knowledge, very few of the sixty-five young people from the camp of my 
informants' age took drug. This was partly because the drug addicts constantly 
showed the negative effects of taking drugs. Beside this, the camp school provided a 
safe and creative space for them to have emotional fulfillment and personal 
development. 
The refugee camp was far away from Vietnam and was marginalized from 
the mainstream society in Hong Kong, but the young people I interviewed did not 
feel homeless. Their social networks and personal relationships inside the camp 
enabled them to see the refugee camp as their home. As a matter of fact, they were 
not totally abandoned and rejected by the mainstream society; there were volunteer 
groups and international schools that provided opportunities to help them in their 
social, cultural and academic development to eventually enter Hong Kong 
mainstream society. 
Although the young people in the open camp were marginalized, they 
generally enjoyed a fulfilling daily life. They had a strong sense of community inside 
w 
the camp, which they missed when the camp was closed. In next chapter I will 
further investigate the fates of my informants after the refugee camp was closed in 
2000. 
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Chapter Four The Adaptation of Young Refugee in Hong Kong 
Introduction 
This chapter focuses on how individuals adapted into three different social and 
cultural settings after the Pillar Point camp was closed. The first is the mainstream 
capitalistic society in Hong Kong, the second is socialist Vietnamese society, and the last 
is the total institution of Pik Uk prison in Hong Kong. 
When the camp was closed in May 2000, about two thousand residents of Pillar 
Point Camp were given the option of keeping their refugee status or of becoming Hong 
Kong residents. All chose to be Hong Kong residents because if they kept their refugee 
status they were unlikely to be resettled in a third country; and most of them had been 
" living in Hong Kong for more than ten years, Hong Kong could be considered their 
home. Although most of them still lived within in the Tuen Mun district, families and 
friends were separated. They could not be as close as they were in the camp where they 
lived just next to each other. 
All refugees experienced different degrees of social and cultural conflicts in 
adaptation. Young Hmong refugee was one of the examples for Asian refugees' 
adaptation to life in Western countries. They were frustrated and twisted between 
traditional family values of their own culture and the individualism in the U.S. 
(Faderman 1998: 164), where they struggled between traditional beliefs and Christianity 
(Ibid, 102), and "with being physically different from white Westerners". My informants 
seem to have more cultural similarities with their adjustment to life in Hong Kong than 
the Hmong in their adjustment to life in the U.S.A. My informants learned Vietnamese, 
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English and Cantonese since they lived in the camp. Furthermore, they were physically 
similar or even identical to Hong Kong people. In addition, they had few religious 
conflicts with Hong Kong people. 
Many factors affected young Vietnamese to fit in to different communities in 
Hong Kong, they including social networks, support groups, primary relationships and 
the cultural similarities of young Vietnamese to Hong Kong youth. In the adaptation, to 
my knowledge from six years close interaction with these young people in their daily 
lives, only nine out of sixty five of them between fifteen to twenty-one years old joined 
illegal businesses. Most informants demonstrated that they had dreams, resilience and 
the ability to live through the hardship life in refugee camps and to strive for a better 
future through legal means. This was again different from the analysis of Thomas (2000, 
• 223) in his study of Vietnamese of refugees in Hong Kong: 
A generation of youngsters grew up with cultural handicap that led to severe 
maladjustment with the future environment. Young children perceived the 
diminished role of one's own language for survival in the camps... 
As 1 mentioned earlier, my informants fit into the host culture through the mediums of 
education or work. Their social networks and survival strategies helped them through 
�� 
financially and emotionally difficult times. This was similar to the experiences of young 
Vietnamese refugees in Australia. They believed that they were more adaptive and 
stronger after what they had endured in refugee camps. They believed that life in a "free 
community" should have more opportunities even if it would not necessarily be easier 
(Hawthorne 1982: 257). This belief helped them to actively cope everyday in 
mainstream society. This was true for my informants as well. 
Once they left the camp, the young people from the camp experienced difficulties 
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in academics and interactions with local students because they were four to five years 
older. However, sometimes the experiences of escape from Vietnam, the games and riots 
in camps of the young refugees were constructed into exotic stories to tell their fellow 
Hong Kong students. Those young refugees who learned Vietnamese in the refugee 
camp told me that they started to speak in Vietnamese among their friends from the 
camps, when they were in local schools. This was to create a sense of belongings among 
themselves or when they did not want the local students to understand their private 
conversations. 
The discrimination of the local community toward the Vietnamese was mainly 
because of the misperception of violence in riots or drug use created by the mass media 
that focused on the negative sides of the Vietnamese refugee camp. This bias by the 
. mass media was in some ways justified, since other than in the cases of riots and court 
cases, reporters' applications were rejected in gaining permission to enter the refugee 
camp. The negative attitude of local schools toward the refugee children appears to have 
stemmed from the Hong Kong District Education Department. In my meeting with the 
education officers from the Education Department their biggest concern was behavioral 
�� 
problems. As a senior officer told me: 
" 一 We all know that they (the refugee students) do not have solid ground in 
academic work; some of them don't even speak Cantonese. We have confidence 
to make up and help them to catch up; as you can see, our programs of helping 
the new migrants from Mainland China are very successful. Our major concerns 
are the behavioral problems of the Vietnamese kids. We have reasons to worry, 
looking at the TV news and newspapers; how do you deal with them? 
I assured them that most of the students were well-behave because the students had to 
take care of themselves and their younger brothers and sisters in the camps, and I also 
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told them that most of the "trouble makers" were either resettled or repatriated to 
Vietnam. After these conversations, the District Education Departments eventually 
registered the young people to schools in Tuen Man, Yuen Long and Tsuen Wan. The 
younger refugees were allocated to schools in Tuen Mun, while the older students were 
allocated further away to Yuen Long and Tsuen Wan in 1998. “ 
Local schools were not well prepared to accommodate the new students. Some 
of them put all the Vietnamese students in the same classes. In the first few months, 
some schools did not even let them go to the playground during recess and lunchtime 
to interact with local students. This was to avoid any conflicts in fighting for 
recreational facilities and spaces. Some schools cut their physical education, music 
and art classes to made them focus on learning Chinese and English. Others schools 
•• hired extra teachers to run remedial classes for them in the first year. The Vietnamese 
students got bored as they did not have so much homework to do before, plus lack of 
sports and art. Cutting these subjects from the curriculum reduced the opportunity for 
them to express their emotions and release their energy. Therefore some students were 
frustrated and they wanted to quit school. 
There was a lucky coincidence for the students who stayed in school because 
there was a flood of Mainland Chinese immigrant students to Hong Kong who also 
studied in local schools from 1998 to 2000. These Mainland Chinese students were 
similarly three to five years older then their Hong Kong Classmates because of their 
limited English level. Some of my informants helped them to improve their English. In a 
way, these Mainland Chinese students made my informants feel more comfortable and 
they even developed friendships and healthy competition between each other at school. 
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In addition, UNHCR provided the local schools $2400 per refugee students for the first 
year to employ extra teachers, to set up remedial programs and to integrate the young 
refugees into local schools. This helped my informants academically and socially to fit 
into local schools. 
The dynamics in the adaptation of my informants were extremely complex, 
relating to their specific social contexts, family background and individual capabilities. 
In the followings sections, I use three different stories to discuss my informants' 
adaptation in Hong Kong mainstream society, Vietnam and a Hong Kong prison. 
Thuy's Story - Integration In Hong Kong 
I use Thuy's story to expand upon the young refugees' integration in Hong Kong. 
•> Thuy was an ethnic Vietnamese born in the refugee camp. She was allowed to enter local 
schools in 1998 to study Form one when she was 16 years old (her Hong Kong Form one 
classmates were mostly 13 years old). Her mother and father were drug addicts. They 
spent most of their welfare money on drugs. Therefore Thuy had to quit school to sell 
pirate cigarettes. She eventually worked in a local barbershop after she finished Form 
�� 
Three. We can see how her family background and camp experiences influenced her 
“ integration into local schools and her subsequent work life. 
Through their refugee camp experiences, Thuy and some of her friends 
developed in areas including academic achievement, artistic skills and sports that were 
useful in their integration. Since the education program in the open camp was originally 
set up for refugees to resettle in third countries. Thuy studied in Vietnamese and English 
for seven years in the open camp; therefore her education was not totally deprived. And 
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since her local school used English textbooks for most of the subjects except for Chinese 
language and Chinese history, she was able to catch up with the local school standard in 
one year. 
Although local schools offered more subjects, the teacher-student relationship 
was more distant than in the camp. Thuy experienced discrimination in the local school 
and in the workplace during the first year of integration; the discrimination gradually 
disappeared as Thuy's interaction and communication with local students improved. 
This depended on her performance and participation in school activities. Thuy reported: 
My impression of the local school was of a beautiful and happy place like I saw 
on TV. But many nasty students bullied the weak and quiet students. They used 
rubber bands to shoot us with. My sister swore and slapped a boy who tried to 
harass her. After that, they dared not bother us anymore. Most of the students 
only talked about singers, or read comics books in class. I felt humiliated 
studying with such childish kids. Well, maybe I was five years older than 
• them...the teachers left right after classes. Everyone was so distant in the local 
schools. The teachers had to be serious or at least look serious to control the 
students. Local school seemed not to appreciate lively and happy school life. We 
‘ had loads of assignments. The form teacher even put down remarks on our 
student report about us not turning homework in on time. It was like a criminal 
record. I missed the school in the camp; I missed my friendly teachers and friends 
from the camp. 
� However, Thuy's frustrations and loneliness gradually disappeared as she was 
good at sports and enjoyed being active at school; she gradually developed her sense of 
pride and friendship with new migrants and local students. When I visited her in her 
local school a year later, one of her Hong Kong school classmates told me: 
I am surprised and amused to see Thuy being so nice and having so many 
interesting experiences, because the TV and newspaper always said they 
(refugees) were violent in the refugee camp... My childhood in Hong Kong was 
much less interesting than hers... 
Thuy excelled in sports because there was plenty of leisure time at the refugee camp 
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because she usually did not have homework to do. She also had a higher English 
standard than the local students. Her initial negative feelings were partially caused by her 
comparison between the local school and the school in the refugee camp. She said that if 
she had the choice she would choose to study in the Pillar Point School instead of the 
local school because she was happier in the camp. Despite the fact that there were more 
subjects in the local school, Thuy complaint that she learned less, because there was 
added pressure to perform. However, Thuy and some bright students from the camp still 
won scholarships from local schools either excelled in academics or extra curricular 
activities because they had such strong motivation to do well at school. 
Unfortunately, despite Thuy's success in the local school, she had to quit and sell 
pirated cigarettes because her parents were caught for trafficking. She said: 
. After the camp was closed in 2000, my parents used most of the welfare money 
for drugs and they were caught trafficking. I had to quit school to sell pirated 
cigarettes to support my family. My sister often came and helped me to sell. We 
‘ had to worry about the rent after the camp was closed. We ordered fifty packs of 
cigarettes and paid $2000 in one go and then sold each pack for $80 each to make 
$40 per pack. We usually sell the pirated cigarette on a fly-over, where we could 
easily see any officer who came. My sister watched out for officers. Customers 
asked me for certain brands of cigarettes and paid me the money at one end of the 
fly over. My partner gave them the cigarettes at the other end of the fly-over so 
“ that we had a better .chance of escaping if the officers came. Sometimes they 
pretended to be customers buying cigarettes and gave special marked notes to 
catch us. I was scared all the time and eventually my boyfriend left me because 
‘ , he worried that 1 would get caught and have a criminal record. 
Don't think that I liked to sell pirated cigarette, but it was too cheap to work at 
other low-skilled work like sales, 1 had tried to work as a salesperson for two 
weeks but it was boring and low paid (20 dollars per hour). I had to sell cigarettes 
in order to pay the rent... 
Thuy was the eldest sister responsible for her younger brother and sisters. Sometimes 
she tried to escape from reality by hanging out in discos or smoking marijuana to help 
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her cope under the tremendous pressure caused by these family circumstances. As she 
said: 
I would prefer it if my parents divorced because my father only takes care of 
himself. I like Chinese New Year and Christmas because I can hang out with 
friends and forget about everything. It is different from the time in the camp. 
Recently, we hang out to the disco in Tsuen Wan every Saturday. We fight and 
take marijuana. I don't really feel happy. But it feels nice just doing something 
together even if it is meaningless. I also feel warmer and less lonely when I hold 
my new boyfriend's hand and talk to him. I never think of the future so that I 
won't be disappointed... 
In order not to suffer from insecurity and uncertainty in selling pirated cigarette, 
Thuy decided to opt for a more stable life. Therefore she worked at a barber shop 
(making about $200 per day as an apprentice) where she could work indoors to learn 
practical skill. This job also suited Thuy because the job did not require a high level of 
academic achievement (She quit school after Form Three despite the fact that she was 
doing well academically). As she told me: 
Longing to live a stable life, I ended up washing hair for clients in a barbershop. 
It was easier than being a hairdresser who needed many clients and networks. I 
pay most of my salary to my mother. In fact I quit the first job in a barbershop 
because the-bosses yelled at us whenever they lost money through gambling. I got 
a Hong Kong ID card; I can now choose to work or to learn something else. 
�� From Thuy's example, we can see the Hong Kong ID Card provided more than just a 
pass for the ex-camp residents to enter mainstream society. It also provided individuals 
with more options in terms of a career, even if it was only enough for material 
subsistence. But her sense of homelessness become more intense as she got her Hong 
Kong ID card and she could finally visit her relatives in Vietnam. She sighed: 
I visited my relatives for a week in Dai Luc in Vietnam. I did not really 
understand their Vietnamese. Maybe my Vietnamese learnt from the camp was 
different in its sound and meanings. It was good to travel in Vietnam for visiting 
my relatives and for sightseeing but there was much less choice in work and 
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education than in Hong Kong. I would choose to live in the refugee camp if I 
could because we don't really belong in Hong Kong... 
Thuy grew up in the refugee camp; it was geographically, and culturally far away from 
Vietnam. The refugee camp was a home for her because she grew up there. Even though 
she had a Hong Kong ID card and became a Hong Kong resident, Hong Kong still could 
not be a home she loved. 
I have discussed Thuy's adaptation in Hong Kong. Let me now discuss another 
informant, Man's adaptations to a very different social context, that of Vietnam. Man 
came to Hong Kong with relatives in 1990 when he was nine years old. He lived in a 
closed camp for four years and escaped to live with his relatives in the open camp for 
four years. He was caught and sent back to Vietnam at the end of 1997. He had not been 
able to fit in to mainstream society in Vietnam even after six years. Given the choice, he 
would still choose to be a refugee in Hong Kong. In fact I interviewed him in Hong 
- Kong when he came to Hong Kong to interpret from Cantonese to Vietnamese for his 
aunt who was in the hospital \ 
Man's Story- Integration In Vietnam 
Man was an outstanding academic student in the refugee camp, and he had many 
friends. He made use of his English to work in a cafe when he was repatriated to 
Vietnam, his living standard was always under the poverty line. He felt humiliated at 
school in Vietnam because his Vietnamese classmates made fun of his strange accent 
‘Man became a Vietnamese citizen after he was forcibly repatriated to Vietnam. Since then he could visit 
Hong Kong as long as he could afford the tourist visa and airfare. His aunt was injured in a car accident; 
She had been taking care of him like her own son in closed camp and open camp for eight years. Man took 
her as his second mother. Unfortunately she died a month after Man returned to Hong Kong. 
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picked up in the refugee camp and he did not know anything about Vietnamese history. 
He told me his story in tears: 
In 1997,1 was caught and sent back to Vietnam because I escaped from the 
closed camp and skipped the screening process. The first year in Haiphong after I 
was forcibly repatriated to Vietnam was difficult. My classmates called me 
"retarded Hong Kong boy". Although I was good at art and sport in the refugee 
camp, my teachers and classmate were indifferent because these subjected would 
not help me to make money. All I could do was keep quiet and I missed my 
friends in the refugee camps. By then, my father was still in prison, which the 
government called re-education, for escaping from the army in 1981. My mother 
was the only one who supported us... 
Man was similar to Thuy in being a minority in the local school. Man was not as 
effective in channelling his experiences as Thuy was because art and sport in Man's 
school was not as appreciated in Vietnam as they were in Hong Kong schools^. The 
refugee experience was an advantage for Thuy in Hong Kong, but it became an obstacle 
‘ for Man to achieve one of his important dreams in Vietnam. He wanted to join the army 
but the army rejected him because he had escaped from Vietnam. Education may be the 
most effective vehicle for upward mobility in Hong Kong, but it did not apply to Man in 
Vietnam. He said: •• 
In Vietnam, nobody cared whether you went to school or not. If you do not have 
“ money, you cannot go to school. Only people who worked for the government 
got assistance. I quit school and worked in a cafe while 1 was learning English. I 
made ten thousand VND (Vietnamese Dong) per day. As it cost 5000 VND 
- ( a b o u t HK$ 7) for a bowl of noodles on the street, I usually cook for myself 
because it is cheaper. Many people relied on the financial assistance sent from 
relatives in Hong Kong or overseas. All young men had to join the army for two 
years after high school. I was not allowed to join the army because I had escaped 
from Vietnam to Hong Kong. It would have been good to join the army for 
training in fighting and discipline, and to use guns. I like art very much but there 
is little chance in Vietnam. The only possible job is to be an interpreter for 
tourists because Vietnam is now much more open in tourism and foreign 
2 Many Hong Kong school welcome students with high achievement in sport and Art because they could 
help to won the interschool competitions to build up the reputation of balance education of their school. 
Some students could repeat in same form for several years solely to complete in sport. 
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investment... 
In a different social, cultural and economical system than that of Hong Kong or 
the refugee camps, Man could only make enough money for food. In 2003, his aunt had a 
serious accident in Hong Kong. He borrowed huge a huge amount of money equal to six 
months' salary to travel to Hong Kong as a tourist and interpreted for his aunt from 
Cantonese to Vietnamese in the Hong Kong hospital: 
My aunt's accident is the unhappiest experience for me. The happiest place for 
me was in the Pillar Point open camp because my best friends and my girl friend 
were there. We had good teachers, friends and freedom to go in and out of the 
camp. Hong Kong also had some good and some bad points but I grew up in 
Hong Kong. There are fewer choices in Vietnam. If I had a choice to come to 
Hong Kong to live, I would come... 
Both Man and Thuy valued family more than individuality that to certain extend 
hindered their upward mobility. Man was in debt coming back to Hong Kong, he would 
** 
have to work much harder to return the money, and that means he did not have enough 
‘ time to study English to be an interpreter. For Thuy, she had to give up study in Form 
Three despite the fact that she did well in school, and it was very possible for her to get 
into university if she had not quit. However, both of them did not feel bad about that 
� because they chose to take care of the people they love. 
When Thuy was successfully integrated into the local community, she was proud 
of being a Vietnamese refugee, but Man was not proud of being Vietnamese because he 
could not fit in to Vietnamese society and he thought he belonged in the refugee camp. 
For both of them and the other informants as well, ethnicity is situational and dynamic in 
different social contexts, and it also depends on the subjective feelings an individual has 
about who he or she is and where he or she belongs. 
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So far I have discussed the adaptation of young refugees in two different societies. 
In the next section I will look into my informant Hai's adaptation to Pik Uk Prison in 
Hong Kong. 
Integration In Pik Uk Prison - Hai's Story 
Hai is an ethnic Vietnamese; he came to Hong Kong in 1991 with his mother. 
They waited in Whitehead closed camp for two years, and then they were screened as 
refugees and moved to Pillar Point open camp. He decided to traffick drugs after being 
rejected several times for the Government apprenticeship program, which provided 
certifiable qualifications to young people under a Form Three level. He was caught 
trafficking heroin and he was sentenced to five years in prison, I discussed his first few 
, months in prison in the last chapter. During his time in prison, his attitude changed from 
being optimistic to being more practical and present-oriented as time went by. 
Vietnamese were highly respected inside the prison because they had the reputation of 
being good fighters and fighting hard because they had nothing to lose. Hai also 
developed long lasting friendships with some Vietnamese and Chinese prisoners. 
Although he was not discriminated against in prison, he preferred to live in the 
- mainstream society because there was no freedom inside the prison and the guards took 
total control of prisoners' daily lives. Hai said: 
The guard put his finger into my anus to check for drugs before I entered the 
prison in 1998. The cell was pale white with an open toilet, a sink and a bed. The 
physical settings of Pik Uk Prison were similar to the closed camp in my 
childhood, but we did not have privacy in the toilet in the prison. We had to tidy 
up and fold the blanket until the guards were satisfied. Then we could have about 
thirty minutes walk. I was scared at the beginning because some of my friends 
said the prison was "dark"; this means that some big brothers in the prison would 
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force the newcomers to have oral or anal sex... .But they dared not to touch us 
Vietnamese. 
We could choose different technical training like woodwork, laundry, word-
processing or cooking. I chose laundry because it was clean work; the washing 
machine did most of the work. We just sorted the items out and distributed them 
to different sections. My monthly salary was about HKD 180. Since the laundry 
was close to the kitchen, my friends from the kitchen could pass me bread and 
meat. Laundry workers had extra time for sports and clean clothes. I worked for 
six hours every day. The guard gave us a cigarette each day. We divided one 
cigarette into about five smaller cigarettes with paper. We wrapped the cotton 
with tissue paper to catch the spark from scratching the electric light bulb, and 
used this to light the cigarette. 
Similar to the closed camp, troublemakers were sent to isolated cells where they 
only had toothpaste, a toothbrush and three meals with tea. I was isolated once 
for two weeks because of fighting. The guards kicked me like a ball until I fell. 
The doctor did not give us painkillers. Some of us had to be sent to the hospital. 
It felt like the whole world had no people. I did physical exercise until I was 
exhausted. I sang alone till I was voiceless because I could not sleep... 
It was fun in a four-person cell. There were twelve windows and one electric fan. 
. We played card games, and did exercises using the bed frame. We even made 
deep fried potato chips by heating oil in the sink with burning newspaper. Then 
we pretended nothing had happened when the guards did their routine checks 
every fifteen minutes. Then we put the potato chips in the boiling oil, it was the 
most delicious chip I have ever had. 
Although the prison was a total institution, the prisoners had some choices in working 
and studying if they were well behaved in front of the guards. However, they utilized 
their creativity in their cells as in closed camps. For example, they fried potato chips in 
the sink or used the spark of the electric bulb to smoke inside the jail. Although their 
power relationship with the guards and the authority was unbalanced, there was some 
room for resistance. The experiences in refugee camp shaped Hai to be more capable to 
survival in prison, because the social setting of the closed camp was similar to the prison. 
Therefore he could adapt to the small and confined cell unit where he had no privacy. 
And in the open camp, he already learned some ways to interact with criminals and 
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guards in terms of giving face to one other, and when to use violence or hunger strike. 
He also developed an attitude to make the best out of what he had from the camps. He 
utilized every resource with his Vietnamese friends to have a bit more sense of 
autonomy and power in prison. 
In mainstream capitalistic society, education is important. But it was not so 
important for survival in prison. The ability to fight and the unity of one's group as 
against other groups were much more important in prison. Although other prisoners 
dared not take advantage of Hai, he was pessimistic to his future because he had a 
criminal record. Therefore he was more present-oriented in his thinking. Both Man and 
Hai found education impractical for survival because the social worlds in which they 
lived in did not treasure it. When I chatted with Hai in his small flat in a run-down 
. district in Hong Kong after he was freed from prison in 2002, he had already prepared 
himself in the prison to fit into mainstream society. He achieved this by learning to read 
from the Chinese newspaper. Besides learning Chinese he also learned from his and 
others' mistakes; as he said: 
I tried to learn English typing but I gave up because I did not understand the 
“ words. I tried to learn to use the computer but ended up playing games. The only 
thing I achieved was to learn Chinese and practice Cantonese until I could read 
the local newspaper. My friends mainly read Vietnamese novels. Sometimes we 
“ - shared how and why we got caught. 1 learned a lot in sharing stories, for example, 
I realized in most cases we were betrayed by drug dealers�; there was an 
agreement between the drug dealers and police, if the drug dealers wanted to 
continue their business in certain districts, they had to turn over a quota of 
traffickers to the police who control the district. It was usually the young 
3 Drug dealers are responsible to negotiate the price, quality and quantity of drugs, and the clients pay the 
dealers. And then drug traffickers deliver drugs from a specific storage spot to another place for the clients 
to pick up the drugs they order. In doing so, drug dealer could usually avoid being caught. They usually 
would pay for lawyers for the traffickers or give a certain amount of money as compensation for the family 
members of the traffickers who were being caught and sentenced to prison. But they would take revenge 
on those traffickers who uncovered them. 
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traffickers like us who were given up by the drug dealers to get caught because 
they told the police when and where the traffickers would pass by with drugs... 
Since there were only a few Vietnamese in the prison, we checked our working 
schedule to check out where we were and whom we could talk to. We used 
sharpen toothbrushes, and pens collected from school or given by the guards to 
fight with, if necessary. 
No matter whether we were in the refugee camp or in prison, we had to be tough. 
There was a ritual in the prison, and different prisoners would beat the new 
prisoners when they arrived. New prisoners had to pay their first two month's 
salary and snacks to the most powerful group. We respected the brotherhood and 
violence, but we looked down on the rapists because we thought only weak guys 
would take advantage of woman. The rapists would be beaten in turn and had to 
work for others. 
Other than the interactions with prisoners, there were other happenings in the prison, 
which gave Hai both negative and positive memories, for example in his story: 
In the closed camp, we ate and slept whenever we wanted to. In the prison, we 
were being watched most of the time. In the closed camp, we did not have to lock 
^ our door but the cells were locked in prison. I was not healthy because painkillers 
were the only doctors. Unless we were sweating, pale and shaking, only then we 
could see the doctor from outside of the prison. 
The good things were that we had fish or chicken wings and pork everyday. On 
public holidays, we had a half day of sport and a half day of TV. The most 
fantastic time was when some Christian girls came to sing and talk to us at 
Christmas and Easter. They even played soccer with us. None of us took 
advantage of them. 
v\ 
In our conversation, Hai tried to portray the prison in a better light by comparing 
the experiences of his friend who came from a poor village in Mainland China to save 
money in the prison (every prisoner was paid HK $180 per month for the work) and his 
sense of brotherhood was built up with this friend in fighting together. For Hai's friend, 
prison was only a place where he could make money, have free meals and free housing; 
freedom was not an issue for him because he had a clear aim to get into prison in Hong 
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Kong. This was still better than living in his poor village in Mainland China, where he 
could only beg on the streets. Objectively, a prison is a negative place for most people, 
but subjectively for Hai's friend, the prison was a positive place. This subjective feeling 
was similar to that of young refugees like Hai in closed camps, where they did not feel 
bad as long as they had time and space to play with friends who eased the sense of 
powerlessness of Hai in prison. 
Hai kept doing exercise everyday and learning Chinese to prepare himself for the 
future. His friendship inside the prison helped him to survive in prison and have 
emotional support, but did not help much for him to fit into mainstream society. 
However, after he was released, he kept writing letters to his friends in prison to help 
them pass the time and encourage them not to give up. It seemed this practice gave Hai a 
' sense of dignity: 
In the three years and two months that 1 spent in prison I crossed the days off the 
- calendar every day and tried to only think about soccer games and how to play 
better. My mother and friends came to visit every week. Some good guys gave us 
food or protected me when my friends were not around. I once gave some candy 
and biscuits to a guy from Mainland China; he became my best friend and risked 
his life to protect me in a fight. He wanted to stay in the prison for two more 
years for the warm room and good food. This way he could save money to build 
� a small house in his village. After he was sent back to China, he smuggled 
himself back to Hong Kong and scared a woman with a rock then waited for the 
police to catch him. I was so happy to see him back to prison, he should had 
- , saved HK$ 4000 after two years in prison. With this money he could build a 
house and get married. He promised to write to me if he went back to Mainland 
China. 
I felt happiest receiving letters. Then I could spend my whole day reading the 
letters over and over and writing. Time passed easiest that way. After I was 
released from the prison. I keep writing letters to my friends in the prison. It s 
good that I can do something to help my friends... 
Hai met some friends in prison; some of them were nice to him but he was also 
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disappointed by some of the others: 
Many people asked me to keep in touch after leaving the prison. But some of 
them only treated me nice in prison because everyone owns nothing and everyone 
was equal. It was like in refugee camp, everyone was quite equal. But when they 
were free from prison and regained money and power in their gangs, they only 
asked me to do trafficking for them. Life is unfair for poor people. The rich 
traffickers had good lawyers to make them come out not guilty. But we poor 
people were "fucked" anyway. Money really can change people! I miss my 
friends from the refugee camp very much. 
In the prison, being a Vietnamese refugee (regardless of their ethnic origin) was 
an advantage because they were interpreted by the other inmates as having nothing to 
lose, being violent and having a strong sense of unity and brotherhood. No other 
prisoners dared to bother the Vietnamese refugees. "Yuht Naahm Jai,,越南f子 was a 
stigma in mainstream society but it was symbolic capital for the young Vietnamese 
refugees in the prison; even though they were the minority, being Vietnamese became a 
source of power. 
‘ After Hai was freed in 2002, he started his life all over again. He refused to 
become involved in trafficking despite the fact that it could make money quickly. He 
preferred to stay with his mother. They rented a small flat in a rundown district in Hong 
� Kong to enjoy a stable and simple life: 
Coming back to "normal society" I want to support my mother. She has been 
- working day and night since she arrived in Hong Kong. 1 work on a construction 
site and make about four hundred dollars per day. So far I am looking for 
technical work to learn. I give all the salary to my mother for the rent and other 
expenses. I have no special hope for the future. I just want to have a stable job, 
stable family and a steady girlfriend... 
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What happened to the other students from the camp? 
After looking at the above three stories in their different social contexts, let us 
examine what happened to my other eighteen informants and other young refugees in 
Hong Kong in 2002.1 had a close relationship with all young people in similar age of my 
informants when I worked in refugee camp. I visited all of them in my fieldwork in 2002. 
They were all either working or studying. And these young people generally seemed 
integrated into the mainstream society quite smoothly. In this chapter, I chose three 
informants who were not necessary typical but enable the discussion of the interesting 
dynamics for individuals in different social settings. 
As for my other informants, five of them were studying form four in local 
schools as honor students; they study an average of four hours every day and also work 
. part time in weekend. The boys often work in construction site, and the girls usually 
work in sales. Two other informants passed the Hong Kong Certificate of Education 
Examination (HKCEE) with above average results. One of them prepared for the Hong 
Kong Advanced level (HKAL) examination. Another informant studied computers and 
engineering at a university in Australia. 
�� 
Five informants failed the HKCEE; they took practical training in other technical 
institutes. One of them went to study a certificate course in Australia. One of them is 
still looking for job. Two of them took accounting and economics at the Institute of 
Vocational Education (IVE), hoping to work in offices. One of them studied at the 
Chinese Cuisine Training Institute in Hong Kong. Three informants worked in 
construction sites and three informants became sales representatives for health products. 
Just looking at their general status does not tell us much how their refugee 
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experience shaped these people in their lives. Let me go further to discuss my interesting 
findings about them. I went with the informant to register for a certificate course in 
Australia, but he was rejected because he was over the age limit. We were disappointed 
and almost gave up. When we sat down in McDonalds, I tried to suggest to him to repeat 
Form Five in Hong Kong or even consider taking classes at an evening school. Ironically, 
he comforted me with his solution: 
Teacher, if it is the problem of my age, then it is not a problem at all. We used to 
change our name and age whenever we needed in the past. In Vietnam, my parent 
wanted to disguise us as Vietnamese; they bribed the government officials for 
Vietnamese names. When they came to Hong Kong, they declared younger age in 
order to find jobs. We have changed our age for better education opportunities. I 
can always ask the lawyer to do it for me. 
My informants took their upward mobility as too important to be confined to a name 
and an age. Lawyers had often been tools for my informants to get around the authority 
I' 
whenever they needed to change their name and age. 
Boa studied at the Chinese Cuisine Training Institute; he was the elder brother in 
his family, and he cooked for the family and bought food from the wet market everyday. 
Through the constant sharing of recipes with local hawkers, he became a good cook of 
Chinese food, Western food and Vietnamese food, winning numerous awards in cooking 
competitions. Other then that, he was the best English actor in an interschool drama 
competition. After Boa failed in the HKCEE, he chose to study in the Chinese Cuisine 
Training Institute. On the weekends, he worked as an interior construction worker to 
support his family. I worked with him several times to observe his interactions with the 
local people such as negotiating price, discussing the interior design and explaining the 
purpose of materials. He was good at presentation of his work and he always made sure 
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everything was neat and tidy. Therefore, most of the clients were happy to hire him. He 
also hired other informants to work and share the job together. His clients were mainly 
his ex-teachers and their friends. At first they hired him out of sympathy. But later on, he 
received constant commissions because of the professional quality of his work. 
Boa's interest in catering was influenced by his father who was a cook in the 
refugee camp. They had more and better food in the camp than other refugees. He 
believed in the saying - "being a cook I will never starve"; it eventually became an art 
and future career for him. 
The three informants working in construction sites were skilled workers. They 
made use of what they were good at in their present professions. Hung was an 
ironworker; he made use of physical power in his weight training and breathing exercise 
. in the refugee camp since the first requirement to be an ironworker was physical strength. 
And they had special ways to breathe and postures to hold to avoid injuries in carrying 
heavy iron beams. Sinh was good at climbing trees in the refugee camp, he was doing a 
tape remover job where he needed to remove the masking tape from windows; he had to 
climb up and down and in and out of the building. Sat was doing welding, and he also 
�� 
good at using computers. His boss only required him to do half a day of welding in the 
‘ morning, and in the afternoon he could work in the office using a computer to do 
accounting for his boss. 
The three informants selling health products joined self-improvement programs 
and became skilled communicators. Two of them became active and aggressive sales 
professionals of health products and now make about fifteen thousand dollars per month. 
One of the male sales representatives invested all his saving (HK$ 70,000 saved from 
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five years working on a construction site) to pay for a franchise business for a health 
product; he worked tirelessly to develop his company. He told me that he could now take 
half year off after a year of work because his business was going so well. 
Analysis 
About Discrimination 
Comparing the stories among my informants, they were all like Thuy and Man 
that they were initially discriminated against in the mainstream society. Ironically only 
Hai was not discriminated against in prison. Students like Thuy could eventually fit in to 
a local school because they had the abilities that developed from the camp which were 
valued in the local schools. 
. Man experienced difficulties in fitting into Vietnamese society for both social 
and individual reasons: his refugee experiences and being forced to repatriate were not in 
general appreciated in his society. From the government's point of view, his escape from 
Vietnam was a disgrace; he was rejected from joining the army because they saw his 
flight from Vietnam as a betrayal of the country. A government officer warned him that 
if he escaped from Vietnam again, he would be put in jail for twenty-five years. He was 
- made fun of by his peers in Vietnam because he did not know what had happened in 
Vietnam when he was in the refugee camp in Hong Kong. He had no common collective 
experiences and knowledge with his peers. From a subjective point of view, he could not 
let go of the positive experiences, the friendship and romantic relationship that had 
developed in Hong Kong. He was physically in Vietnam, but emotionally and 
psychologically in the Hong Kong refugee camp. 
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All informants experienced different degrees of discrimination when they were 
confronted with people in mainstream society; the discriminations were expressed 
through hostility, and fear. But these discriminations dissolved, as mutual 
communication took place. As long as they proved that they were not potential threats to 
mainstream society, and that they could also make positive contribution to work or 
school, the refugees were eventually accepted. 
There were discriminations against the refugee students in some Hong Kong 
schools which mainly concerned their academic standard and put aside their emotional 
need. This discrimination could have been minimized if the government gave more 
orientations for the local school and community to understand the Vietnamese refugee 
before putting them into local schools, and gave one more year for the local schools to be 
- better prepared in training teachers with cultural and social understanding of the refugee 
students, and to set up special courses catering for the student with refugee-camp school 
background. My informants from the refugee camp had the advantage of having cultural 
and physical similarities with Hong Kong students. 
For the informants who worked on the construction sites and in sales, some 
�� 
employers initially paid them twenty percent less than local Hong Kong people when 
they looked at the date of issues and their Vietnamese name of their new Hong Kong ID 
card and found out that they came from refugee camp; and some employers were 
hesitated to hire them. But if other workers currently working for the company 
introduced my informants to the employers, the employers usually overlooked their 
refugee background as long as they could get the job done or they could achieve the 
business goal. Some employers later even preferred to hire people with refugee 
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background because they valued the working opportunity and in general worked harder 
than local people. 
Hai was the one who experienced the least discrimination after leaving the 
refugee camp, because he entered prison directly. Before he was in prison, he was 
discriminated against like other refugees by local employers, in that he got less salary 
than local workers and he could not join the apprenticeship program. But in prison, he 
was paid the same amount of salary as other local prisoners; instead of being 
discriminated, he was actually respected, because Vietnamese in prisons had a reputation 
for strong brotherhood and good fighters which was the majority in prison treasured. 
Personal Relationships 
- When I told my Hong Kong friends that some of my informants for this study 
actually had a lot of fond memories of, and missed their life in the camp, one replied 
‘‘You miss a toothache if you have it long enough". However, from the stories of Thuy 
and other informants, it is clear that they shared pain and also joys in the camp. All of 
my informants miss their friends and positive memories that they developed from going 
�� 
through all the amazing and horrible experiences of life in the refugee camp. Here are 
some thoughts and emotional reflections from Hai about his friends in 2002: 
My friends from the refugee camp help me whenever I need them. I like our lives 
in the camp. Although I have become a good person after leaving prison, I now 
feel bored with Hong Kong people. My friends from the camp have very good 
hearts and we have a brotherhood that nothing could replace. They treat me as a 
VIP, serving me delicious noodles and drinks whenever 1 visit them. They are all 
good people. It is just that the Hong Kong people do not give them much chance 
to start over again. I feel like family whenever I visit my friends from the camp. I 
meet many friends from the prison and refugee camp at my birthday party. That 
is the most important time for me every year because everybody shows up. It 
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feels much better than any festival... 
Personal relationships played important roles in my informants in refugee camps as well 
as in their adaptation to Hong Kong; they provide material support and emotional 
fulfillment. My informants live in the same district where they can reach each other 
within walking distance or within fifteen minutes bus ride. All my informants keep 
seeing each other every week to share what happened to them or simply to hang out 
together. In a sense they have recreated a community that feels like home again. This 
"home" not only included family and relatives of my informants, but all the members of 
the community in their refugee past. 
Ethnicity 
. As I mentioned in last chapter, ethnicity is a dynamic aspect of different social contexts. 
When Thuy started to achieve at school, she gradually revealed her ethnicity and even 
became proud of growing up in the camp. This was a common theme in my fieldwork. 
Some of my students won inter-school competitions in sports, art and drama, English 
drama and catering. Most local schools welcomed them. Some of them helped local 
�� 
students set up school bands or soccer teams. Their experiences in the refugee camp in 
some cases were nostalgic for them to share with other people. Through these stories, the 
ethnic boundaries created from misunderstandings dissolved as interactions increased. 
After the last Vietnamese refugee camp was closed in 2000 the young refugees 
went to local schools, or went to work in different fields (accounting, sales and computer 
processing etc). The meaning and nature of 'Yuht Naahm Jai"越南仔(Vietnamese kids) 
changed as time went by. It changed from a stigma to a more neutral term, and in some 
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cases even a symbol of honor when refugee children become top students in their local 
school. 
For many of my informants, they treasured the opportunity to be able to study 
and work after having been separated and marginalized in refugee camps for more than 
ten years. For example, one honor student, Tien, came to Hong Kong with his mother 
when he was three. His mother became drug addicted when he was six. Tien was caught 
storing drugs when he was thirteen. But the court gave him one more chance considering 
his age and family background. He did not have a criminal record but he was sent to a 
boy's home living with troubled Hong Kong young people. He was discriminated against 
because he could not read and write Chinese and other boys made fun of him. His 
mother quit drugs for him and started to sell pirated cigarette so that he did not need to 
work, and she encouraged him to study. Since then Tien decided to study to be better 
than Hong Kong students no matter how difficult it was. He said: 
I told my social worker that I would be the top student. I confined myself to study 
for five hours every day. It was tough because I had never studied Chinese before. 
I had to copy and memorize all the characters. Luckily my English had already 
improved at Summerbridge English program run by Hong Kong international 
school. All the teachers were shocked to see me as a Vietnamese student finally 
“ became the top student in the local school and I also won many prices in English 
Drama and reading. Vietnamese kids can be good and smart too. 
. - I visit my friends from the refugee camp every week. I have no real friends in 
Hong Kong schools yet. I lead many classmates to play soccer. I don't mind 
people calling us "Yuht Naahm Jai"越南f子 anymore. We feel proud of this 
name because it represents good players and fighters...and survivors... 
Despite never having a formal education in the refugee camp, he eventually became one 
of the top students in local schools. He is determined to get into university and he hopes 
to get a decent job after graduation so that his mother does not have to sell pirated 
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cigarette anymore. Although Vietnamese experiences were depicted as negative, as I 
earlier discussed for many of informants, the experiences could often subjectively be 
transformed to a motivation for them to achieve their goals. Tien has become one of the 
positive models for the other Vietnamese young people, a "pride of young Vietnamese" 
as my other informants said. 
Conclusion 
The refugee camp was closed in 2000. At this time Hong Kong ID Cards were issued to 
about 2000 camp residents and the people from the camp had to leave the camp and pay 
their rent by themselves. The refugees moved from a marginalized institution to a 
mainstream capitalistic society. Young people had to adapt to different school systems 
and families and friends were separated. Education and money were most important for 
social upward mobility. Most of my informants made use of the skills in drama, art and 
social networks plus the money saved in the camp for a decade or more to help them fit 
into the mainstream society. 
The integration of my informants into the mainstream had a negative and positive 
impact on them. On the positive side, they could finally have the equal opportunity and 
“ privileges as people in mainstream society. From their example, they showed that they 
were not cultural handicapped by their refugee experience, but most of them were highly 
adaptive. 
Yet, the negative side was that these refugees were not as close as they were 
inside the refugee camp. Inside the refugee camp, many refugees knew each other and 
took care of each other. They all had similar experiences in escaping from their 
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homeland; they had similar experiences of living in and changing from camp to camp, 
and they had a common goal of being resettled. Their sense of community was strong. 
The sense of belonging in the camp was stronger in young people because they had 
grown up there, shared positive and negative memories there. Their friends were their 
neighbors; they helped take care of their younger brothers and sisters. This sense of 
community cannot be easily found in Hong Kong despite their attempts to live in the 
same districts with each other. These interpersonal relationships and systems of mutual 
support forged in camp were weakened or even lost as the economy in Hong Kong 
started to decline since the late 1990s, with most of the families becoming too busy in 
maintaining basic subsistence, to foster their social relations. 
It seemed that for many of my informants, they felt homeless not when they were 
, inside the refugee camp, but when the camp was closed and they had to integrate into 
mainstream society. Therefore they tried to recreate their sense of home in their regular 
gatherings. However, this could never be as close as in the refugee camp. It seems that 
their earlier closeness could only exist in their collective memories. 
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Chapter Five Research Implications 
This research has investigated twenty-one young people growing up in 
Vietnamese refugees camps in Hong Kong, exploring their own views of their 
experience. I have examined their lives in closed camps, open camps and their 
adaptation into Hong Kong, Many informants faced suffering in life with a positive 
attitude and individual resilience. In their escape from Vietnam, living in closed and 
open camps, in adaptation from a marginalized community to mainstream society, my 
informants were highly adaptive instead of culturally and socially handicapped as 
Thomas and other researchers predicted. Although many characteristics of refugee 
camps were similar to Goffman's total institution, the negative effects of deculturation 
were not significant for these young people. Let us look at some of the important 
- reasons and implications for this in the following review. 
Review 
In Chapter Two, I have examined my informants' lives in closed camps when 
they were children aged from five to nine years old. Their biggest advantage was 
being young, flexible and resilient. They did not have to support their families 
- financially, since everything was given for children anyway; and they shared 
similarities in language, religion and cultural traditions in Hong Kong. All that most 
of these children wanted was to have some fun and be content. 
Goffman said that family in total institutions reduced the negative effects of 
total institutions on individuals. This was true in the closed camp, my informants' 
parents for the most part did not give up their parental roles but rather put up with 
odd and low-paying jobs, and transmitted their culture to their children through day-
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to-day interaction. Many parents used physical punishment to push children to study 
or hired private tutors to maintain their basic academic standard. 
My informants had both positive and negative comments about closed camps: 
some said that the camp was like prison; others like Hoa and Hung said that it was 
like the Garden of Eden. Their perspectives seemed to have depended in part on the 
advantages and disadvantages of the different camp situations. Some camps had 
greater access to natural resources, and the young people generally welcomed access 
to more facilities and to a more friendly camp management. Young peoples' past 
experiences also affected some informants' attitudes toward the camp situation. The 
ones survived from the threat of losing one's life from the waves, pirates and hunger 
in their flight from Vietnam, found a peaceful camp with basic shelter and food to be 
paradise because the refugee camps were the only world they experienced. And in 
fact, there were almost no bloody riots after 1992 in their camps, as there were before 
this time, because the decrease of populations in refugee camp and the strict 
separation of ethnic Chinese and Vietnamese in different camps. 
Ethnic conflicts were basically the result of competing for resources and 
miscommunication. Much brutal violence of Vietnamese refugees toward ethnic 
Chinese refugees in the'riots in the closed camp was aggravated by the closed camp 
policy in 1982, and the screening process in 1988. These policies forced detainment 
of large numbers of refugees who had risked their lives to seek freedom, safety and a 
better future. In the closed camps, most of the adults had little or nothing to do poor 
living conditions. Although there were informal social and micro-economic systems 
inside the refugee camps for them to have a little sense of autonomy, the frustration 
caused by waiting for resettlement and of being "screened" for more than ten years in 
a strange, artificial setting were expressed in hunger strikes or in violence. 
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The camp management kept moving the detainees to different camps in order 
to prevent them from developing long-term social networks inside refugee camps 
that might have challenged their power to control the refugees. The constant 
movement kept my informants' hope for the prospect of a better life because some 
refugee camps had access to natural resources; the refugees had more opportunity to 
have a greater sense of autonomy in these situations. For example, many informants 
found food from the beach and bush. Some informants lost friends camp relocations, 
but children tended to make friends easily. The process of escaping from Vietnam, 
and living through the riots helped many of my informants not only appreciate the 
good side of the harsh situations in the closed camp, but also fostered my informants' 
attitude to make the best out of whatever they had. 
Children had ample leisure time to create their own games within the camp 
culture because no formal education system in the closed camp, most of the camps only 
had a 'halfway' school. In addition, children also helped to find alternative food or they 
re-cooked the distributed food. Beside, they also formed groups to hang around with, to 
share stories and snacks. These groups provided emotional and social spaces for them 
to live life in the closed camps. 
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In Chapter Three I used three informants, Sinh, Hung and Hau to discuss the 
key problems of the open camp for the young Vietnamese. They were becoming 
adults and were expected to be responsible for supporting their families but they did 
not have Hong Kong Identity Cards. At the same time they were exposed to the 
attractions of consumption and to the perils of the drug dealers. These young people 
were marginalized from mainstream society and had little hope of resettlement in a 
third country. 
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A few young people joined the illegal drug business, but many others took 
legal paths in education or technical trainings. They formed social networks to secure 
careers such as in sales, hairdressing and construction site. Very few of them took 
drugs mainly because they did not want to be as weak and ugly as the addicts in 
refugee camp; Besides they did not suffered as much as the sense of powerlessness 
as the drug addicts in the camp; and the young people were still energetic to pick up 
some opportunities in either studying or working. 
My informants did not feel homeless in camp because they developed intense 
interpersonal relationships that were sentimental to them, thus they saw the refugee 
camp as their home. In fact they felt homeless when the camp was closed. 
The handover of Hong Kong to China in 1997 changed their education in 
Chinese and their future because the Hong Kong Government planned to grant them 
the right of local integration. Young people integrated relatively smoothly into local 
schools in 1998 first. Different volunteer groups also provided opportunities to help 
them in language and social development. Ethnic tensions among the young ethnic 
Chinese and Vietnamese were dissolved in mutual communication when they studied 
and worked together. But the tension initially increased between the local community 
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and the young refugees because of the negative depiction of the refugee camps in 
mainstream society and mass media. These misunderstandings also dissolved as 
many of the young refugees like Thuy and Tien proved that they could make a 
positive contribution to the community, as long as they had equal opportunity and the 
same rights as local people. This chapter to a large extend shows the importance of 
legal equal upward mobility and individual's search of respect for the young refugees 
who were in the similar marginalized situations described by Bourgois (1995). 
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In chapter four I discussed the adaptation of the young people who had grown 
up in the refugee camp, in three different social settings. These settings included 
Hong Kong mainstream society, Vietnamese mainstream society and Pik Uk Prison 
in Hong Kong. The last refugee camp in Hong Kong was closed in 2000. At this time 
my informants received Hong Kong ID cards and had to adapt to different school 
systems and to the new social systems of Hong Kong. In the mainstream capitalistic 
society of Hong Kong, education and wealth are most important for economic 
prosperity and upward social mobility. Most informants made use of the knowledge 
and practical skills that they had developed in the camp to fit into the mainstream 
society. For example, Thuy made of her abilities in sports and art to won her 
reputation in local school; Hai made used of his fighting skills and built up social 
network in prisons; Sinh make used of his climbing skills in his tape removing jobs. 
Moving away from the camp to mainstream society weakened the young 
refugees' interpersonal relationships. It may be thought that this would speed up their 
local integration, since they would have more interaction with Hong Kong people. 
But this made their integration more difficult. These young people shared similar 
experiences in escaping from Vietnam, they had similar camp experiences and they 
w 
commonly looked for resettlement. Their sense of community was strong. But these 
emotional supports were less practical when they were separated. This was also 
because many local people discriminated them as a potential threat to Hong Kong, 
and the local schools were not well-prepared to integrate them, given the short notice 
of the government in 1998. Some schools had already suffered from having to deal 
with too many students' behavior problems. Therefore, the young refugees were 
emotionally stressed in discriminative social interactions and academic pressure. 
Therefore they needed people like their friends from the camp who could understand 
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their situations and feelings. Although the young people tried to form informal 
communities within the same district, it was not ideal because everyone was living in 
different areas and became too busy attempting to maintain their basic subsistence, 
especially in the lower working class and in the economic crisis affecting Hong Kong 
after 1997. 
Cantonese speakers were definitely at an advantage in integration. Some 
refugee kids also gained their social credit in extra-curricular activities. Generally 
they were good at sports, chess, drama and even catering because these were their 
daily activities in the camp and most of them had to cook for their family since they 
were children. These young refugees watched the same TV programs same as their 
Hong Kong peers during their years in the camp. That had been shaping their 
understandings of Hong Kong as well as their language ability. The young 
Vietnamese followed the same trend as of the local young people in Hong Kong. 
They disguised their cultural identity by wearing schools uniforms, by learning 
Chinese and by using Chinese names. These young people could integrate and pass 
unnoticed since they physically look like Chinese. 
In the mainstream society, my informants ended up into different paths: Hung 
and Sinh had developed their skilled in constructions sites; Thuy and Hau were 
working in barber shops; and the other studying hard hoping to get into university. 
Their subjective decisions and objective circumstances determined their paths. Most 
informants treasured their families more than individual interests, for example, Thuy 
and Sinh gave up their study to take care of their families. To a large extent, the 
ethnic Chinese were better off than ethnic Vietnamese in self reliance. The major 
factors were the ethnic Chinese parents had higher education level and cultural 
similarities with Hong Kong mainstream society that facilitates their finding jobs and 
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for the students to integrate to local schools. However, some ethnic Vietnamese like 
Hau and Eric could do as good as ethnic Chinese in school because they did not have 
to worry taking care of their families financially and have positive social network 
with caring teachers and peers. Beside Chinese language, another most influential 
factor for their integration was legal status. When they were issued Hong Kong 
refugee Identity Cards and their Cantonese become more identical to local people, 
they were open to more choices in work and career, while experienced less 
discriminations from local people. 
The Cultural Shaping of Self 
To look at the different phases of the refugees' experiences from an 
anthropological point of view, I found it interesting to understand the young refugees 
metaphorically through Mathew's concepts of the cultural shaping of self. The 
cultural shaping of self, he writes, may be viewed as three separate levels. The first 
level is an unconscious "taken-for-granted" level, the second is the "it can't be 
helped" level, and the third is the "cultural supermarket" level (Mathews 2000: 14-
15). 
Mathews said that the first level of shaping was our shaping by a particular 
language and set of social practices that condition us, as to how we comprehend self 
and world. "Because we think in language, we can't easily comprehend how that 
language shapes our thinking; because we live through taken-for-granted social 
practices, we can't easily comprehend how they lead us to live our lives in some 
ways and not in others" (Ibid: 14). To apply these concepts into the young refugees' 
camp experiences, the life in the closed camp was at the taken-for-granted level, it 
was basically the only objective world that they experienced, they did not have as 
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much as frustration as the adults who came with the baggage of their earlier culture 
and values, it was natural for the young people to take whatever was given and make 
the best out of their environment. Just as anthropologists sometimes negatively have 
transformed the cultures of remote peoples, the outings for the children organized by 
the volunteer group often made the situation in the camp more unbearable because 
the children then realized that there was another world outside the refugee camp, 
which seemed much better. 
In the second, middle level of self s cultural shaping, "people do what they 
must as members of their society, whether they like it or not." In the open camp, they 
were more conscious about the limitations of their refugee identity, but they could 
not do anything to change it. When they were free to go in and out of the open camp, 
they were exposed to the "free world" and the attractions of consuming, but because 
they did not have a Hong Kong Identity Card, they could not get access to the local 
school and did not have an equal career opportunity with local people. They could 
see all the rights and privileges of local people, but they were legally denied them. 
In the third level, people have the sense that "they freely pick and choose 
what they want to live by," but as Mathews suggested: 
w 
...their choice of interests, values, and identities is not really free. People pick 
and choose themselves in accordance with their class, gender, religious belief, 
ethnicity and citizenship, as well as all the exigencies of their own personal 
‘ molding, from a cultural supermarket that heavily advertises some choices 
and suppresses other; they pick and choose themselves in negotiation and 
performance with others...(Mathews 2000:15). 
When the camp was closed in 2000, my informants were in the world of the 
cultural supermarket like other Hong Kong people, where they could buy and shop 
for different cultural identities. It seemed that the young people growing up as 
refugees were gaining freedom by entering the mainstream society. But most of them 
still struggled in a lower social and economic class for basic subsistence. In addition, 
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because their social networks from refugee camp were weakened, they had to work 
even harder than in open camp in order to be able to consume. In this sense, the 
freedom to pick and choose whatever they want was to a large extent, and illusion. 
What does it means to grow up in refugee camp? 
Grow up in refugee camp means in one sense that they were treated 
like prisoners. However, prisoners had a known fixed period to stay in the 
prison; the refugees did not know when they could leave and where they were 
going. It also meant that the young refugees had less cultural constraints. 
They seemed adaptive to unexpected change and odd situations because they 
have been through different hardships in their lives. In this sense they were 
similar to the young people growing up slum or as migrant children in New 
York China town as I discussed in Chapter one. 
, Some young people could enjoy their lives in refugee camp. In 
Marx's Utopia described in The German Ideology, the liberated man could go 
hunting, fishing, shepherding or engage in intellectual pursuit at will (Tucker 
�� 1978). Ironically the some young refugees experienced this partially in some 
closed camp, as Hung told me: 
...Study in the morning, fish in the afternoon and watch TV or play 
hide and seek in the evening... 
In a very real sense, we could say that the closed camp that Hung described 
resembled an ideal world for many people-an artificial world of course, but a very 
real paradise in some informants' experiences as Hoa described in Chapter one. 
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Getting into the open camp, they were marginalized to the lower working 
class. To a certain extent, the young refugees growing up in the refugee camp 
appeared to me more independent and adaptive than the local youth in Hong Kong, 
as they were not molded into a fixed pattern of thought in the refugee camp, which 
was full of uncertainty; but they gradually lost this when they left the open refugee 
camp. To a large extent this was because they had to make their own living in the 
lower working class, and had to conform to the mainstream society in order to 
survive. Many young refugees still had lower level of education and language skills 
than their counterparts in mainstream society; they had to be flexible and to build up 
strong interpersonal relationships in order to explore possibilities for their future. 
People search not only for material subsistence, but also for respect and 
dignity. The sense of community and the solidarity of friends in the refugee camp 
were irreplaceable elsewhere. It was one of the most important parts of the refugee 
camp life everybody missed once the refugee camp was closed. 
As they were becoming adults, some of my informants worked as 
construction site workers and others strived for upward mobility through education 
and hard work. Many people thought that living in a poor environment, these young 
refugees were vulnerable to commit crime. However, only very few refugees in the 
age group of those I interviewed, have been involved with gang and drug activities. It 
was partially their conscious choice to be or not to be involved in these activities. If 
the government did not want these young refugees to become involved in illegal 
business, the most simple and direct way was to legalize their residence in Hong 
Kong and allow them to fully participate in mainstream society. This eventually 
allowed the young generation to be independent and be able to make a contribution 
to society instead of being a burden to society. 
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If the government could make used of the individuals' strength in the refugee 
camp to create a community with mixed with Vietnamese and Hong Kong cultures 
instead of treating them like prisoners, the whole refugee experience could have be 
much more positive. In taking care of the Vietnamese, the government should 
undoubtedly identify the basic needs of the refugees such as food, shelter and mental 
health, but it is even more important to identify and make use of the strengths of each 
refugees. For example, many ethnic Vietnamese refugees were farmers or fisherman. 
If they could make used of their skills to be self-subsistent in farming and fishing like 
the Vietnamese refugees in the Philippines (Hitchcox 1990), that may reduce their 
sense of helplessness, as well as the economic burden on the Hong Kong 
Government. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, let us first look at Hung's thoughts about his experiences as a 
refugee: 
Maybe scholars and researchers said that refugee camp experiences were 
negative, but most of us who were refugees had different ideas. Many Hong 
Kong people thought we were poor refugees who were locked up in a 
detention center. But we had our own world. When we were children, we did 
, not have the school pressure like local students. They did not have as much 
leisure time as us. They had to worry about their grades since they were in 
pre-school. Maybe people think that we had fewer toys that local children, 
but the fun part was that we made our own toys and created our own game. 
‘ Some of my local friends told me that they just follow the trends in toys to 
play with, and that the trend was based on the cartoons on TV. Some say that 
there was no privacy in the closed camp, but we did not care about privacy 
that much, we always pretended that the three-tier beds were ships that we 
could climb up and down on, and play hide and seek. 
Through living in different camps, our childhood had many more experiences 
than our Hong Kong friends. Most of them just went to school, went home 
and did their homework and watched TV. Every day was similar. We 
experienced the adventure of our escape, we experienced riots and hunger, 
and we only took cold-water baths that made us healthy. In Tai Ah Chau 
camp, we were close to nature and the earth. I wish I could live there forever. 
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Living in the open camp was good and bad, we had individual free housing, 
there was green natural environment around us, and not many Hong Kong 
kids could enjoy a huge soccer field like we did. Our friends lived closed to 
each other so that we could see each other and take care of each other easily. 
The school in the camp was great too; we celebrated most of the Chinese and 
Western festivals together with performances and gifts. The teacher and 
student relationship was close, it was like we were friends because the 
number of students in each class was about 50 percent less than in the local 
schools. In fact it was similar to an international school. Many volunteers 
came into the camp to play with us and took us to visit different places. Rich 
people donated money to us; in a way we helped them to spend their money 
in meaningful ways and to boost their reputations. 
Most of our local friends were scared of triads and drugs addicts. But they 
were just part of our life; we used to be involved with gangs and the drug 
business. There was nothing to be afraid of. The major problem was the 
intrusion of the police and living so close to the local community without a 
Hong Kong ID card. We got used to seeing the drug addicts getting high and 
it did not bother us that much. But living in Hong Kong without a Hong Kong 
ID card was a problem for us as we had little chance to resettle and we 
wanted to study or work like normal people. We were just kept outside the 
system. We could not visit our relatives in Vietnam. We could not study in 
local schools; we could just work in construction sites. ..we could not even 
borrow books from the library. Everything was like you could see it, but you 
could not touch it... 
t* 
When we finally integrated into the local community with Hong Kong ID 
cards in the year 2000, we did not really feel as good as we had always 
expected. The local schools have too many students in one class. It was more 
like a prison than a family. We still keep in contact with our friends but not as 
often and or as close as in the camp. 
I feel good that I can visit my relatives in Vietnam. I feel happy to be 
�� independent. But I would chose to live in the open camp instead of the local 
community if I had a Hong Kong ID card.. .because we did not have to worry 
about our basic needs, and we could enjoy playing, sharing and creating in 
„ nature with closed friends and neighbors ...I think that is the real freedom we 
‘ are looking for... 
In these words, Hung repeated many of the themes in ideal education, living 
environment and interpersonal relationship. In re-examining the refugee experience 
from the young Vietnamese refugees' point of views, the refugee camps experience 
for some of my informants were quite positive in the sense that hey have the chance 
to utilize their potentials and creativities in either creating games and activities from 
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nothing in walled-in closed camp or from natural materials in Island camp. In the 
open camp, Hung's insight about open camp is the importance of close interpersonal 
relationship and a legal status to enjoy larger extent of freedom and dignity. He also 
underlined a subtle but important question: What is real freedom? 
Implications of this research 
In this research, the closed camp can be considered as a social science 
laboratory; the experiment is putting a group of healthy people away from their 
native culture and also isolated from the mainstream capitalistic world in the society 
that they have arrived at. Many aspects of this laboratory were similar to prison: the 
government provided them basic food, clothes and shelter and then most of the time 
the refugees were not provided anything to do with poor living conditions. But 
„ personal relationships were closer than in the mainstream society. The refugee camp 
seemed to have negative effects on adults, especially for men, as they were already 
trained and conditioned to work hard for their family and have certain roles to fulfill, 
and if they were, put into a environment where they did not have to continue all those 
duties, they found it difficult to cope. 
Children seemed to experience less negative effects for several reasons. They 
were given their basic needs, and were more or less happy; these children did not 
suffer as much as adults who trained to make a living and find their meaning of life 
in taking care of their families. The children did not have a strong concept of how the 
world should be. And they did not have traditional cultural constraints. The refugee 
camp was a taken-for- granted world to them. Also, they did not have social status as 
adults when they were in the refugee camp. Therefore they also did not suffer from 
losing social status or identity. In the refugee camps, most of them were living close 
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to each other, having similar experiences in growing with more intense interpersonal 
relationships than in mainstream society, and they were close from nature. 
From this research, refugees' resilience was essential for survival and for 
shaping their refugee camp culture. The adults formed informal social systems within 
the formal system of the camps for social and emotional support. Children always 
had to make the best out of what they had. That built up their sense of achievement 
and most of them were flexible and adaptive, for example some of my informants 
could achieve in local school within in one year of admission, and the others became 
skillful workers. However, it is also true that on average, these young refugees are 
not yet doing quite as well today as ordinary Hong Kong people, many of them still 
struggling in the lower working class and having to work much harder than local 
students to prepare for the public examination. They were optimistic to their future to 
maintain a simple and stable life. 
From some of my informants' perspectives, the interpersonal relationships in 
mainstream society were not as close as inside the refugee camp. Everyone was busy 
to maintain his or her subsistence. Inside the closed camps, people did not have to 
worry about their basic needs. This is certainly a reason why they preferred the 
�� 
refugee camp. But it is important to see how in these camps, these young people 
utilized their potential to enjoy life. Although scholars and media have criticized the 
Hong Kong government for treating the Vietnamese refugees inhumanly, and there 
were many negative aspects in refugee camp, my informant's stories also suggested 
that if people did not have to worry about their basic needs while given the 
opportunity to develop use of their strengths; then living with close interpersonal 
relationship, and not being alienated from nature may make life relaxing and happy, 
like the liberated man in Marx's Utopia. But looking at the vanishing of socialism in 
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the world and the worldwide capitalistic society of today, this is of course only a 
dream- a dream that some refugees described in this thesis were able partially to live 
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